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Art, "constructs" a human
A human is both a consumer and a creature that is consumed over the 
passage of time. Consuming is enjoyable, but also suicidal. 

Life often surrounds us. Time is limited and our preoccupations are the 
biggest killers of our time. Days go by, bags can not be filled sufficiently, 
things at our disposal slip through our fingers in a blink of an eye. Those 
who can not replace the things life has taken away from us are doomed 
to go bankrupt without even noticing it. A tumbled human has to be 
regenerated and reconstruct himself. 

Minds can not reconstruct themselves without returning to their origin, 
fully grasping the reason of their creation and meeting the art of the 
greatest craftsman. 

Art illimunates hearts, makes us be fully aware of existance, melts away 
non-existance, takes away the blinds that cover our spiritual eyes, purifies 
us from anything that is out of us, makes us be self-sufficient, and makes 
us explore the beautiful. 
... 

Art constructs the human. Being one of the meeting points where those 
who seek to fill their bags meet, our magazine has reached its 13th 
edition.  

As of the 13th edition, our Handicraft magazine is going to be  published 
also in English. I pay my gratitude to ISMEK's English  subbranch for their 
valuable contributions during the translation  process of the magazine.

We set out for each edition with the aim of going beyond the previous 
one, and your meaningful feedbacks show us that we are not going 
against the tide.

Those who want to find the taste of art in life and to resist to being 
consumed will run into many precious pieces in this edition as well.

Wish you days full of art to stay away from the complexities of life, to 
reconstruct our hearts, and to stay decent.

May the greatest craftsman bless you.

Muhammet ALTINTAS

Translated by: Derya BEKIROGLU
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Dear Istanbulians,

As human beings, the duty to beautify the world we live in 
belongs to all of us. The well-known author Dostoyevsky 
states, “It is beauty which shall save the universe.” Quoting 
this, we can easily suppose that beauty is as crucial to 
both the individual life and the societal life as science,       
philosophy or politics.

With the strength we receive from your ongoing support, 
we, as the Metropolitan Municipality of Istanbul, have 
been continually striving to create a more liveable Istanbul, 
passionately seeking to renovate it so it can serve as one 
of the most important tourism, finance and convention 
centers in the world. Art, which is one of the most 
fundamental dynamics of our culture with its constructive 
role on the culture and the society, is of critical importance in 
our efforts to create the Istanbul we dream of. Throughout 
history, Istanbul has been one of the most active cities 
where art has flourished. It is thus our goal to make Istanbul 
an important art and culture center as well.

Towards this end, through ISMEK, a foundation within 
our municipality, which delivers educational services to 
Istanbulians, we strive to perpetuate our traditional arts, 
since they are of key importance in reflecting our cultural 
and societal values. The Handicraft magazine by ISMEK, 
therefore, is a valuable product of our effort to pass our 
handicrafts on to future generations. Highly praised both 
nationally and internationally, the Handicraft Magazine 
of ISMEK has reached its 13th edition owing to the great 
interest and support it receives from you, dear lovers of art.

As the Metropolitan Municipality of Istanbul, we will 
continue to take firm steps to raise the living quality in 
Istanbul, and to perpetuate all the beauties we human 
beings deserve.

With my most sincere wishes for a world beautified by art.

From the Mayor...

The Mayor Of Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality

Translated by: Hande KEYKUBAT





There are some surroundings that history has permeated 

all the stones of its pavement, all the corners of its streets, 

its boats and its mosques. How many seigneurs, masters, 

hodjas have glanced those surroundings? There are many 

tablets on its walls and many writings on its domes hung like 

identity cards. The moment you get in a ferry from Eminonu 

to Uskudar, you already give yourself in to the affectionate 

aesthetic of those surroundings and necessarily, you leave 

yourself   control at some of those surroundings.

We are visiting The Gentleman of Calligraphy, Hasan Celebi, 

who has given his all as to keep this compassionate aesthetic 

alive, having written for a long time and having educated 

tens of students as to prevent calligraphy from evanishing 

into thin air. Just next to the Mihrimah Sultan Mosque, Celebi 

is hosting us in his residence having a dome and sea in its view. 

He has a quite modest study room. It is hard to see a thing 

other than tablets, pens and practicing papers. On the wall 

that he leans his back there hung a mandate by Abdulha-

mid II. Almost ten students from Turkey, England and South 

Africa revolve around Celebi like moths do around a candle; 

in full attention, as to bear in mind everything that emerges 

from his hand and his mouth. 

Written by: Uğur SEZEN / Translated by: Vildan ARICAN

A calligrapher losing his heart to calligraphy during his juvenility… Man of heart, determined against all kinds of 

impossibility,  the seeker,  the finder and the bender before the competent… In Uskudar,  in his room with a sea and a dome 

view, maintaining an ancient art with his students from all over the world, the gentleman of calligraphy: Hasan Celebi.

Reisu'l-Hattâtîn Hasan Çelebi
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There Are Some Things That Are 
Really Hard To Explain
When we ask “Could you please tell us about your cal-

ligraphic past?” the reply is like a reflex: “There are some 

things that are really hard to explain.” Especially, for the per-

formers of ancient arts explaining some things is really hard. 

Because art is a kind of realizing the essence of articles; the 

acceptable part of this occupation is not about explaining 

the process but occupying yourself fully with it. However, 

the Gentleman of calligraphy does not refuse us and tells us 

about the ostensible part of his calligraphic past. The esoteric 

part of it is heard and experienced by the students of Celebi, 

the real experts. 

“I was born in 1937 at a village in Erzurum. The love for the 

material of this profession has begun at my juvenility. But I 

did not know where that love was going to take me. Celebi, 

starting his word like “That’s why explaining it is hard” and 

draws attention to the Turkey of his childhood.  “The time was  

when Second World War was blasting.  Let’s think about life 

in one of  those villages; imagine there was no road at all. We 

could even fail to find a holy book to read. We were the peo-

ple living in poverty and need. Not only Erzurum but also the 

whole country was in need. There were also bans that caused 

us worse problems than the poverty did.”

Hasan Celebi carried on memorizing the holy book as there 

was no school at that time. According to Celebi, every hu-

man being needs to have a kind of occupation, to take a trip 

whose destination is qualifications that are different from his 

inborn skills, in short: “Animal feet are round-shaped, they 

stay where they are. However, human feet are forward-

shaped, indicating that development is a need for him.” His 

mind is framed by those thoughts and Celebi gets into this 

profession thanks to his love for paper and pencil. As there 

was no school, they get most of their education in a place 

called madrasah, close to a kind of small classroom in a vil-

lage mosque in which village boys are educated by a wise 

man. With the idea of “The things uncommon are mostly 

valuable.” in mind. “Many students did not have an Alifba1  

book. It is serendipity that my father went to Erzurum and 

brought me a holy book when I started to memorize it. 

Its pages were all torn and they were almost falling down. 

Now, I value that book like Sakal-i Serif.“2

When the love of calligraphy dropped to his heart, Celebi 

wondered whether there was any relative who was interest-

ed in calligraphy and started to search the lives of his grand 

grandfathers. So far as he finds out, there is no one interest-

ed in calligraphy, but knowledge had always been honored 

by them. “We figured out that 4-5 of my grandfathers who 

were also from an educated social class called ̀ ilmiye sinifi  ̀in 

Turkish. My great grandfather had such an education that 

would be enough to make him an Islamic glossator. The 

father of my father could not get much education due to 

World War II. There is a holy book left by them now owned 

by my brother but there is no signature on it, I do not know 

who wrote it.”

The Way Of Art Passes Through Dersaadet3 
As all kinds of material-spiritual poverty were rushing into 

Anatolia, Hasan Celebi comes to Istanbul so as to learn Arabic 
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and to get Quran education after he completed memoriz-

ing Quran. In his words, there was neither a method nor a 

person to teach in Anatolia at that time. The situation was 

so bad that he completed memorizing some parts of Quran 

while he was sheepherding. When he comes to Istanbul, 

he starts immediately to interact with intellectuals and artists 

but it takes some time for him to have a place in this circle.

After he said “I stayed at Ucbas Madrasah in Istanbul for one 

year. I used to go to Fatih Mosque frequently.” he carried 

on his speech in an emotional tone: “There was a person 

named Gumulcineli Mustafa Efendi, he used to teach to the 

ones who wonder about calligraphy in front of the gather-

ing-place of muezzin. I thought that he would not accept 

me as I lack a diploma.” By talking about his way of thinking 

at that time, Celebi harks back. 

As he could not give his hands to any expert, he even 

thought to give up his love for writing, but there was no 

way. With the petition that follows; “When I went to the 

mosque as to pray, what drew my attention was not the 

8
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prayer but the tablets; I could not do a thing other than look-

ing at the tablets. I hope Allah will accept my prayers of that 

time.” Celebi makes his love of calligraphy evident. 

All Roads Lead To Rome
When Celebi started to be a muezzin in Uskudar Mihrimah 

Sultan Mosque in 1956, his love of writing not only keeps 

following him but it also grows deeper and deeper within 

him. With a sweet smile, he tells us about those days, “There 

were Ya Hakim, Ya Alim, Ya Azim (names of Allah) tablets 

on the wall of the mosque, but I need to struggle in order 

to read them. I used to try to read them from where I sit 

but I was not able to do that. In the mornings, I used to ex-

plore the writings on the dome lying on my back when the 

mosque was empty and peaceful; I was trying to copy them 

with a pencil yet I was failing. 

In that manner, days pass and he completes his military serv-

ice. His next aim is to continue his profession as a muezzin 

by moving to Istanbul and carry on his writing life in his own 

way. Celebi starts to be a muezzin at Mehmet Nasuhi Efendi 

Mosque again in Uskudar. He underlines the fact that how 

open his perception of calligraphy is by saying “Mehmet 

Nasuhi Efendi Mosque is actually a Halveti Dervish Lodge 

and Celebi’s path now overlaps with the path of calligraphy. 

“As the mosque was a dervish lodge there were plenty of 

writings. All those strengthened my love for calligraphy.” At 

those times, Celebi had his own calligraphy tries. Saying that 

“There were those who guided me without knowing it but 

I did not know what I was doing and how I needed to do 

it.” Celebi explains that calligraphy is impossible to perform 

without a master teaching you how to do it. 

A Scenario Without A Plan
Even if Hasan Celebi, master of calligraphy, cannot find the 

teacher whom he seeks; he was sure about his teacher̀s be-

ing in Istanbul. As leaving Istanbul would be a kind of ac-

cepting failure for his art, he went to Erzurum as to bring his 

family to Istanbul, too. However he was stuck in an unfortu-

nate situation which was Coup 1960.

Celebi was not able to come back to Istanbul at those times 

when Turkey was at war; he had to live 3 years in Erzurum 

before coming back to Istanbul. He became a muezzin-imam 
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for 3 years in Artvin Yusufeli, the closest town to Erzurum. By 

saying “Love does not stay still, it directs me somewhere.” 

he explains how he cannot stay away from the love of cal-

ligraphy; he is not in Istanbul, though. Because of Yusufeli`s 

being a little town, there was no big change in Celebi’s life 

in terms of calligraphy. The things he did at those times were 

preparing oil colored pictures for traders and trying to keep 

writing by copying variety of different calligraphies. 

Getting Closer To The Arranged Time
After three years, Mr. Celebi moved to Istanbul again. His 

milieu was Uskudar again. Although he did not sit before a 

teacher to learn new methods of calligraphy, he kept writing 

on his own. While the completed writings were being put 

on the shelves as to get soothed, there was always a new 

paper on the table and there would always be new writings 

to be written in the near future. 

While days were passing in that manner, one of Celebi’s 

friends helped him; he talked about a significant person 

named Sukru Efendi who is an imam in Toygar Mosque. Af-

ter ten years from his first visit to Istanbul, they go to Sukru 

Efendi in 1964. “Sukru Efendi used to have our friends read 

Buhari.4  We went to him with a friend.” says Celebi with a 

nice smile on his face. “My friend introduced me as a calligra-

pher. Yet I even did not know how to hold the pencil correct-

ly. As my friend was inferior to me in calligraphic knowledge, 

he reckoned that my writings were masterpieces; therefore 

he introduced me as a calligrapher. Afterwards, Sukru Efendi 

looked at my writings and said ‘My son, this process cannot 

be taken without a teacher.’ But it was impossible to find 

one and have him educate me!”

Hasan Celebi explains meaningfully how he follows the track 

of this love in a certain and an uninterrupted way: “People 

invent such things that you will try to discover its essence 

and fail to understand it for years. Calligraphers running be-

hind this curve for four hundred years could not reach the 

outcome.”

A Day After Rain
Hasan Celebi followed Buhari courses awhile that Sukru 

Efendi gives. There is a stonemason,on the way whose name 

is Yusuf Efendi, he takes Hasan Celebi to Sukru Efendi. Like 
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he was a silversmith, Yusuf Efendi lined up the gravestones 

on which it was written “Huve’l-Baki, Huve’l-Hayy, Hu…” 

Thanks to his curiosity, Hasan Bey looked at the gravestones 

as if there had been precious diamonds and this curious 

look opened a door for him:

“One day, the stonemason asked me ‘My fellow towns-

man, do you need a gravestone?’ when I said I was there 

because I was interested in writing, trying to do my best, he 

smiled and said that ‘There are master calligraphers who 

wrote those, they frequently come here. If you come again, 

I will introduce you to them.”

Upon this invitation, Celebi did not lose contact with the 

man. After a day, he went to the stonemason again. There 

comes the arranged time: “At the end of April, on the first 

days of May… There are buds on the branches blossoming 

slowly… A day after rain… It is possible to see dews on 

leaves when sun lights reflect…Mr. Hamid is trying to copy 

a writing needled by shaking method over a stone. But the 

weather is moist, the stone is moist, the paper is bloated, 

the caves are closed. Hodja is spreading dust from the caves 

of the paper but the dust does not reach the stone as the 

caves are closed. That is the way I know Hamid Hodja.”

The stonemason acts in accordance with his promise and he 

introduces Hasan Celebi to Hamid Aytac. Celebi immediately 

shows his notebook full of pencil writings. Hamid Hodja looks 

at the notebook again and again…Celebi tells about the mo-

ment like he is actually living it: “Hamid Hodja looked at my 

writings and said ‘This cannot be done that way.’ He made 

his pencil thinner like a hair and wrote a jim5  naskh. Even 

today I feel bad because I have lost the paper and I had just a 

sample.” In the end, Hamit Hodja does not accept Celebi as a 

student saying that he is so busy but he does not leave him all 

alone and sends him to Halim Ozyazici, one of his students.

The Calligraphy Of Uskudar-Topkapı-Cemberlitas

From Uskudar to Eminonu by ferry, from there to Topkapı 

by tram, and then on foot… Maybe Tekirdag bus… Hasan 

Celebi takes this route with those ways. Now that he starts 

his love of calligraphy with Halim Ozyazıcı, the calligrapher. 

After his first lesson, Halim Bey notices his Fa6  with kasidah 

and showing the letter to his friend; “Look at this in his first 

lesson, there is a hope for Celebi!” Unfortunately, Halim 

Bey dies after a short time like four months.

In the doctrine of Sufism, there is a pseudonym (veled-i 

kalb in turkish) which grows, develops and even dies down 

the spiritual way of a person. When Halim Bey died, Has-

an Celebi felt that his veled-i kalb has died, too. After two 

months “dizziness”, Celebi goes to Hamid Hodja again: “I 

want to go to Hamid Bey but I cannot dare to because he 

has not accepted me once. Thanks to the son of Omer Nas-

uhi, I have found where Hamid Bey stays and gone to him 

with regards. A room in Cemberlitas Rasit Efendi Inn…”

Hasan Celebi tells about his situation to Hamid Hodja 

again. Hamid Hodja accepts Celebi as a student saying that 

“Halim’s way is our way.” and there starts a complete “cal-

ligraphy sayr-i suluk for Celebi. 

Hasan Celebi stays by Hamid Bey for 18 years from 1964 

till his death. There happens a strong relation as a master-

apprentice between them. Hamid Bey is not very a talkative 

person. Even he does not tell the mistakes that his students 

make. Therefore, Celebi writes only “Rabbi Yessir” for two 

years. Weeks and months pass but he is not able to pass 

second lesson. In the end, he feels desperate that he does 

not have a writing skill. He talks about that to his hodja. He 

says “I have decided that I do not have the skill. For two 

years, I have written ‘Rabbi Yassir and failed.”Upon his 

speech, the second lesson is given to Celebi.

12
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Celebi Becomes A Part Of Calligraphy 
By Suffering From Its Love 
“For a short time before Hamid Bey’s death around 1980, 

he is asked to write a long calligraphy. One and half meter-

paper is needed for the writing but he cannot find a paper 

that long! He asks for one-meter-paper from printing press 

and he used to write using eggs with micro mat. “By say-

ing that Celebi shows how Hamid Aytac struggled and he 

draws attention to another point:

“In other countries, it is easy to find materials of an art 

which goes five hundred years back, they make muse-

ums, and they exhibit them and provide them to the 

wonderers of that art. However, in our country, the ma-

terials of a living art like calligraphy cannot be found even 

by the masters of that art. “

One day, Necmet Okyay sees Celebi’s writings and asks “Has 

not your hodja ratified you?” Celebi never talks about that 

issue to his hodja due to his morality. Okyay notices the situ-

ation and adds that “Tell Hamid Bey that I am inviting you 

to my home and let’s have a conversation together”. When 

Hamid Bey and Hasan Celebi visited Necmeddin Okyay, the 

subject just becomes ratification of Celebi. God Bless Okyay, 

he interjects that it is already time to ratify Celebi. 

For ratification, Celebi writes a hilye-I sharif by Egrikapili Abdul-

lah Efendi and brings it to his hodja. Hamid Bey rectifies the 

writing and Celebi writes it again. In the end, after six years 

work, Celebi gets his ratification from Hamid Bey in 1971.

Practising a third-naskh with Hamid Aytac, Celebi starts to 

practice rik’a and ta’lik with the Calligrapher Kemal Batanay. 

After copying a stanza by Veliyuddin Efendi, one of the mas-

ters in ta’lik writing, Celebi gets his ratification from Batanay 

in 1975. In years well-known for poverty, kneeling before the 

experts of calligraphy starts to produce its fruit by taking the 

fiduciary over the experts. 

Relay Race “From Hand To Hand” 

Celebi starts to teach calligraphy in 1976. He ratifies more 

than 50 students of him, who have taken a step into calligra-

phy by holding Celebi’s hand and reciting the pray Rabbiyas-

sir. Calligraphers like Muhlis Uslu, Berat Gulen, Ayten Tiryaki, 

Davud Bektas, Efdaluddin Kılıc, Tevfik Kalp, Mumtaz Seckin-

durdu, Ilhan Özkececi, Mimar Gunay Cilingiroglu, Abdullah 

Gun, Ahmed Kutluhan, Ferhat Kurlu, Hilal Kazan and Bilal 

Sezer are all ratified by Celebi. 

Practicing through letters with his students from United 

States, Morocco, Algeria, Libya, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Bosnia 

and Japan, Celebi takes that flag of calligraphy to many 

countries in the world thanks to his students. Through the 
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end of our conversation, “We have just opened the cover of 

the book, completing this books takes ages” says Celebi and 

as a memento, he writes a naïve writing for the magazine, 

Ismek El Sanatları.

There are many writings by Hasan Bey, famous for his stu-

dents on international scope, in many historical buildings and 

mosques. He restored the writings of Sultanahmet, Hırka-i 

Şerif and Beyazid Mosque in Istanbul, of Cem Sultan Shrine 

in Bursa, of Mescid-i Nebevi in Saudi Arabia. He …in con-

tests made by IRCICA triennially and by many other coun-

tries. Celebi is awarded in Traditional Arts the Presidency 

Culture and Art Massive Prizes 2011. “I accept this gift which 

is thought to be suitable for me representing those who 

helped me a lot in the past, representing people sharing the 

same century with me and for the future generation.” The 

Gentleman of Calligraphy, Hasan Celebi, who prepares and 

attends tens of exhibitions, certainly carries on practicing this 

ancient art with his students just next to the Mihrimah Sultan 

Mosque in Uskudar. 
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Surah Al-Tauba verse 51, written in the Jeli Thuluth script

1) Alifba is a book that teaches arabic letters. 2) The moustage of the Prophet Mohammed 
(pbuh) 3)The name Ottomans gave to Istanbul. It means the door of happiness. 4)A  book 
about the life and sayings of Prophet Mohammed (pbuh). 5)An Arabic letter. 6) An Arabic letter.



The Splendor of Sultan 
Caftans on Glass

Written by: Irem GUVEN / Translated by: Sabriye GUN KULAHÇIOĞLU 

Ornamented with rich colorful designs, Sultan Caftans reflect the power and the splendor of an Empire which 
ruled over three continents. Now, in Işıl Yaltıraklı’s first individual exhibition, they have a new dimension. The 
fascinating exhibition called “Enchanted Glass” exposes the application of Sultan Caftans on 120 kg glass blocks. 



When you think of the Ottomans, the first word which comes into 

mind is splendor. An Empire which ruled over three continents, 

which has a reputation as the mightiest Turkish State has tra-

ces of splendor in all relics of the past. Historical buil-

dings, palace furniture, Sultans’ personal belongings 

and many more…

Glamorous clothing of the Sultans with fancy details 

reflects the splendor that comes from power. In order 

to represent the majesty of the Empire, Sultans were 

particular about their clothing and they preferred the 

best fabric. This promoted the textile industry in the Ot-

tomans. The fabric for their clothing and upholstery was 

woven in palace workshops and designed meticulously 

by palace miniaturists. When these workshops were 

not enough, orders were placed to other workshops 

in Istanbul and Bursa. Silk texture was strictly cont-

rolled to make sure that the number of threads is 

adequate, the paint is proper and so on.

As the Empire was getting larger and glorious, pre-

cious stones and furs were added to the quite simp-

le clothing of the Sultans of the early times. Those caf-

tans are preserved by special techniques. They can be gre-

atly admired in the museums. Strikingly, they are very lar-

ge in size. The reason behind the size was to add splendor 

to the fine art of Sultans’ clothing which had perfect wea-

ving and the embroidering of the jewels.

There were two kinds of caftans, one for the outer, and the 

other for the inner. The external caftans were for the cere-

monies. Ceremonial caftans were woven with gold or silver 

threads. Both kinds of caftans were a little high-necked, 

unsealed on the front and slit at the sides. 

They had long or short sleeves and 

they had pockets. The ceremoni-

al caftans had additional sle-

eves with the same length 

of the caftans. They ad-

ded glamour to the ap-

pearance of the sul-

tans and they had a 

historical function 

such as to be kissed 

by the subjects.



Some Of The Inner Caftans Were “Enchanted” 

Ottoman Sultans wore them during the wars in 

order to win. Some caftans were worn to get 

better health or to be protected against evil eyes. 

The fabrics of the “enchanted” caftans were bro-

ught to the Palace from Denizli. First, they were 

processed to be suitable for writing, and then 

they were worked on by the miniaturists. One 

miniaturist would spend 3 or 4 years on only one 

caftan! Even today, the engravings of letters and 

numbers on those caftans are still mysterious. If 

the code on shirts woven with eight thousand 

threads were to be un-

derstood, it would 

cast a new light to 

the Ottoman history.

She Fell in Love With 

Glass at Pasabahce 

Işıl Yaltıraklı presents a 

new point of view on Sul-

tan Caftans which reflect 

the power and glory of the 

Empire in her exhibition cal-

led “Enchanted Glass”. We 

talked with her at her house in 

Goztepe about her preliminary 

years and her future projects.

Firstly, we asked her journey with 

glass: “I’ve worked with glass ever since I re-

member” says Yaltıraklı. She says it started in-

cidentally. She attended Uskudar Mithat Pasha 

Technical and Vocational High School for Girls, 

and then graduated in Traditional Turkish Deco-

ration and Technical Drawing. She wanted to at-

tend the Academy of Fine Arts, but she could 

not. She entered the Pasabahce Glass Factory –

which is a “school” for many glass artists. She 

worked here for seven years. 



Although she loved dealing with glass, she wan-

ted to be creative instead of doing the same 

things repetitively. While she was thinking of 

this, the department in which she was working 

was closed down. She started to work in an an-

tiquary of an acquaintance. There she got intro-

duced to Ottoman glass. “In every phase of my 

working life, there was Ottoman glass”. She also 

says “The concept of my first exhibition is inspi-

red by Ottoman caftans”. There has never been 

an exhibition on the same field before, so talking 

about caftans; we asked her how she got the 

idea to make the exhibition in Bali Auction Exhi-

bition Gallery. “It has a history of ten years”, she 

says, this is the realization of her 

greatest dream. As she had said 

to her father when she was five 

or six, “I’d like to do something 

which nobody accomplished up 

to now.” Leaded by this thought, 

she desired to perform an extraor-

dinary work by paints. My father 

thought: “She’s daydreaming aga-

in!”  “But, it isn’t possible to cre-

ate without dreaming. My dreams 

came true after thirty years!”

23 pieces of art presented to the 

appreciation of art lovers in the 

“Enchanted Glass” Exhibition 

were realized in about one and a 

half year, she says. The cost is quite high and this 

work got realized through sponsors, she says. 



“The realization of the project is just by a nice coincidence. When I was decomposing and dissolving 

the paints, I was able to achieve on glass some visual effects on glass. These effects resembled a vel-

vet satin texture. When I was able to achieve strong visual effects, the idea of an exhibition came 

into my mind. I made four pieces of work. I was then working 

in Gural Family’s Hotel Project at Sapanca. The caftans I 

made were in accordance with the concept of the ho-

tel, so they were used in the decoration. I had a 

contract till the end of 2008. Thus, I had to de-

lay my plans for the exhibition. I was thin-

king of returning back to Istanbul at the 

end of my contract and prepare for 

the exhibition, but I knew it would 

be a quite costly project and I didn’t 

have enough money. Actually, I was 

going to use gold, silver and crystal 

in my project and it would cost too 

much for me. And, one day I got an 

unexpected phone call!”

“Enchanted Glass” Came into Being in One Year and A Half

That unexpected call was from the assistant of Gonul Talu, the 

chairman of Doğuş Instruction Company. According to Yal-

tıraklı, as Gonul Talu and his son, board member Burak 

Talu were spending a weekend at Gural Sapanca Hotel 

with their families, they were astonished by the glass 

caftans. With admiration, they wanted to know 

the artist who created them. They got in touch 

with Işıl Yaltıraklı and invited her to their office 

to talk. “At the end of the conversation, Mr. 

Talu asked ‘What do you want to do?’, and I 

answered, the only thing that I want to do 

is to prepare an extensive concept and 

make an exhibition on it!” He asked 

for the feasibility report and I submit-

ted it. They called me on the same 

day saying that they would gladly 

be my sponsor even with their 

own means, without the com-

pany means. And I produced 

these pieces in such a short 

time, in one year and a half, 

with huge effort and incre-

dible work. 



19 cm Glass Blocks 

Decorated With Very Fine 

Craftsmanship

“Each piece is uni-

que”, says Yaltıraklı. 

“They are very diffe-

rent and exclusive. They 

-father and son Talus- put 

all their belief and money 

into this project and I put my ta-

lent and expertise in it. Huge ef-

forts were put in, but at the end, a 

concept emerged with love.”

“Why caftan?” we ask. “My ef-

fort has become more evident 

in men’s caftans. They have 

more beautiful patterns than 

women’s. And I’m good at ge-

nerating a feeling of texture. 

That’s why I choose caftans. Out of 23 pieces, 

just one belongs to women.” Each piece was ins-

pired by the original and came into existence by 

her interpretation, says she. “When you look at 

them, you might see almost the same original 

caftans, but there is a lot of interpretation added 

and change made”

Işıl Yaltıraklı draws our attention to the size of 

the pieces which is very close to the originals. 

Each piece is 120 kg glass block. Among the ex-

hibits, there are many caftans belonging to Sul-

tan Suleyman the Magnificent, Sultan Mehmed 

the Conqueror, Sultan Bayazid the Second and 

many princes. Within the caftan concept, there 

are three calligraphy plates which are the works 

of art of Mehmet Şevki Efendi, interpreted with a 

touch of visual art, engraved into glass blocks, ac-

cording to the originals. We asked the artist what 

kind of technique she used while engraving such 

beauty as an expensive dress on such big glass 

blocks. Here is her secret: “I take 19mm-2cm- 

clear glass. First, I draw the main features of the 

design I want to realize. Then, I draw the details. 
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I try to soften those areas by the squidgy mate-

rial which is my invention. I crave the design by 

special chisel and cutting implements. I do all 

this on the back of the glass; the front is normal 

glass surface. I crave every part of the design in 

different depths. The difference in depth gives 

a beauty and a different visual effect to the de-

sign. I use two or three layers of paint and kiln 

each layer separately. Lastly, I use Swarovski for 

the cufflinks and collar buttons or just for deco-

ration. These cufflinks and collar buttons origi-

nally used to be made of emerald or ruby ins-

tead. As one can see there is a lot of fine craft-

smanship in this work.” 

Talking about so much of craftsmanship, we 

wonder about how much time it takes for each 

piece of art to come into being. Işıl Yaltırak-

lı says it takes 25-45 days for each piece and 

she says one of the longest times was for 

Prince Mustafa’s caftan.

The exhibition is launched to the 

press as “Enchanted Glass”. The re-

ason for its name is that two of the 

art pieces in the concept were ‘enchan-

ted caftans’. When we ask whose caf-

tans they are, the artist answers, “One 

belongs to Sultan Mahmud the First and 

the other is anonymous”

Enchanted Glass is on the way to Italy

Işıl Yaltıraklı is quite happy by the interest of 

the art lovers to her exhibition. In a way, she 

has found an opportunity to express herself in 

terms of art. She says she appreciates the sup-

port of the Chairman of the Board, Mr. Gonul 

Talu and his son, Mr. Burak Talu, member of 

the Board of Doğuş Instruction Company. “They 

supported from the beginning to the end, from 

taking photos to printing the catalogue. They 

are still supporting me.” She says, “The exhibiti-

on is the turning point of my life” “I’ve been in-

vited to an international exhibition in Italy.” Sa-



ying that, she is a member of a digi-

tal platform, called Lebriz, she’s go-

ing to the exhibition in Italy with the 

managers of the Holding and with 

other artists supported by the 

Group. The exhibition will be 

international and extensive 

and many world known ar-

tists will participate. Yal-

tıraklı will participate 

with her four works. 

Two of them will be 

works of art of this 

exhibition. One of the 

others will be an ‘Enc-

hanted Shirt’, and the 

other will be a caftan with 

stars. She will also display two abstract  works.

When we ask about her aspi-

ration in glass art, she says 

“Glass is a difficult mate-

rial to keep and to carry. 

My branch of art is not 

easy, but the easy can 

be done by everybody. 

I chose the difficult. 

The performan-

ces I made are 

not limited to 

just the caf-

tans and cal-

ligraphy, I can make a very modern panel 

by my technique, or an abstract work as 

well… Actually, this can also be related to 

architectural projects. Creative architects 

may use the concept. I think I almost re-

ached my target, but you can’t say ‘I 

know everything’ in this field of art. I 

feel as if I’m an apprentice, I never say 

‘I’m a master’. I approach every project 

with an amateur spirit. My enthusiasm 

is endless. In any case, if I want to con-

tinue, the enthusiasm and my amateur 

spirit should not fade away.”



In the mid 17th century, on a stormy day, one of the 

time’s master calligraphers Hafiz Osman Efendi gets 

on a boat to go to Beşiktaş. After all the chatting, the 

boats docks at Beşiktaş. As usual, the boatman asks 

for payment. But since Hafiz Osman Efendi left his ho-

use in a hurry, he forgot his money. “I’ve forgotten 

my wallet at my poor home. I’d write you a ‘vav’, so 

you can take it to an antiquarian, who will then give 

you your payment.” There’s a Turkish proverb, “Who-

ever falls into the sea will hold onto a snake (to survi-

ve)”. The boatman remembers this proverb, and un-

derstands that there is no other option. He says OK. 

Calligrapher Hafiz Osman Efendi Explains Himself 
and Other Calligraphers, Hilye-i Sheriff 
Written by: Hamza ASLAN / Translated by: Nurcan KAYA

Some artist’s, from sultan to boatman, have been valued while they were alive; yet some were valued many years 

after, or not even valued at all. Calligrapher Osman Efendi was one of the former. Calligrapher, whose calligraphy 

and hilye-i sheriffs were passed on, even revered by sultans, says: “Being a servant for a saint is the best.” and 

has been a source of inspiration for other calligraphers for centuries.

Seyyid Ibrahim Sukuti’s freeform styled Hilye-i Sheriff, 19th century.
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Osman Efendi quickly writes a ‘vav’ and gives it to the 

boatman, and leaves for Beşiktaş in a hurry.

When the boatman went to the antiquarians, he gave 

the note to the first antiquarian he saw. The antiqua-

rian saw Hafiz Osman’s ‘vav’, and bought it for a price 

that was probably more than what the boatman wo-

uld have earned in a week. Days pass after this event, 

and Hafiz Osman must go to Beşiktaş once again. In-

cidentally, it’s the same boatman as the last time. Near 

the docking bay, the fee is collected. This time, Hafiz 

Osman has his money with him. He tries to give it to 

Esma Ibret’s freeform Hilye-i Sheriff
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the boatman, who refuses and says: “No need to pay 

me, just write me another ‘vav’, that’ll be enough.” Os-

man Efendi smiles and says: “Those ‘vav’s aren’t written 

on request!”, gives the money and gets off the boat.

Some artist’s, from sultan to boatman, have been valu-

ed while they were alive; yet some were valued many 

years after, or not even valued at all. Calligrapher Os-

man Efendi was one of the former. Calligrapher, who-

se calligraphy and hilye-i sheriffs were passed on, even 

revered by sultans, says: “Being a servant for a saint is 

the best.” and has been a source of inspiration for ot-

her calligraphers for centuries.

No One Can Make A Change On What He Wrote
Osman Efendi was born in 1642 in Istanbul. His fat-

her, Ali Efendi, was the muezzin (the person who sings 

the call to prayer) of Haseki Sultan Mosque. He gets 

the standard education of that time, under the patro-

nage of Vezir Köpruluzâde Mustafa Paşa. He memori-

zes the Qur’an at a young age and becomes “Hafiz Os-

man”. Hafiz Osman, who had a deep respect and re-

verence for the Qur’an was also talented in calligraphy. 

This talent, coupled with curiosity, led him to one of 

the most important calligraphists of the time, Calligrap-

her Dervish Ali, who was known as “The Great Der-

vish Ali” and “The First Dervish Ali”. Dervish Ali was 

the top representative of the school of Sheyh Hamdul-

lah. It was difficult to tell between Dervish Ali’s and The 

Sheyh’s calligraphies. This is why Dervish Ali was also 

called Sheyh-i Sani (second Sheyh). And Hafiz Osman 

and Dervish Ali start aklâm-i sitte writing lessons. 

 

Vira Bismillah, Aklâm-ı Sitte
Calligraphy, which is an art that developed all the way 

from Hz. Ali’s caliphate, has the name kûfî, after the 

city of Kûfe. When compared with today’s calligraphy, 

it is more primeval. As time moved on, especially in the 

last years of the Umayyads, the letters were less cor-

nered. Ibn Mukle, a renowned vizier and calligrapher 

of The Abbasids, wanted rules to be set for calligraphy 

and a rule was found: “Aklâm’ı Sitte”, which consists of 

six types of calligraphy (muhakkak, reyhâni, sulus, ne-

sih, tevki and rik’a).

In the 1650’s Hafiz Osman starts Dervish Ali’s Aklâm-ı 

Sitte lessons. This goes on for a few years, but Dervish 

Ali has grown very old. With this reason he sends Hafiz 

Osman to Suyolcuzâde Mustafa Eyyubi, who was one 

of his students, for lessons. Hafiz Osman completes the 

rest of his lessons with Suyolcuzâde and earns the tit-

le of Calligrapher Hafiz Osman. In the year 1659, Hafız 

Osman is 18 years old.

The Information Is Hidden In Details
They say that information is hidden in details. Altho-

ugh Hafiz Osman got a madrasa diploma, he didn’t 

think he was well enough at writing. Because of this, 

Huseyin Gunduz’s modern styled Hilye-i Sheriff
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Mehmed Fehmi Efendi’s “kati” style Hilye-i Sheriff



he turned to Seyyid Ismail Efendi, who was also called 

“Nefeszâde” for more writing lessons. Seyyid Isma-

il Efendi was a member of Sheyh Hamdullah’s aklâm-i 

sitte school and was of equal rank with him. He ac-

cepts Osman Efendi as a student, and starts from 

scratch, teaching him the letters first. Osman Efen-

di showed no arrogance, and did his lessons without 

complaint, starting from the alphabet. He gets used 

to writing pretty quickly, and eventually gets used to 

Sheyh Hamdullah’s writing style down to the last de-

tail. With this talent, he copies the Sheyh’s Qur’an style 

and his mastery of the art is even more visible. But, 

knowing Hamdullah’s writing style wasn’t enough for 

Hafiz Osman. He was in search of new styles and un-

touched beauties. In 1679, his writing shows visible 

difference. Aklâm-i Sitte shows an unmatched beauty.

You Are My Lord, If I Have Any Fame, 

It’s Thanks To You

Hafiz Osman explains in an Arabic document, in “ne-

sih” calligraphy, the path that leads him to this, Sheyh 

Hamdullah’s help on this path. The original document, 

which is in Topkapi Palace, says:

“He who reads my writing carefully and fairly, may 

Allah’s mercy be with you! Know that I, haven’t reac-

hed Hamdullah’s level, who has reached a holy level. I 

could not go to him to learn his style from him. I didn’t 

have the chance to get his education, either. But I took 

some of his nice verses and thought about them. Af-

ter that, I felt that I had to adapt his work. I worked day 

and night, and with the help of Allah, I reached this le-

vel. I pray to Allah to let me get to higher levels with 

heartiness. Because my work was when I was young. 

Now is, without a doubt, the time to move forward.

The Least Deserving of His Name and The 

Weakest Believer of Allah, Hafiz Osman”

In calligraphy, it’s important for the hand to get used to 

writing. Afterwards, you must keep your hand fit thro-

ugh constant practice. Master Calligraphers spend al-

most every day writing so they don’t lose their skill and 

their hands don’t get cross with them. Hafiz Osman 

would doodle whenever he had the time. At those ti-

mes, getting to Hicaz from Ottoman soil took weeks, 

maybe even months. In 1676, Hafiz Osman intended 

to become a pilgrim. The trip took him two years. Ho-

wever good he may be, a calligrapher who spends this 

much time without writing will have his talents was-

te away. Since Hafiz Osman knew this, he took his qu-

ill and ink with him and wrote a few pages whenever 

he was free. There are even writings he wrote in Arafat. 

Becoming The Sultan of The World 
is a Fruitless Effort

The word literature (Edebiyat in Arabic) comes from 

the word “edeb”, which means manners. Although 

the poet puts words in a line, like beads on a rosary, 

he is always humble, and always should be. He knows 

that it is Allah who gave him this talent in poetry. Also 

literature sets a good and valid example for other arts. 

Hafiz Osman was one of the best examples of this.Ha-

fiz Osman, who’s fame reached all the way to the pa-

lace, was hired to give calligraphy lessons to Sultan 

Mustafa II and his brother Ahmed III. In the palace, 

while giving the sultan lessons, he wears clothes that 

A page of a Hilye album with a rose tezhip on it, belonging to the Sadberk Hanim Museum
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are similar to pilgrim clothes. The sultan, in response, 

holds his teachers quill. They become such good fri-

ends that one day, during his lesson; Sultan Mustafa III 

can’t stop himself from saying: “There will never be a 

calligrapher like Hafiz Osman.”. The master calligrap-

her humbly says: “If there are Sultans who hold their 

teachers quills, like you, there will be many more Hafiz 

Osman’s, my Sultan.

General Kazasker Mustafa Izzet’s 123x85 cm Hilye-i Sheriff, written in 1876
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Hafiz Osman, who had an extremely humble persona-

lity, did not care for the fame brought from his mas-

terpiece writings, being a teacher at the palace and 

his well known fame; because mastery of calligraphy 

wasn’t a goal for him. Calligraphy and his mastery at it 

were mediums to take him to the true goal. This know-

ledge led him to being interested in Sufism. He went to 

Sunbul Efendi’s religion school’s teacher Seyyid Aladdin 

Efendi. Both his hand and his heart are cleansed of rust 

with the help of the masters at the school.

This religious education raises him even more in the eyes 

of the folk. He gets more students, he gets people from 

far away visiting to see his work and join his lessons. He 

gives two days a week to his students. One day is for 

the children of rich families, the other for the talented 

children of poor families. It’s said that he bumps into a 

student who hasn’t been coming to lessons a few days 

with a valid reason. The student explains to his teac-

her the situation he’s in. Hafiz Osman’s reaction is an 

unexpected one; he gets off his steed, sits on a rock on 

the side and says to the student: “Come, let’s see what 

you’ve done for your lessons.”

Hilye-i Sheriff, Showing Sincerity

They say that “What is to be, will be.”. If something 

good is going to happen, there are reasons for it to 

happen. Something happens; something follows it and 

so on. Hafız Osman’s love for religion and the Prophet 

has been one of his reasons.

Hilye, which means “a piece of jewelry”, becomes a term 

in “Hilye-i Sherriff” and “Hilye-i Nebevî”. Writings that 

describe the Prophet’s appearance and manners are cal-

led “Hilye-i Sherriff”. Muslim artists, out of respect, have 

refrained from drawing the Prophet’s picture. This has 

caused Hilye-i Sherriff’s to be written for people who 

haven’t been able to see the Prophet in person. When 

the Prophet’s daughter, Hz. Fatima realized that her fat-

her was going to pass away, she was so sad. So our 

Prophet said to Hz. Ali (Hz. Fatima’s husband): “Write 

my Hilye. Whoever reads it will feel like they’ve seen me.

The first known Hilye writer was Tirmizi, who wrote 

“Şemail-i Nebi”. The first person to introduce Hilye-i 

Sherriff with calligraphy was Hafiz Osman Efendi. For 

centuries, Hilye’s were small, foldable books; to be car-

ried in pockets. In 1690, Hafiz Osman made one on a 

tablet. Hafiz Osman’s oldest known pocket Hilye-i Sher-

riff was written in 1668. It was considered the first Hilye 

in history, and is still used today. After this, Hafiz Osman 

wrote the Hilye told by Hz. Ali, which says:

“Hz. Ali (may Allah bless him), when explaining the 

Prophet’s (may Allah bless him) appearance, he says: 

“The Prophet is not too tall, not too short, but medium 

height. His hair was neither curly, nor straight, but bet-

ween them. He had a round face, white skin, big, black 

eyes and long eyelashes. He had big bones and his sho-

ulders were broad. His chest to his stomach was hair-

less. His palms and soles were plump. When he wal-

ked, he walked as calmly as if he was walking down-

hill. When he looked to his sides, he turned with his en-

tire body. Between his shoulders was a “seal of prop-

“The Hilya-i Sharifa, which was designed in the free form and is almost like 
a picture, The Sadberk Hanım Museum, the 18th Century.”
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hethood”. This was a sign that he was the last prop-

het. He was the most generous, the most honest, the 

most benign and the friendliest person. Whoever saw 

the Prophet without expecting it would be overwhel-

med at his grandeur; but, those who know of his ex-

cellence would love him more than anything. Those 

Huseyin Gunduz’s classic style Hilye-i Sheriff, 21st century
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Fatma Mevhibe Hanim’s Hilye-i Sheriff, written as permission (Topkapi Palace Museum, 19th century)



who try to explain his excellence say: “I have never 

seen anyone like him!” and accept their inability to 

explain him. “May Allah protect and revere him.”In 

one of Hafiz Osman’s Hilye’s, he wrote this, which 

he heard from Umm-i Ma'bed, who was honored by 

the Prophet during the Hejira: “He had a beautiful 

face and a beautiful character. He was neither too 

thin nor too overweight. The whites and blacks of 

his eyes weren’t close. His hair, eyelashes and mous-

tache hairs were thick. His voice was deep. He was 

dignified when he was quiet and majestic when he 

was talking. When you saw him from afar, he was 

the handsomest and most lovable person; when you 

saw him more closely, he had a nice and sweet ap-

pearance. He spoke very nicely. He was of middle 

height; whoever saw him thought he was neither 

too tall nor too short. Whenever three people got 

together, he was the best looking in all of them, 

and his face was the brightest. He would always be 

in the middle of his friends and they would always 

listen to him; and when he asked something from 

them, they’d do it immediately. When he spoke, he 

was always sure of himself.”

Hafiz Osman’s Hilye-i Sheriff Style
Hilye’s, who were first made as tablets by Hafiz 

Osman, were accepted by all. Even though there 

were different periods for Hilye-i Sherriff styles, Ha-

fiz Osman’s style is still used today. The tablet is 

composed of nine parts: Top rank, core, crescent, 

Hulefa-I Rashidun, verse, bottom, inner jamb and 

outer jamb. 

The papers Hilye’s are written on are also chosen 

carefully. They are usually yellowish, but can some-

times be light green. TOP RANK: Where the “Bes-

mele” is written. It is usually written in the “Sulus” 

style.  CORE: Where the Hilye is written. It can be 

oval or rectangular in shape. It’s usually written in 

“Nesih” style. Most of it was explained by Hz. Ali. 

CRESCENT: It isn’t in every Hilye. It’s the mark of 

the Prophet’s divine light illuminating the universe. 

HULEFA-I RASHIDUN: It’s written around the core 

(the Hilye). In some Hilye’s, the Prophet’s names, his 

attributes and the names of the Ashere-i Mubeshe-

re (his friend who have been told they will go to he-

aven). VERSE (AYAT-I KARIMA): It’s right under the 

core, and parallel to the Besmele. The verse “We 

have sent you as a grace to the universe!” is the 

most used one. BOTTOM: It’s the rest of the core. It 

finishes with prayers and the Calligrapher’s signatu-

re. SEAT: It’s on the left and right of the bottom. It’s 

the available part for Tezhip. Roses, which represent 

the Prophet, are generally used here.

“The Wonders of Calligraphy Are At The 

Hilye-i Sheriff Exhibition” 

Hilye-i Sherriffs, which give pride to both calligrap-

hers and Muzehhibs (Ebru artists), are popular no-

wadays as well. It’s believed that wherever Hilye’s 

are, they bring peace and prosperity. They have bro-

ught prosperity to the Yildiz (star) Palace between 

November 1st and December 1st of 2011. With Yil-

diz Holding’s support, Antik inc. organized an exhi-

bition where 101 pieces of artwork from many cal-

ligraphers; from Hafiz Osman to Kazasker Mustafa 

Izzet, from Hamid Aytac to Hasan Celebi were on 

display. One of our modern artists, Faruk Taskale’s 

art of roses, which symbolize the Prophet, were 

also on display at the exhibition, which Faruk Tas-

kale was als o the curator of; had hundreds of visi-

tors in one month.

Sultan Abdulmecid’s Hilye-i Sheriff (Abdulmecid’s Tomb)
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Written by: Semra ÇELIK / Photographer: Uğur GURPINAR / Translated by: Rukiye KOŞUL

Emir Değirmenli, having grown up in a family who 

loved music, is a young physics engineer indeed. 

However, he doesn’t  earn his living by engineering, 

but by making “ud”(oud). Taking advantage of his 

physics education, he started to build ouds with 

great care and now,he has been selling them to 

Europe and to the USA through internet.

Emir Değirmenli... He is a young engineer in physics, but 

he does not use the laws of physics in the field of engineer-

ing, he uses them for oud making. While his peers were 

more enthusiastic  about playing guitar and listening to 

popular music, he fell in love with our traditional music. 

Being a good player as well as listening to the oud, he 

got interested in the construction of it. We talked to Emir 

about how he had decided to be a oud maker while study-

ing physics, what his future goals were, and other issues. 
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Emir Değirmenli

A Professional “Ud” (Oud) Player 
Who Produces The Ouds, is Also Physics Engineer, for the World  
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Değirmenli says, "My mother’s playing oud was the opportunity for me to meet 

the instrument. The most preferred musical instrument of that age was guitar, 

but I started playing the oud and taking my first  “icra” (performance) les-

sons. I also continued to play until the period of preparation for university 

studies.” While he was a junior at university, he took a great opportunity 

to make his first oud in an oud-building training workshop. After hear-

ing the sound of his first instrument, he understood that this was the 

right profession he always wanted to do. The Artist describes this 

process in his own words, “I had an opportunity to meet my mas-

ter Cevat Buyukgural in an amateur oud-building workshop and 

we immediately started to work next day. The process was not 

very planned, but it was very exciting and fast.” 

I Have Never Said ‘’If Only’’

The Artist who both continued to the university and was en-

gaged in the construction of the oud, understood that he 

faced a never-ending research and development process with 

a courage of obtaining financial gain after his ouds gained ap-

preciation and began to be sold. Thus, with his great pleasure 

of his work Değirmenli thought “Why is not the oud-building 

my profession?” and decided to work in this area after gradu-

ation. When we asked Emir about his other masters besides 

Cevat Buyukgural, he told us that he found an opportunity to 

Emir is the youngest child of three children of a 

family, intertwined with music, and his mother 

is also a very talented oud player.  The author 

of these lines has also listened to Emir’s moth-

er Sabiha Hanim and rubbed off his ear rusts 

by her soulful tunes of the oud. Almost every 

member of the family is interested in an art-

branch-though they are  amateurs-, it can be 

said that music, painting and all of hobbies that 

require hand-work came together in Sabiha 

Hanim. Obviously, the young artist inherited his 

music taste from his family as well as his mu-

sic talent. Emir whose grandfather was 

also a good oud and metal man-

dolin player, met the traditional 

oud while he was at middle 

school. 



work with some experts in this field such as; Cafer 

Açın, Yucel Açın and Fevzi Daloğlu. While studying 

at Hacettepe University Physics Engineering Depart-

ment, he has established his own workshop with 

the support of his family. We asked Emir Değirmenli 

whether the physics education helped him to make 

oud or not. 

“My university education contributed a lot to the 

construction of oud. Our job is not only to shape and 

polish the wood to get a nice appearance, but also re-

quires certain qualities which must bear the sound of 

an instrument well," says Değirmenli, and emphasizes 

that he used physics for sound analysis and measure-

ments over control and improvement of the changes 

he made on volume.

We are curious about whether he has ever wished he 

had a career on the branch he had been educated. 

"I'm not saying I wish I had done a career in another 
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field, because at the moment, as well as the con-

struction of oud, I am also doing some researches 

on sound physics and particularly using physics on 

instrument making." says Değirmenli and adds that 

he also works as a lecturer at Gazi University Turk-

ish Music State Conservatory and he shared his re-

searches with his students. 

It is a very good thing to do the job you like and en-

joy, but it has also a different point of view when it 

comes to financial situation. “Does the construction 

of oud make money, while there is an opportunity 

to do engineering?” we wonder. Emir answers, “If 

you try to do your best and add innovations con-

tinuously, while doing your job, you can also catch 

the financial satisfaction.”

Most of The Customers Are From Europe

Having started to build ouds from scratch, the 

young artist says that he used technology in terms 

of selling his ouds which he made with both en-

deavor and love. Değirmenli  records that he does 

all of his sales on internet and explains his sale 

process, “After the product is completed, I send 

the detailed photographs and voice records of the 

oud. If it is approved by the buyer, I send it to the 

client by cargo.” 
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A large part of sales, more than half, run on 

abroad. Oud enthusiasts in Europe are increasing 

day by day, says the artist and emphasizes that 

he has more orders from Europe and the United 

States than from other countries. When asked 

about customer profile, Değirmenli explains its 

importance and says, "Most of my customers are 

very meticulous about the sound and workman-

ship, and they are the people who know what 

they want. In this sense, I really struggle to ful-

fill their demands, but I'm not complaining.  As I 

said, I think I have the best customer profile for 

the development.”

Değirmenli professionally deals only with oud-build-

ing. Of course his interest in Traditional Turkish music 

which is performed by the oud has been effective 

at this point. But additionally, the effort on making 

the work better by concentrating only on a single in-

strument was a remarkable factor for the young art-

ist. "To me, specializing on a single instrument and 

just working on it give you better results." says Emir 

Değirmenli, and underlines that doing researches 

on the other instruments, having information about 

their making processes and producing some of them 

may expand people’s horizons, but it is not a very 

realistic goal to make all of the instruments perfectly.
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Having found an expert, we would like to ask him 

whether the oud-building is an endeavor for ev-

eryone or not, how quickly it could be completed 

and how a good oud must be. Emir Değirmenli is 

patiently answering our questions one by one. Ac-

cording to the artist, if someone has a slight manual 

skill, he/she can do this job, but he/she needs to en-

sure the right working conditions. "Even at home, 

a small room can be converted into a workshop. 

One can get the help of woodmen and hardware 

dealers at certain points and can also benefit from 

carpenters." says Emir. According to Değirmenli, if 

professional job is to be done, a large workshop 

and special tools will be needed. When it comes to 

the completion period of an oud, Emir Değirmenli 

indicates that it varies according to the oud Proj-

ect, but with a full-time work, it can be 

finished in four-week-period. Since he 

started to work at Gazi University, 

this period has naturally gotten 

longer, the artist adds.

Değirmenli Produces Some of His Materials

Değirmenli also refers to what a good oud should 

look like. “For a good oud, we need to talk about 

the sound properties first” he says. “Even a tone 

color preference may vary from person to person, 

the sound of an oud should have a sufficient vol-

ume, and the wire distance has to be balanced. 

After hitting a fine tone and wire, the sound is 

expected to extend. While doing this, the key-

board wire height has to be convenient. Pegs tun-

ing should be well protected, and workmanship 

should be very delicate, and it must have a visual 

quality, as well.”

The basic material in making oud is wood. We 

learn that a wide variety of materials is also used 

in the woodworking. He also explains that he uses 

different special cutting, grinding and polishing 

machines and hand tools. The young artist also 

produced many of them. Furthermore, the other 

sources needed by the construction of oud for 

Değirmenli are special types of wood used in the 

appropriate sections, glues, varnishes, abrasive pa-

pers of different sizes, special reamers, drills, scrap-

er, grater and Chisels.

Some Materials are Coming from Abroad

“We know the material of our traditional 

“saz”(a stringed instrument ) is wood, but 

what tree do you prefer most and where 

do you get the materials while making 

oud?” we ask the artist. The tree 

species such as rosewood, wenge, 

ebony, walnut, and spruce are 

the quality materials for oud-

building, says Emir Değirmenli 

Explaining that some of 

these materials have to be 

imported from abroad, he 

emphasizes that the best 

materials are not easy to 

get. For this reason, there 

are woodmen and mate-

rial suppliers who can un-

derstand what instrument 

makers need, he says.



What is the key point of this job? Emir Değirmenli 

answers, “The most important trick of making 

instruments is sound table and balcony systems. 

Each craftsman has a system of his own. Tree 

selection, thinning and “balkonlama” points 

until the right consistency are the determinants 

at this point. Of course there are many projects 

that I use, but I guess my answer to your ques-

tion is like this: I work on sound table in detail, I 

follow my each interference by not only listening 

or not looking at the consistency by my hand, 

but also using frequency analysis and continu-

ously taking notes."

Each Step Needs Special Care

The young oud master Emir Değirmenli says that 

each step of oud making requires a special care. 

According to him, oud construction is started 

by the curved part called “tekne” (boat), which 

is equal to the body. For this, various wood-cut 

slices are bended into thin strips in a hot mold, 

and they are grated and processed, then they 

are put together with a bone glue in the 

other mold. If required, thin piec-

es of wood are put under one 

of these slices, so they are 

separated from each 

other visually.

Then, it comes to build neck and twisted parts 

of oud. The neck section is designed by a special 

curved shape to keep the hand running smoothly 

and it is covered with wood used in “tekne” sec-

tion. Then, the “burguluk” (twisted) part takes 

over. This section is able to control the tension of 

the wires, so that is the part that allows tuning 

up. After the installation of “burguluk”,  it is time 

to build the most important part of an oud; the 

sound table. The two pieces of thinned spruce 

are joined and the volume holes and “flato” slots 

are opened. The inside sound carriers called “bal-

cony” are glued to the sound table tray and are 

made compatible with the “tekne” by necessary 

adjustments. Emir Değirmenli points out that the 

sound table and audio systems have a very im-

portant effect on the sound. 

After all of these steps are completed, the final 

polishing process is applied. Then, the edges 

which the wires will be adhered to, are glued 

and the oud is ready. In a modest manner, Emir 

Değirmenli says that due to his long working 

hours, he cannot perform the oud as before, but 

when the oud is completed, he checks its quality 

by playing it first.

Finally, we ask Emir whether he has any goals re-

lated to the oud-building or not. Değirmenli an-

swers our question, “At the moment, I continue 

my life not only as an oud-maker, but also as an 

academician. I have never thought where I want-

ed to come, but what I want to do most is to 

create a scientific method which will be used on 

production of our Turkish musical instruments, 

especially the oud. I think this is my ‘red apple’.”



Written by:  
Susem DOĞANAY

As being one of the private gardens of the Ottoman empire, the Gulhane Park, always filled with bird cheeping, has also been a home to a museum which 

exhibits the contributions to the history of science by muslim scientists: “The Islam Science and Tecnology Museum”. The museum, which has been founded 

with the pioneering efforts of Prof. Fuat Sezgin, who dedicated a lifetime to the history of islamic sciences, is a place where miscellaneous scientific artifacts 

and technological tools and mechanical structures invented by the islamic scientists during the period between 9th and 16th centuries, are exhibited.

Faruk Sezgin’s Lifetime Dream

The Islam Science And Technology Museum
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Tracing the tramway route from Sultanahmet to 

Sirkeci, we’re coming to the entrance of the Gulhane 

Park. As soon as we step in through the gate, it seems 

as if we’re transformed into another dimension. The 

chaos of the city and the traffic noise is left behind 

and fresh air diffuses into our lungs, when we really 

feel to breath oxygen. The remaining leaves on trees 

from late Autumn have fallen on the ground and 

made yellow piles like gold which creates an alluring 

image to the eyes.

Green wings are dancing over the branches of the trees 

and singing their songs in a language that we don’t 

know, which is an image we’re not accustomed to see 

within the city. After coming closer, we discern that 

those are parrots. As their red beaks make a fantastic 

contrats with their green colour. We think that they 

strayed to find themselves in this beautiful woods. 

These red-beak parrots had been very popular during 

Roman times and an epitome of status. The craze to 

own a parrot had been a trend not only in Europe, 

but also within the Ottoman society as well. The court 

gentry and the notables all had their parrots at the 

time. We now learn that at that time those birds were 

called the “Palace Birds” which lived in populations in 

the Yıldız Park and Gulhane Park. According to a story, 

these parrots flapping to and fro the old plane trees of 

the Gulhane Park, were the descendants of their ances-

tors which were emancipated after the dissolution of 

the Ottoman dynasty and the exile of the royal family.



Caliph Memun’s Sphere 
In The Ottoman Rose Garden
The ones who spent their chilhood years in Istan-

bul during the 80’s and early 90’s will very well 

know that the Gulhane Park in the past was a 

place where festive events and open-air concerts 

were held and where the one and only zoo of 

the city was located. In time, the park, once used 

to be the royal garden of the Ottoman times 

and became famous of its rose gardens which 

it was named after had been neglected and un-

tended. But currently there is nothing apparent 

to remind the uncaredfor situation of the recent 

past. We can even comment that the Park to-

day has become one of the largest and well-

kept green zones in the European part of the 

city. We are proceeding in the park along with 

the rustling sound of the autumn leaves that are 

about to fall from the gigantic trees challenging 

ISTANBUL ISLAM SCIENCE 
AND TECNOLOGY MUSEUM

M.Fatih SERENLI*, Detlev QUINTERN**

Istanbul Islam Science and Tecnology Museum which was 
opened to visitors in the Spring of 2008 in Gulhane Park, func-
tions in the restorated buildings which were used as the Royal 
Stables of the Ottoman Palace. Metal rings and angles used 
for lariating the sultan’s horses are still conserved on the old 
internal walls of the museum. The Future and the past melt in 
each other where the charm of the old building connects with 
the museum that houses the state-of-the-art communication 
technology.

The museum established on a 3500 square meters area, houses 
architectural works of art and machines and other artifacts be-
longing to the fields of astronomy, medicine, mineralogy, phys-
ics, chemistry, optics, clock-making and war technology, that 
were built between the 8th and 16th centuries A.D., which 
represents the apex of science and technology in the Islamic 
civilization. Within the context it can also observed how the sci-
entific know-how and technology passed on to the West from 
the Islamic civilizations by means of exhibition of the redesigned 
versions of old devices, tools and samples.

Uniting the thirst for knowledge and love and acumen with the 
desire to reach to the divinal secret of the mathematical order in 
the nature and the universe have been the main drivers behind 
the rise of the young islamic scientists in the 7th century. With 
the everthriving observation and measurement methods, they 
developed proper tools and devices and weighing scales. This 
perfectionism that was incepted in the 9th century was not a 
movement to kickstart a new scientific understanding, but a 
sacred effort to use science for the good of mankind.

In the eurocentric history of science, Renaissance is deemed as 
the revitalization of antiquity. The medieval age, which lasted 
for a 1000 years in between the antic ages and the Renaissance 
was accepted as the “dark ages” for Europe. Depicted within 
the permanence of the history of science, it’s been argued that 
islamic science was born and matured in between the 8th and 
16th centuries. Even considered in most good faith, the scien-
tific  works and accomplishments of the islamic civlization in 
various fields have mostly been disregarded together with the 
fact that throughout these 8 centuries the only language that 
the Greek and Roman classics of the antiquity had been trans-
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centuries. On the left, a huge globe greets us. 

We understand that we arrived the “Islam Sci-

ence and Technology Museum without seeing 

the signboard.

We are impatient to get into the museum, 

where samples of the various tools and devices, 

chemical aparatus and miniaturized versions of 

institutional masterpieces such as observatories, 

hospitals, universities that are all designed and 

structured by Muslim scientists as contributions 

to the human civilization in between the 8th and 

16th centuries, are exhibited. You can smell his-

tory all around the building. At the entrance of 

the building which was used as the royal stables 

during the Ottoman times, we see the just a bit 

smaller version of the same globe that we saw at 

the entrance of the museum.  

lated into was “Arabic”. Moreover they even tend to deny that 
Islam at least functioned as a transmission mechanism for the 
transfer of the riches of the antique culture into modernity.

As a matter of fact islamic scientists utilized in great deal, 
translations from Greek especially in fields of Philosophy and 
Medicine and translations from other languages (Sanskrite and 
Syriac). Islamic scientists ensured emergence of groundbreak-
ing knowledge in different avenues through both the transla-
tions conducted by Abbasi caliph “Memun” in the beginning 
of the 9th century and also through concurrent original works 
of some Islamic scientists who rejected the idea of translating 
works from foreign cultures. Observation, empirical thinking 
and experimental science have been adopted and these were 
used for the sake of the society. In all fields of science, a tight 
linkage was established between theory and practice and em-
pirical knowledge was applied to real life. According to science 
historian George Sarton, modern science was founded during 
the tenor of Abbasis caliphate in the 9th century. These his-
torical ties have been showcased in the Istanbul Science and 
Technology museum. The phenomena of “Renaissance” and 
“the late enlightenment period” can not be considered with-
out their islamic roots.

We owe the correction of the widely accepted fallacy of linking 
Renaissance directly to doctrines of antiquity to Prof. Fuat Sez-
gin and his years of hardwork that changed the understanding 
of science history as a result of which islamic influence on the 
Reneaissance did come into light.

In reality some similar efforts were made by some orientalists 
from the school of humanism in the 19th and first half of the 
20th centuries. Authors like J.W. Goethe, Sedillot, Julius Ruska 
are some examples to these. Among these authors, the ones 
who concentrated on Islamic chemistry studies, are honoured 
in a special pavilion of the Islam history of science and technol-
ogy museum. But the recognization of the islamic science and 
admission of the contributions that islamic science made to the 
common culture of humanity became well known to a larger 
extent by the studies of Prof. Fuat Sezgin and through his es-
tablishment of “The Institute of the Arab-Islamic Science Histo-
ry Studies” in Frankfurt, Germany in 1982, which also engulfs 
a library that contains a load of written material and scientific 
works pertaining to Islamic science. The museum houses Prof. 
Sezgin’s 15 volume “History of the Arabic Literature (G.A.S. 
Geschichte der Arabischen Schriftuns) besides a collection of 
islamic works of science on various fields by islamic scientists 
which stand at total 1300 volumes, a hundred of which cov-
ers works on medicine alone. The catalogue for the museum’s 
collection is 5 volumes long and a single volume summary cata-
logue in Turkish is also available.

The devices, real scale models of the instruments and all the 
other apparatus exhibited for the first time in the museum in Is-
tanbul, were remade and reconstructed according to sketches, 
existing illustrations and original information from the written 
sources and archives. In its current condition the museum em-
bodies the greatest collection in the world in terms of ithe his-
tory of islamic science and technology.

*General Secretary of the Islamic Science History Studies Foundation
**Advisor to the Islamic Science History Studies Foundation
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The Oldest Waterclock 
(Dated 1362 Ad) That Rescued Until Our Time 

The clockhouse in the Karaviyyin Mosque in Morocco.



Mr. M. Fatih Serenli who is the general secretary of the 

“Foundation of the History of Islamic Sciences” and ac-

companying us in our visit, informs us on the globe. We 

learn that the globe belonged to the Abbasid caliph Me-

mun (ruled between 813-833 AD) and it was built on the 

back of one of the most meaningful scientific studies in 

terms of history of science in the Arab-Islamic geography. 

Mr. Serenli informs us that the globe, built upon the order 

of caliph Memun to reflect the world map on a spherical 

design, demonstrates the then known parts of the earth 

with intriguing precision. Prof. Fuat Sezgin, who pioneered 

the founding of the museum, has reconstructed this globe 

according to a map which dates back to the first half of 

the 9th century. We also learn that subject map is the old-

est map showing longitudes and latitudes according to the 

projection principle that survived. In the Memun’s map, 

more than 3000 locations are shown with their coordinates.

Muslims Don’t Know Their Place in The History of Science
While touring the museum, which opened its doors on 

May 25th, 2008 in the restorated  Gulhane Royal stables, 

we once again referred to Prof. Fuat Sezgin. Currently Prof. 

Sezgin is the director of the “Arab-Islamic Sciences History 

Institute” at the Goethe University and he makes a great 

contribution to science by unearthing the inventions of the 

Islamic scientists from the musty pages of ancient books.

We learn that a like of this museum was situated at the 

Islamic History of Sciences Institute at the Frankfurt Univer-

sity. And that museum was as well founded by Prof. Sez-

gin. In an interview Mr. Sezgin reports “Muslims are over-

whelmed by a feeling of inferiority against the Europeans 

because they are not aware of the great contributions that 

the islamic civilization made to the world history of scienc-

es or they just know just a small part of it. By establishing 

these two museums in Istanbul and Frankfurt, Mr. Sezgin 

must have aimed to show muslims in particular and in fact 

people from all other cultural backgrounds, the marvellous 

achivements of Muslim scientists and their invaluable con-

tribution to science. 

The flow of the water from the reservoir is adjusted to be at the same speed during each second of 24 hours and the 
motion obtained with the descent of the ballcock pushes forward the minute hand once in every 4 minutes and pulls 
2 carts from the other side which carry large and small marbles. The big marbles that fall into the bell show the hours 
while the small marbles show each 4 minutes lapsed. An also at every hour one of the doors behind the bells opens.
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The Medieval Age Was The Golden Age Of The Islamic World
Before coming to the museum we wanted to have an idea on the conributions madeby the Muslim scientists 

to the history of science. The sources we have recoursed to with this view, evidence that muslims scientists 

contributed considerably to the knowledge of humanity especially during the period between the 8th 

and 14th centuries.However the contributions, muslim scientists made to science have often been 

disregarded an even forgotten in many instances. Muslim scientists have never been rewarded with 

the appreciation that they deserved in spite of their enormous contributions to various sciences 

such as astronomy, medicine, surgery, engineering, architecture and geography.

In fact, muslim scientists pioneered in laying the very foundations of modern science. The medieval 

age, what has always been referred to as the dark age in various European origin books of civiliza-

tion history, has virtually been the golden age for the muslim world. We observe that the scientific 

enterprises have gained momentum in the muslim world starting with the 8th century. 

The fundamental aim of science to meet the requirements of social and religious 

life, thus its contibutions to the lives of people triggered the attribution of 

great value to science itself by the society, which in return accelerated 

the expansion of scientific studies. The main factor behind the early 

accomplishments of muslim scientists in various fields, was 

the thorough analysis of existing sources from previous 

civilizations on these fields that led to original ideas 

and innovations. It needs to be told that dur-

The first sample of a tank from 14th century used to break into castle gates.

The Windlass Archer  / Extensively used in the Islamic World since the 11th century
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ing those times muslim scientists worked together with their colleagues from different nations 

in scientific centers called “Darulhikme” (Gate of Wisdom).  In the mean time we also need to 

emphasize the importance of medrese (schools for higher education). In the early ages of Islam, 

mosques also functioned as classrooms apart from praying purposes. The revered scientists of 

the period had their own lecterns in the mosque just as professors having theirs in today’s uni-

versities. Mosques generally used to contain libraries open to public.

Sources cite that the first public academy was founded in Baghdad in 1065 A.D. Another 

academy was founded by Abbasid caliph “El Mustansirbillah”on the shore of the river Tigris in 

Baghdad in 1227. This Grand medrese can be regarded as the oldest Islamic university, where 
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The Cup Clock: 
El-Cezeri describes the functioning of 
the cup clock, an invention of himself, 
as below: “The clock consists of  a bowl 
on a platform and closed from the top 
by means of a flat lid. A carved gallery is 
moving on the circumference of the ring 
and there is a delicate horizontal ring on 
the gallery. This ring is divided into2171/2 
notches (=141/2 x 15). Each 15 notches 
correspond to an equal hour (an hour 
congruent to a day divided by 24).“

medicine and math-

ematical sciences were 

taught along with 4 main 

schools of islamic jurispru-

dence (fiqh). The universi-

ty building, which had also 

been the venue for the offi-

cial routs held by the Caliph 

for diplomatic guests, is being 

utilized today as the Museum of 

Islamic Culture and Art following its 

restoration between 1945 and 1962.

Owns The Largest Collection
In the Islam Science and Technology Museum, the inven-

tions and other novelties brought about by the muslim sci-

entists and conferred to the usage of science, are exhibited 

in 14 different pavillions, namely; Astronomy, Geography, 

Maritime, Clocks, Geometry, Optics, Medicine, Chemistry, 

Architechture, Physics and Technology, Battle Technics, Min-

erals and Fossil Formations, Ancient Objects, and European 

Glassware and Seramics in oriental form.

As the content of the museum manifests, muslim scien-

tists have set forth ground-breaking studies in every field 

of science during the Golden Age. The works exhibited in 

the museum, the instruments, devices are all reconstructed 

in full conformity 

with the original 

information from 

written documents 

and existing pictures. 

In the current condi-

tions the museum con-

tains the largest collec-

tion in the world in terms 

of islamic science and tech-

nology.We were merely in a feel-

ing as if we were in a time machine 

voyaging into the history, while every single 

object we behold and every new bit of knowledge aroused 

great admiration.

We understand that every functional device belonging to 

islamic science, bore an esthetic value besides its functional-

ity. Astrolabes that measure the location of the earth by an 

almost error-free accuracy through trigonometric method, 

is a good example for this. And while talking about astro-

labes, it’s also possible to see in the museum the spherical 

astrolabe, the inventor of which is known as Cabir bin Sinan 

el-Harrani and the astrolabe in the shape of a rowboat built 

on the principle of the world rotating around its own axis 

invented by Ebu Said Ahmed bin Muhammed es-Siczi who 

himself believed that the world rotated around its own axis.
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Functionality And Esthetics 
Combined In Clocks
One of the works worthy of 

note in the “Clocks” section, 

is the reconstruction of the 

clock that is now situated 

in the Karaviyyin Mosque 

in Morocco. The clock, 

which shows the time in 

such accuracy enough to 

gauge seconds, attracts 

attention as well due to 

its esthetic image. At first sight, a wooden chamber and a 

wooden shape strikes the eye. All the wooden components 

of the clock were specially manufactured in Morrocco includ-

ing the polishing and paint work. 46 centimeters wide, the 

clock face is made up of brass and the ring is made up of 

bronze. The clock is 2 meters high and 4 meters wide while 

all the bowls within the clock are made up of copper.

Another showcase item which combines scentific novelty 

with esthetics is the elephant water clock designed by El-

Cezeri, a scientist from Diyarbakır. The actively working 

clock has been reconstructed according to infor-

mation gathered from old calligraphy drafts 

found in the Topkapı Palace library. The 

various items found on El-Cezeri’s el-

ephant water clock, represent differ-

ent civilizations. Another salient piece 

in the museum is the “cup clock” 

which is also designed by El-Cezeri. 

He tells in his book named “El-Cami 

beyn el-ilm ve l-amel”, that he designed 

this clock as a result of his own invention 

upon the will of sultan es-Salih Ebu el-Feth 

Mahmud bin Muhammed bin Karaarslan.

Talking about clocks it would be proper to mention 

“Ridvan es-saati’s water clock. Engraved from hard 

wood and bearing pearl ornaments, this 

clock catches the eye right away. In the 

info. note, it says that this clock By 

es-Saati was designed according 

to unequal hours and temporal 

hours priciples.

The cup clock, designed by the 

famous astronome Ali b. Abdar-

rahman b. Ahmed ibn Yunis who 

executed his scientific studies in 

Egypt and named “Sureyya” is 

another item worth seeing in 

the museum. In this clock, 1 

bulb turns off for each hour 

elapsed at night. The first 

bulb contains gasoil to 

burn for as much as 1 

hour, while the 12th 

bulb has enough to 

burn for 12 hours. If 

bulbs are burned at the 

same time, their num-

bers are read they burn 

out. According to Ibni Yunis the twelveth bulb has 36 dir-

hams of gasoil for the longest day of the year while for the 

shortest day the required amount of gasoline is 24 dirhams. 

Thus the bulbs show unequal hours.

It’s Worth Seeing The Astrology Section
The astrology section is one of the most popular parts of 

the The Islam Science and Tecnology Museum. The celestial 

globes, observatories, observatory tools, the solsticial ring, as-

trolabes ans so forth… While our knowledge store is grow-

ing, we wonder that there is no need for the Islamic world to 

feel any inferiority against the West in the face 

of these scientific accomplishments by the 

muslim scientists.

The information plates adjacent to 

each artifact grows our knowledge 

further. For instance we learn that 

the first observatories recognized 

by the history of astronom are named 

after Caliph Memun. His deep interest 

in astronomy and its progress in his own 

state motivated him to establish two observa-

tories,; one in Damascus and the other in Baghdad, 

both built on top of hills. Memun aimed to reach 

more precise measurements of celestial distances 

through more developed instruments and 

endless observation. Caliph Memun 

therefore is the first person to 

found an observatory in the his-

tory of astronomy. At one time, 

the 3 greatest observatories in 

the world existed in Meraga, 

Semerkand and Istanbul; all gov-

erned by muslim states and these 

observatories made very deli-

cate calculations based on their 

observations. 
The model of the astronomical tool built by Cabir b. Eflah (12th century) 

named TORQUETUM – also known as the Turkish tool – by the Europeans.

The Mechanic "LUNAR AND SOLAR CALENDAR" by El-Biruni (died 1048)
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The Chandelier Clock is an invention by Ali b. Abdarrahman b. Ahmed ibn Yunis. In this clock, 1 bulb turns off 
for each hour elapsed at night. The first bulb contains gasoil to burn for as much as 1 hour, while the 12th bulb 
has enough to burn for 12 hours. If bulbs are burned at the same time, theri numbers are read they burn out.
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The idea of founding a great observatory in Istanbul be-

tween 1575 and 1580 during the reign of Murat III came 

from a versatile scientist named Takiyuddin. Takiyud-

din aimed to make more accurate calculations through 

a new observation style and by the help of larger and 

modernized devices. After residing in Cairo and in Syria, 

he passed on to Istanbul and wrote a book on the obser-

vatory and its devices. Takiyuddin is also known to be the 

first to count the time measuring device (the clock) into 

the instruments of observation.

‘The Dark Room’ Of Heysem And The Farisi’s 
Apple Of The Eye In This Museum
The works in the  Islam Science and Tecnology Museum in 

Gulhane Park, are not limited to the ones given above. In 

both storeys of the building, there are numerous artifacts 

more interesting than the other. For instance in the field of 

Optics, we come across one of the most important charcters 

of the Islamic culture in the 14th century. This person, aslo 

known as an outstanding physcist and a mathematician, is 

Kemaluddin el-Farisi (1267-1318). In the comment he has 

made to  Ibn Heysem’s “Optic”, we find his ground-break-

ing expalantion for the  rainbow phenomenon.  The optic 

perception of the rainbow emanates from the double re-

fraction of the sunlight while passing through the rain drop. 

El-Farisi reached this conclusion after a series of experiments 

he made on glass or a sphere made from rock crystals.An-

other outcome of El-Farisi’s research in the field of Optics is 

his doctrine on the frame of the eye apple. El-Farisi made his 

experiments on the eye of a sheep. He first determined the 

reflection coming out of the front surface of the lens and 

then perfectly fundamentalized this realm in his theory.

We’re humans and we’re condemned to oblivion. It’s not 

enouh to accumulate memories in one corner of our minds, 

so we immortalize those memories by numerous albums of 

photos in a closet in our house. If the muslim scientist Ibn el-

heysem didn’t exist, the memories that we will always want 

to remember throughout our lives would have turned into 

crumbs. Ibn-Heysem is the inventor of the dark room. He’s 

referred to as the real inventor of the “Camera Obscura” 

in the literature of today’s science history.The Islam Science 

and Tecnology Museum harbours the studies of muslim sci-

entists in the field of geography, math and medicine and as 

well as the studies for the development of the steam tur-

bine. Both storeys of the building, it is possible to coincide 

to absolutely interesting objects and information. We highly 

recommend to the ones interested in the subject to spare 

time to come to Gulhane Park and visit the Islam Science 

and Tecnology Museum.
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Imagination of 
Civilization and Human

Report with Prof. Dr. Saadettin ÖKTEN

As of the 19th century, it became a necessity to have even closer contacts 

with the world and other civilisations. Since a part of the society could not 

understand the new “form” of the world, they came to the conclusion that 

the virtues of our civilization were invalid. This way of thinking caused a 

crisis which emerged with the administrative reforms and the same crisis 

still continues. Another part of the society, however, blindly thought that 

our virtues were good, resisting to let in any useful virtues or ideas from 

the outside world, even though they did not have any awareness about the 

world. Thus, the Ottoman Adventure formally reached its end. 



We continue to our interview series called the Imagination 
of Civilisation and Human, which we started in our 12th 
edition, with Sadettin Ökten. Pointing out that no improve-
ment can happen without criticism, especially during the 
rising phase of a civilisation, Ökten adds: "Criticism is of 
critical importance for a civilisation, and it always exists. crit-
ics may pay serious prices in the societal level at times, but 
they still would not stop criticising." After stating this, he 
also expresses that the criticism culture does not differenti-
ate people on whether they are easterners or westerners.

According to Okten, cultural differences in a civilization 
must not be destroyed or blocked, otherwise we can not 
achieve development. However, those differences have 
prices, and sometimes these prices are paid with blood al-
though it is not something we would prefer. Still, it is these 
differences which keeps a society alive. Again according to 
Ökten, the tolerence of societies to the differences within 
themselves and the willingness of the society to preserve 
these differences, is possible only If the society has no doubt 
about the virtues of its civilization. 

Ökten draws the attentions to the concept "interaction 
with differences" again, as he did in his interview in the 
12th edition. "When you keep in touch with other civili-
sations, you can easily detect any flaw in the structure of 
your own civilisation. The borders of all big civilizations are 
permeable, meaning, they have the ability to interact with 
other civilisations. They all are born, die, earn money, and 
leave traces on the earth they lived.” 

Seljuks, Ottomans And Turkey 
Are Complementaries 
Sadettin Okten also states that perception of the civilization 
is intertwined with location and economy. He approaches, 
with a different point of view, to the fact that Seljuks and 
the Ottoman Empire are complementaries to the Republic 
of Turkey, and to the concept of location. He states that 
“Anatolia is the place that the Ottoman Empire was born. 

However, this process begins with Seljuks. When History 
of Seljuks is analyzed in terms of economy, it is seen that 
Anatolia, in 1071 and afterwards, was at the heart of the 
world trade.” He also underlines that economy begins to 
play an important role in the process almost immediately. 
He adds that it wasn't certain whether the Seljuks would 
stay in Anatolia or not, even after they recovered from the 
political crisis, that is between 1071 and 1176.

According to what Okten states, it is discovered a century 
later that the Seljuks never managed to go to the west 
of Denizli and they always stayed in east. Since the coast 
was under the control of the Byzantine, Seljuks were con-
strained somewhere in the middle. Eventually, they man-
aged to open 2 passages for themselves, namely, Sinop on 
the north, and Alanya on the south. Thanks to this, they 
took possession of an important place for the trade in the 
Silk Road. Caravanserais, rest houses, and inns, were built 
from the years 1176 to 1243 but in 1243, they were de-
feated badly against Mongolians in Kösedag and decay be-
gan. According to Ökten, whatever the Seljuks did, they did 
it within the aforementioned 67 years.

Historians of architecture give the accounts of 400 monu-
mental works created by Seljuks in 67 years, namely the 
years between 1176 and 1243. How can it be possible? 
Because the territories of Seljuks were rich, and trade devel-
oped a lot within these territories. Another reason for this 
is because the Seljuks knew what to do with the money 
they were earning, and their perception of civilisation was 
solid. Whereas before the Seljuks, muslim Arabs who lived 
in those territories had blocked the trade in the Mediterra-
nean Sea, Seljuks gave way to trade in that area. They say 
Turks never understand trade. See if it's true!

Bottom Currents are the Alphabet of the Civilizations 
Recall that Okten used the following expression in the previ-
ous interview: ”We need to consider the civilisations in the 
long term. And this can be possible only if we understand the 



bottom current correctly. When the bottom current is tracked 
and traced correctly, the events that took place in a civilisation 
can be evaluated with a more different point of view.

Just as Romans utilized the culture of the Ancient Greek 
civilisation, Ottomans also implemented the Islamic culture 
of the middle age. For this reason, Ottomans considered 
themselves as the complementary to Seljuks, went towards 
the west, going down to Mediterranean sea, leaning on the 
culture of Seljuks. According to Ökten, the fact that Otto-
mans tracked and traced this bottom current so accurately, 
has escaped observations for a long time. In that period, the 
trade was flowing in Mediterranean, and Ottomans took 

great benefit of this rich flow of trade because they ana-
lyzed the Seljuks in detail, and knew a great deal about 
the civilizations which were active in the Mediterranean 
basin. Okten gives an example to illustrate his argument: 
“For instance, Fatih aranged an expedition to Otranto and 
blocked the way to Adriatic. This expedition is a continu-
um of the expedition that Murat the 2nd made to Alba-
nia. Because it is the easiest way to reach Adriatic, that is 
the route for the trade in mediterranean. All these are the 
intertwined rings in the circle of civilization. It is the hap-
penning reference to the argument mentioned in our first 
conversation, namely  ’civilizations who open their doors 
for improvements develop.’.” 

In accordance with Okten’s statements, the location of the 
Seljuks is Anatolia. However, the location of the Ottomans 
are Anatolia, Balkans, Central European and Eastern Mediter-
ranean. Although locations were fixed, the events that hap-

pened change over the time. Just as 
the aforesaid concept of coreform in 

the previous talk, concepts of space and 
time are like interwined spheres as well. 
As the core is, and should be, stable while 
the forms do, and should, change, place 
can be stable while the happenings of 
the events may change. Okten thinks 
that the strength of a civilisation depends 
on how accurately these changes and 
bottom currents are analysed.

Closure of the Curtains Brought 
the End of the Ottoman Adventure
The necessity for the civilisations to inter-
act has created the communication con-
cept. According to Okten, communica-
tion was perfect during the early times 
of the Ottoman empire. The Ottoman 
State and civilization had interactions 
with all civilizations and states available. 



“Consider Fatih only, he knew Greek, Latin, Italian, 

Arabic and Persian. As a consequence of this, he was 

aware of the developments and changes in civiliza-

tions.” says Okten and underlines that communica-

tion can also enable differences to be kept together. 

”For example, followers of Ibn Rushd (Averroes) and 

Ghazali argue before Fatih. Fatih listens to both sides, 

actually It is a permissive of contemplation. Over the 

time, though, this communication begins to be distort-

ed, and ends up stopping. The society, thus, begins to 

retire into itself gradually, which makes it static over 

the time. When the society becomes static, it ends up 

in a situation where it can not see the world.”

As of the 19th century, it became a necessity to have 

even closer contacts with the world and other civilisa-

tions. Since a part of the society could not understand 

the new “form” of the world, they came to the con-

clusion that the virtues of our civilization were invalid. 

This way of thinking caused a crisis which emerged 

with the administrative reforms and the same crisis 

still continues. Another part of the society, however, 

blindly thought that our virtues were good, resisting 

to let in any useful virtues or ideas from the outside 

world, even though they did not have any awareness 

about the world. Thus, the Ottoman Adventure for-

mally reached its end.
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From Ottoman to Turkey 
Another determination of Okten is regarding the 
methods the east and west uses in terms of percep-
tion and solution of the problems that occur. “ If we 
were a western society, our problems would be an-
alysed under the title "issue of existence" since we 
would have a more solid infrastructure. But we are 
somewhere in the middle.” says Okten. He still has a 
hope for the situation we have been in, and he states: 
“Such issues were not even discussed in 

1960’s. There was a Turkey which wasn't aware of 
the world. Unfortunately for us, though, the civiliza-
tion is all about these issues. It is obvious that some 

problems emerge when the issues are considered 
with this perspective. We attempt to deal with them 
as we can.” He also expresses the obligation to give a 
new form to the core with these words: “I shall clearly 
say that it is not possible to live without refreshing the 
perception of civilization. However, it is uncertain how 
this perception will be refreshed. but it is clear that the 
core will be looked at with a new interpretation. It is 
not possible for the civilisation to survive unless the 
core is approached with a new interpretation.

In the discussion at hand Okten emphasizes that, there 
is a responsibility of rendering the core, and “those 
who are aware of this responsibility must adorn them-
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selves for it." In addition, Ökten states that the process 
of this self-equipment can be put into action by read-
ing, travelling, thinking and arguing. The issues must 
be dealt with in detail, and bottom currents must be 
understood. A person who is seeking the answer to the 
question why a specific person behaved in a particular 
way, needs to be an icebreaker. If you introduce a hard 
tone, you cannot break the ice and thus not talk. The 
distinction between the west and us is that they made 
the ground suitable for the detailed discussion of issues 
as a result of big arguments and fights. Therefore, they 
can discuss the issues very easily now.” 

Generating Institutional Infrastructure
When future emerges, past must be erased, says Tevfik 
Fikret in contrast to Okten who says that identity is at 
past and cannot be erased. He advocates that the Ot-
taman civilisation, which lost the form that wrapped its 

identity must have replaced its rendered core into 
an institutional infrastructure. That is why the 

western society, in his own expressions, 
achieved development. However, 

Okten realizes that it is difficult 
to support this institution-

al infrastructure with 

contemplation and art. In a society that was generated 
A few generations ago, he points out, there were art-
ist such as Necip Fazýl, Nurettin Topcu, Osman Turan, 
and Nihal Atsiz. By saying that people took them as 
role models and asked them about things, he expresses 
that the societal transformation is locked today, and 
the lock will be unlocked by the help of a new forma-
tion. He also notices that opinion leaders and other top 
figures in a civilization are of great importance also for 
other civilizations. 

He examplifies this argument by telling something that 
he ran into in a western university. "It attracted my at-
tention that they were analysing very important figures 
in Islam." he says. When he asks the reason for this with 
utmost curiosity, They reply to him telling that “the top 
figures in a civilization must be analyzed in order to un-
derstand the civilization.” As can be understood from 
this, a civilization is kept alive via people. It is recre-
ated and rendered by them. The people who 
initiate this process are the distinguished 
people within the civilisation. There-
fore, to analyse a civilization, it is 
a must to know its represan-
tative people.



After telling about this event, Ökten explains his own 
ideas for a reformation: If we wish to understand our 
missing civilisation, “we have to read the works by the 
supreme personalities of this civilization." he adds: 
“today people have to read Yahya Kemal first, in order 
to understand what Fuzuli said.” 

We Are the Poor Guards of a Big Treasure 
There are too thick curtains between big personali-
ties of our civilization and us. These curtains are so 
intense and heavy for us. In his poet "the festival 
morning in Suleymaniye", Yahya Kemal says, “The 
dusty curtain of time is fading away from the scene”. 
Okten thinks that quality factor steps in at this point. 
He also adds that the first condition of promoting 
quality is qualifying oneself.“For instance, suppose 
that an important intellectual figure, love him or 
loathe him, has passed through our civilisation. There 
is a group peculiar to him. When you read his books, 
you will realise that he is a qualified person. Unfortu-
nately, though, it can not be achieved by reading just 
two books, using lots of footnotes and quote too 
much like some intellectual figures do today.What 
matters is what you yourself say.

Built Your Existence 
One of the important roles on the formal breaking 
points in societies belongs to the youth. There are a 
variety of ways and phases to prepare for this role. Ac-
cording to Okten, the most important and nesessary 
one of these ways is to live the reality while building 
one's own existence by retiring to oneself. He first tells 
a story that happened many years ago: “In Vienna, 
a lady who was studying there came up to me and 
said she was bored and that she wanted to come back 
to Turkey. She asked for my opinion about it.” Upon 
hearing this, Okten suggests an interesting solution to 
the young lady. “Stay in Vienna," he says. "Live there 
for thirty or fourty years but keep your values. If you 
can achieve this, you can become a role model. If you 
have no solid or reliable values, it doesn't mean any-
thing to stay in Vienna.
Ökten soon adds, though, that the aforesaid criteria 
and values are not written in books, and he says that 
though books can be altered, those criteria are written 
in a person's heart, and the heart cannot be altered. 
With these words, he emphasizes that the criteria of 
each person is peculear to him or her, and his or her 
own civilization. As the concluding remarks of the in-
terview, Okten gives us a formula he has acquired due 
to his experiences: “The heart finds the first place for 
itself in the adventure of rendering the codes of the 
civilization in  the perception of civilization and human. 
Because in the case of opinion flows, inspiration is re-
ceived from hearts, not from books.” 

Prof. Dr. Saadettin OKTEN

Sadettin Okten was born in 1942, Soğanağa, Beyazıt. Since he knew to read, 

he began his school life from second class at Koca Ragıp Paşa, in 1949. At 

the same time, he followed the talks of his father Mahmud Celaleddin Ok-

ten who was the legendary literature teacher of the  high school of Kaba-

taş, Daruşşafaka and Vefa and the founder of the religious vocational scho-

ols. Okten began to Vefa High School in 1953. He graduated from faculty of 

construction at ITU and began his academic life at faculty of architecture in 

ITU at the same year. Between the years 1971 and 1973 he has been in 

USA as a doctorate student then he received the title of doctor in 

1977. He studied in Belgium in 1979 and 1980 and he recei-

ved the title of associate professor in 1982. Okten came 

to MGSU faculty of architecture in 1985 and he be-

came the professor in 1989. Then he retired in 

2004 voluntarily. He is praiseworthy with 

his knowledge about “civilization of 

Islam”, “western civilization”, 

and “city”. Prof. Dr. Sadet-

tin Okten continue his 

studies recently. 



Written by: Uğur SEZEN / Translated by: Sevgi KAÇAR

A little shop smelling music 

from top to bottom... Pictures 

of the artist on the wall, such 

as  Hamiyet Yuceses, Sabite 

Tur Gulerman, Munir Nurettin 

Selcuk on whose vocal cords 

the nightangeles placed .The 

amazing symphony that charging 

to ears then to the  hearts .We 

are in the exclusive workshop 

of Mehmet Oztekin  in Grand 

Bazaar who is well-known the 

Father of the grammophones 

the only living grammophone 

craftsman in order to 

contemplate grammophone 

passion.

A Culture Guard in Time Tunnel
the Father of the  Grammophones



There are some people and voices that suits some 
places. It's supposed  that enchanted people and 
melodies always there, since those places have ex-
isted. It is thought they had hiden in somewhere.It 
is possible that they sing to poor child as glazed in 
a charity stone, and maybe murmur to disappointed 
people from inside of the tomb. Mehmet Oztekin 
'well-known'  father of the Grammophone  is one of 
the last hero of those enhanced  places.

Release yourselves to melodies which coming your 
ears; when you enter to Bakırcılar Street from 
Grand Bazaar Lutfullah Gate. Someone keep-
ing your hands for example Hafız Sami, 
for example Kani Karaca for example 
Zeki Muren will take away to Mehm-
et Usta's workshop. When you en-
ter the door of workshop that is 
small but has a big soul as well as 
had hiden itself on a corner, only 
clear to concerned, firstly sort 
of stone record, Grammophone 
pipes decorated with flowers and 
photographs welcome you.If you 
love old and artistic things, you are 
in the right place. We visit the Fa-
ther of the  Grammophones for you 
with an idea you love old music  but 
you could not go to 
Grand bazaar. 

In the handcraft magazine number eight,'' manufac-
turing of grammophone that was one of the income 
source is moribund over against developing technol-
ogy.In spite of many difficulties the veteran crafts-
men try their best in order to transfer the culture to 
coming generation ''mentioned about one of that 
craftsman,now we are speaking the past, the pres-
ent and the future of grammophone with Mehmet 
Oztekin.

Childhood Sweetheart, Grammophone
Mehmet Usta had met with grammophone when he 
was a child. He starts saying with'' We used to have 
holiday one week then,are given to craftsman as an ap-
prentice certainly,when the school finished in summer''. 
When the school finished, he used to work grammo-
phone workshop of his father. He remembers days of 
childhood with saying'' we are kept away from bad hab-
its of the street as well as monting gold brecelet to our 
hands without realising. He is telling that he became fa-
miliar with grammophones without touching even one 
time them as sweeping floors, making tea in his father's 
workshop. And he is adding immediately ''I never did 
not think this work would be income source of me''.
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The Song Deepens As Much As Ringing
Years pass in this way. Oztekin sees grammophone re-

pairing as a work in order to maintain his family and 

children in school. But he starts to feel indisposed about 

changing  some things over the years.'' I have already a 

very big love to grammophone itself, I saw different di-

rections  as entering into the subject so then my struggle 

direction  started to form against to those discomforts'' 

as saying the father of grammophone tells how his work 

changed to passion and duty.

Oztekin has established order in his 5 square meter  

workshop to himself. He continues this order more than 

45 years. Whereever you look to, a sense of  inundation 

drags you as driving before  it. There are grammophones 

and stone records as lining up on a corner of workshop 

whose ages more than us. Who knows these grammo-

phones and stone records had witnessed which lovers 

feelings, which lover had rejoined with adorer many 

years ago. Mehmet Oztekin has fell in love to this pas-

sion and has devoted his life to this secret. He shows his 

love as saying'' I am charmed  to both artistic and hidden 

value,  even there is an accordance at whiz whizz.



Grammophone takes first place as soon as coming Tur-

key in 1900s. People have perfect prestige who have 

grammophone.'' Those were called  weddings and festi-

vals whose have grammophone, they sit down reserved 

first seats for themselves with their grammophones.

Besides they put evil eye bead'' says Oztekin, how was 

the perception in that years. There is not a devepment 

which dethrones the grammophone over many years .It 

is piece of life and there are living hundreds of frequenter.

But tape recorders,personal stereos start to take place of 

grammophone in 1960s. Oztekin ''grammophones were 

removed to attics that's because come out of fashion.

People used to junk many stone records  with thougt to 

see them useless.'' says his worry.  Oztekin's approach 

changes as he saw these misfortunes. He set to work 

from hurry of  livelihood to culture guard. ''It is not found 

as searcing but the finders are who have search'' is said.

Who has a trouble with  grammaphone fetched up in the 

Oztekin's workshop in Grand Bazaar.'' Hereby all gram-

mophones that are threw away in Turkey arrives me ulti-

mately. Sometimes years and years pass but they fall into 

the hands of me sooner or later'' says Oztekin. Mehmet 

Oztekin also known as the father of Grammophone indi-

cates the link between grammophones and him.  



Carpentry from Grammophones

Oztekin is overprotective about grammophones  passes  

into hands of him, set to save it until the  last moment, 

landed with to add carpentry.''  When a grammophone 

whose wood crocked was  brougt for repairing to me, 

I used to take away to carpenter but it was not what 

I wanted'' says Oztekin, undertakes this duty as well. 

I closed my shop at about 3 p.m for four years, went 

to carpenter friend near the bazaar. I learnt as an ap-

prentice who just starts work, I started to do woods of 

grammophones myself, says Oztekin imply way of love 

is through sacrificing Grammophones called upon to 

ears formerly, but also it wears aesthetic sightly, starts 

to overpower side of decoration as the years went by. 

Tin and copper were used in grammophones pipes in 

order to contribute  vibrations. Melodious but not sight-

ly and oxidized tin pipes  were painted with various fig-

ure, so they also call upon the eyes aestheticly. This nice 

characteristic of humanbeing that have a soft spot to 

all types of aesthetic, provides to come together many 

arts in grammophone. Many grammophones  are exist 

in Oztekin’s workshop per sample. And Oztekin's wife 

do these decorations. ''My wife loves grammophones  

like me. I'm very lucky because she always supported 

me.'' with saying Oztekin underlines his wife's contribu-

tion.'' I emphasized collection after our children grew 

up, more than 50 grammophones arranged.If my wife 

didn't care, I couldn't conserved''

Apprenticeship Finishes, Collection Starts

There are more than 50 grammophone in the collec-

tion of  grammophonist craftsman Oztekin. The oldest 

piece is  belonging to 1904. Grammophone dated 1914  

in year which Turkey entered the world war is one of 

the art piece mostly effected Oztekin. He exihibit gram-

mophones belonging his collection. Especially histori-

cal pieces. For example  a double piped grammophone 

dated 1914. Lower voice can be gained as removing big 

pipe and hereby it is listened at nights too. Removed 

pipe is being mounted again and grammophone gives 

more strong voice.

Because of the difficulties to carry big piped gram-

mophones, easy to carry grammophones are manu-

factured for the musicians who go to picnic or long 

journey too. One of the first sample of these grammo-
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phones  is manufactured in Russia in 1930s.Grammo-

phone placed in a bag, when not in use, its pipe turned 

inside then  makes it suitable  to carry everywhere like 

a musician who goes on tour and is listened with plea-

sure. Familiarity gramaphone and its record consists a 

second field for Mehmet Usta and collects all kind of 

old-new  records. Recording voice and grammophone 

records always ready to sing  at the needle of grammo-

phone are as identity cards of period. Production of the 

records start in 1917 and top notable artist like Suzan 

Yaka, Munir Nurettin Selçuk, Safiye Ayla fill records and 

come suitable for their admirer in every place to chat. 

There are records of many top artist from Hamiyet 

Yuceses  to comedian Ismail Dumbullu, from Lutanist 

(UDI)  Hrant to Hafez Burhan in Oztekin's invaluable 

stone record collection

Every Record Is Audible Document

According to Oztekin grammophone and especially 

stone records aren't only record player.'' Every stone re-

cords in our hands are audible document'' saying with 

He is telling an event he experienced in order to be 

understood  easier the importance of collection effort.   

I listen every record that incoming. I listen thousand 

of them whether I take thousand record. But one day 

I got a record that I did not listen. Days which Crete 

Island was been occupied, our navy is weak... It has 

been done a record called Barboros March. ''Hey dear 

citizens of Honorable Ottomon State, our navy is weak.

Crete is about going. Donation to our navy'' says  com-

ing voice It needs firman of sultan for playing that re-

cord. You can't do recording it according to yourselves 

''speech shows records have both musical value and 

historical value too. This means that, Oztekin defends 

every records must been protect. 

Nothwithstanding another aspect that seperates records 

from grammophones in case of accidental damage. It is 

not possible to repair. In other words, Oztekin discour-

age the dying of a living document publicly, but still he 

isn't satisfied. He implies current state of him with that 

speech'' These records are disappearing with cracking 

one by one. A culture disappears  truely. There will come 

a day like that dig down deep money but these cracked 

records and disappearing culture will not be found.Ex-

cuse me but stoves are burned with these records ''im-

plies his saying.
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Up To Date Grammophones

There is not grammophone which will not be repaired. The 

only matter he is in trouble, to reach pieces of  grammo-

phones that is no longer in production. If the grammophone 

brought him is very worn, He saves in order to use the vari-

ous pieces for other grammophones so that he cures other 
patient's trouble. So relationship between grammophones 
and Oztekin is not at the level  just repairing and collection. 
He  fixes   grammophones' mechanical parts not in use 
from old ones to new ones which he made body and 
pipes of them..

It is almost an organ transplantation inter-gram-
mophones. Oztekin who started with this 
method producing grammophone 15 years 
ago, grammophones brougt to repair are 
original and very expensive art pieces 
therefore it doesn't call upon to  low 
income people. This idea draw 
into me to  make grammophones 
which is fifty percent-original. 
Thus it lower prices everyone can 
take'' says .

Especially serial grammophone 
production is moved by Far east 
Countries, because of nostalgic 
grammophones  come up again. 
''There is not both quality of work-
manship and quality of me-
chanical on these products 
as comparing to our very 
durable, heirloom for ex-
ample marked 'His Master's 
Voice' grammophone'' 
says Oztekin, He never 
has a quality prob-
lem with  gram-
mophones which  
manufactured by 
himself because of us-
ing pieces of the best brand.

This care, makes the workshop of Oz-
tekin meeting point of grammophone 
lovers who comes around the world.'' Many 
products comes us from abroad. Especially Italy 
and Germany. Disappearing the craftsmen of 
grammophone,they start to come to me, says Oz-
tekin. There were famous people like Turgut Özal 
and Sakıp Sabancı among his clients.
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The Magic of Grammophone Catches the Youngs
Oztekin is oppressed with a grammophone culture for 

an half century. He grew up with people who grew 

same culture: It can be thougt that culture attracts inter-

est of people who are at a given age for perception of 

today's. But Mehmet Usta's impression isn't like that.'' It 

will surprise you but the large majority of my clients ex-

ist with young people. The mean age of people doesn't 

rise above 45'' he says and transfers his experience to 

us.'' young people have an interest  to past according to 

me. An interest maybe an aspiration it is about genetic 

codes... However grammophone has a magic also, it 

magnetizes human. I think youngs catch that magic.

 

The Only Request Of Father Of The Grammophones 

Let It Build Grammophone And Record Museum

We feel Father of the grammophones  is tired after our 

conversation. It is not a tiredness of 2 hours speaking, 

result of 45 years.'' If I carry this work for 45 years, it 

means there are some request with my bread. There 

are many rich people, museums, schools but there is 

not  even a single grammophone and record muse-

um.There is not an information source, says Oztekin. 

He can just exhibits grammophone with his  indiviual 

efforts. The only request is someones  let set hand to 

this task, let it happen very big study, records should 

not be wasted.

If you pay a visit to Grand Bazaar, want to take a breath 

between tumult and shout, enter from The Gate Of 

Lutfulah to Bakırcılar Street. Shows you Mehmet Oz-

tekin whoever you ask. If you say 'Father of the gram-

mophones' them who do not remember  'take you to 

him. Father of the grammophones has hot tea, memo-

ries and always a record goes along to your conversa-

tion for everybody.
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He is one of the best examples that shows where determi-
nation and decisiveness carry a person when they are com-
bined with talent... Faruk Saraç Vocational School of De-
sign summarizes very well the point that he has reached...

Written by: Hatice URUN / Translated by: Buşra TOSUN

A Person Breaking  A New Ground In Man Clothing

Faruk SARAÇ
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His life started in Şanlıurfa… He lost his mum when he was 

a child and he was dreaming of being a footballer… he was 

inspired  by his father’s fastidiousness and elegance… An un-

forgettable advice from his father: “Have a good job and be 

helpful for the society”… He came to Istanbul  for his uni-

versity education and he went on his carrier there. He is our 

first male fashion designer. Being affected by the line of Bedri 

Rahmi Eyuboğlu that says: “The colour has been  everything 

that exists in the universe…”, he used the colour burgun-

dy, green  and blue in man clothing… Although he wasn't 

trained in fashion and tailoring, he is successful thanks to his 

talent. He is a stylist who is still designing without using com-

puter and he never leaves his colour chart from his hand. He 

doesn't need any stylists and designers, he also does fittings 

himself. He is the first and the only one who has got a Voca-

tional School of Design attached to the General Directorate 

of Foundations. And he is also the first one having used the 

first bartering technique and having designed the uniforms of 

National Team.

We are going to treat the life story, the education and the 

professional success of Faruk Saraç, a person who is so shy 

that he cannot tell his surname and that he cannot attend 

openings alone.

Faruk Saraç was born in 1955 in Urfa where the colour yel-

low dominate apart from the blue sky colour and which has a 

scorched geography being 50C under shadow. He is the sec-

ond child of a family having three children. His father was an 

an officer in a bank. He says that his father, who is Faruk's idol 

in elegance, never went out without wearing a tie and having 

a fastidious personality, he was always careful about wearing.

"Our home was situated in bazaar. At lunch time, my father 

used to come home on foot, then he used to take off his suits 

and wear his pyjamas, after having had his lunch he used to 

take a nap then iron his suits himself,  wear them again and go 

back to his work." He says about his father.

His mother Cemile went to sewing course at Art Institude. Lit-

tle Faruk was watching his mum with admire while she was 

sewing clothes for her children with a pedal sewing machine. 

Sometimes Faruk helped his mother while she was covering 

the quilts that had been cleaned. He was a naughty child, he 

started primary school in Nizip and he went on his primary and 

secondary education in the center of Urfa. He started playing 

football when he was at primary school and he joined Young 

Team of UrfaSpor. In 1973 he came to Istanbul from which 

he would never go back. He walked from Harem to Kadıköy 

very early in the morning in accordance with the address in his 

hand. In those years, there was an opera theater there and 

he says: "I watched for 10 or 15 minutes the poster of Yıldız 

Tezcan and Ahmet Sezgin, at those times, people in Kadıköy 

used to put money down with baskets through apartments.   
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I saw a milkman, he took the money from the basket and put 

a bottle of milk in it. After so many years, I opened Boutique 

Faruk in front of the door of Opera Onur Bazaar where i had 

stood once."

He passed the university entrance exam and started to study 

English Language Teaching at Marmara University although 

he could only say "help" when he was graduated from sec-

ondary school. He went on playing football as well. He played 

in the football clubs called Urfaspor, Tophane Tayfunspor Kon-

ya Ereğlispor and Adanaspor. He reached till Beşiktaş A Team. 

While he was playing in Karagumrukspor football club, he 

gave up playing football because of meniscus tear. He started 

to work in a fabric store belonging to a relative of him, then 

he met the fabrics that played an important role in his profes-

sional success and he learnt all of the features of fabrics. "To 

be a good designer, a person needs two important proper-

ties: to have a "good" eye and to have a "good" fingertip.  I 

love fabrics as if they were my best friends and my colour chart 

is always with me. I know fabrics' language very well, when i 

touch fabrics they tell me what to do. To have a "good" eye 

means a talent that helps interpreting fabrics with a different 

viewpoint." he says.

He came to Kadıköy with a paper in his hand to get the money 

of his relative from a tradesman. The destination was Kadıköy 

Opera Bazaar where he had looked at the cinema poster 

when he had first came to Istanbul. "Wait for checkout, I will 

work and pay your debt off." He said to the owner of the shop 

who was standing idle. "I really worked hard, everything went 

well, i started to pay all the debts off, i paid the last debts on 

an eve day and I brought the debts to an end. Then i bought a 

truck for the owner of the shop by the money that  I saved up, 

he said me I had better own the shop, so I paid the key money 

and became the owner of the shop." he says. 

Then Faruk Saraç opened his first shop called "Boutique 

Faruk" in 1981 with the clothes that he had bought from 

abroad. One day, a woman came to his shop with her son, 

the boy said by insisting: "I want trademark clothes...". This 

reproach caused a dramatic changement in Faruk Saraç's life. 

Our designer gave all the clothes back in the evening of that 

day. Then a process started which leaded our designer to 

be a trademark with his own name just like Giorgia Armani, 

Christian Dior and Chanel. In 1987, he created the label "Faruk 

Saraç" in the form of signature with his own handwriting. 

From this date, he started to labour on his work till midnights. 

In 1991 he opened a shop in Swiss Hotel and another one in 

Nişantaşı. He started to sewing custom clothes which is called 

"Haute Couture" by bringing an iron from his home and em-

ploying a versed mechanic, on the offer of one of his clients 

who came to his shop with his own fabric and wanted Faruk 

to sew a dress for him. The burgundy-coloured suit that he 
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had sewed and worn in the first program of Cem Özer, drew 

a lot of interest. On the following day, Faruk called Cem Özer 

and offered him to prepare a dress for Özer and in exchange 

to write his name and talk about himself at the end of the 

program. So, Faruk Saraç became the first person who start-

ed the application of barter. His customer portfolio expanded 

thanks to this application and he started to use Italian fabrics 

while sewing ties, he produced patterns and developed dif-

ferent colours. He is still sewing for the members of foreign 

dynasty, for television programs, for stars, businessmen, politi-

cians and for Turkish films with his countless collections, artistic 

designs and with about 200 fashion shows.

   

"In my opinion, fashion is the choice of suitable model for 

one's body and the choice of suitable colour for his skin. For 

example, Ataturk used only black." he said. Although he isn't 

trained in fashion and tailoring, Faruk Sarç makes his drawings 

on his own, he uses tape measure like a pencil and chooses 

the materials and fabrics and practices them. In his collections, 

he uses yellow and blue sky colour which he saw a lot when 

he was a child. In 1997, he made real one of his dreams, he 

opened "Faruk Saraç Fachion Center" in Levent where he 

would conduct both ready wear and Haute Couture. His art 

collections are as follows:

Sarı Zeybek: Sarı Zeybek was the first private collection pre-

pared for the 75th year of Turkish Republic and it was pre-

sented on 60th death anniversary of the Great Leader with a 

fashion show in Dolmabahçe Palace in the presence of 1750 

guests. Inspired by Ataturk's taste of elegance and clothing, 

the collection consisted of 453 pieces of costume which were 

sewed adhering to their original forms, including Ataturk's mil-

itary, official and daily clothes. The original clothes in Anıtkabir 

were analyzed, the suitable fabrics for the patterns were pri-

vately woven. The models of the collars of Atataturk's clothes, 

the arm cuff details and also from sweaters to socks, all the 

details were carefully examined and each piece was prepared 

by considering the sewing techniques of that period. The sec-

ond fashion show of the same collection was held for the sec-

ond time, the closed doors opened in 2006  for 5000 guests 

who came to see the collection. F 16 jets made a respect flight 

over the sky of Ankara. At the end of the fashion show, Faruç 

Saraç received a plaque of success on 11th step of Anıtkabir. 

Saraç was both proud of taking the plaque and worried be-

cause of a childhood memory of him. "When I was a child, I 

came to visit Anıtkabir with my parents and had a photograph 

as a memory. We were standing on  11th step of Anıtkabir 

and I received the plaque on the same step." he said.

Attire of the Sultan: This is a collection prepared on an offer 

which said: "Would you prepare 5-6 sultan clothes?" after the 

exhibiton of "Portraits of the Great Ottoman Sultans" belong-

ing to Business Bank of Turkey. The process started with the 

research of Seljuk and Ottoman Empires which had lived for 

Faruk Saraç is sharing his experiences at designing vocational college in Bursa.
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700 years, then all of the palaces, museums, tombs and 

the mosques in Istanbul were visited and finally the de-

tails in the documents were determined belonging to the     

portraits of the sultans.

Existing in Topkapi Palace Museum Archive, the caftans , mint-

ans, shalwars, kirtles and boleros were examined by Dr. Hulya 

Tezcan who is responsible of Museum's fabrics and clothes. Af-

ter having had information about fabrics, the original patterns 

of the emroideries and the ornaments were produced. Cotton 

and silky weavings of the period were examined closely, satin 

fabrics were woven in Hereke factory, Prof. Filiz Çağman, the 

manager of that time, also gave information about sultan's life.

In accordance with the work that made by 80-people staff, 

2500 meters long fabric was totally used, 4,5 meters long of it 

was used for sewing shalwars, caftans,  mintans, kirtles and for 

quilted turbans. Approximately more than 50 meters long fabric 

was used for some clothes. 36 sultan clothes, 6 sultana clothes, 

1 prince cloth and 1 belly dancer costume were produced in 

this project, which was realized to protect our culture and to 

leave the coming generations well-done jobs. The clothes were 

presented in a fashion show with 43 models in Topkapı Palace 

-St. Irene in the year 2000. 

TRT and many other television channels broadcasted the fash-

ion show live. The second fashion show took place in Ciragan 

Palace in 2009. The collection is preserved today in Faruk Saraç 

Fashion Foundation situated in Levent.

The Police from Past to Present: This collection was 

made on an offer for 61st anniversary of Interior Ministry of 

Police. The collection consisted of police uniforms reflecting 

the periods of Tanzimat (Reforms), Constitutional Monarchy 

(Meşrutiyet) and Republic up to present. The analysis on 600 

photos existing in Police archive lasted 3 months and the 

project concluded in 8 months.

The clothes on which special molding and sewing techniques 

were used, adopted for today's modern fabrics. The first fash-

ion show of the collection composing of 375 pieces, was held 

in Ciragan Place in Ankara with 77 models in the presence 

of 1200 guests, on 11th April 2006. The shoes that were 

displayed were all handmade and the accessories, rosettes, 

doggers and swords were all duplicated from their originals. 

People working in theatre, played some police officer degrees 

that we had never heard such as  "Subaşı, Asesbaşı, Böcekbaşı 

and Kullukçu Çavuşu". The collection is now exhibited in Police 

Academy Museum of General Directorate of Security.
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Talisman: This is a special collection of Faruk Saraç for his 25th 

art year. "I wanted to show from where human came and 

where he is going and i also wanted to display the universe 

and in which the human exists and his harmony with the oth-

er live and dead." says Faruk Saraç.

Having been inspired by 4 elements of the universe (air, wa-

ter, fire and soil) and by the talismanic shirt in Topkapı Palace 

our designer Faruk had satellite photographs brought from 

abroad. He also benefited from astrology. He had special fab-

rics woven in Hatay and Denizli and this project of him lasted 

for 1.5 years. The collection consisting of 365 clothes- equiva-

lent to each day of the year, was presented by 99 models-

equivalent to  99 names of Allah (Esma-ul Husna). The fashion 

show of the collection was held in Istanbul Archeology Mu-

seum in 2007.

Faruk's major institutional work is the collection that was pre-

pared for 150th anniversary of the State Railways.This collec-

tion includes comfortable summer and winter uniforms for the 

railway staff such as; director of the station, chief of the train, 

machinist, dispatcher, ticket controller, hostess, service officer 

of sleeping compartment, booking clerk,information desk of-

ficer and for the other officers.The collection consists of 159 

pieces of men&women uniforms which were presented by 

the models getting off the train having drawn into Sirkeci Rail-

way Station. The logo of TCDD was used on the uniforms.

Another fashion show was held for the campaign "National Sup-

port for Forest Fires". The collection includes 300 pieces of non-

sweating and non-chilling green clothes for the foresters who 

were wearing the same clothes for 50 years.The fashion show of 

the collection was realized in 2006 in Maslak Forest Park.

The collection named "Millennium Police" was prepared for 

162nd anniversary of the Police for four different groups, they 

are as follows: Airport police, general service officers, speed-

cop and flying squad. The collection consisted of darker navy 

blue uniforms on which star and crescent figures were em-

broidered and the identification numbers of the officers were 

used on all of the jackets and shirts. The fashion show of the 

collection, including 600 pieces made of technologigal fabrics, 

was held in Ciragan Palace in 2008.

The collection, prepared for Ministry of Health, was created 

under 8 different titles such as doctor, nurse, operating room 

staff, visualization officer, laboratory, emergency, information 

desk officer, bureau and service. The collection  was prepared 

for 400.000 health care staff. The main colour white was used 

for doctors and nurses; green colour was for operating room 

staff,blue was for visualization and laboratory staff and bur-

gundy was used for cleaning staff. The fashion show of 350 

pieces of uniforms was held in Sepetçiler Pavillion, in 2007.

Another collection was prepared for the the Janissary Band 

of Ministry of Culture, it was created on the offer of Ahmet 

Özhan - the art director of the Janissary Band and the collec-

tion was prepared in 7 months.

The fashion show of the collection, prepared for the Groung 

Handling Staff of Turkish Airlines, was held in the international 

terminal of Ataturk Airport. The collection consisted of 250 

pieces of summer and winter uniforms. 7 different alternative 

models of uniforms were prepared both for men and women 

and 70 different shirt models were developed. From topcoats 

to coats, umbrellas to bags, scarves to shoes and so on... Sim-

plicity and elegance were at the forefront while designing the 

uniforms. In the colleciton belonging to 2009, navy blue was 

used as the main colour; red and white were used as sup-

porter and complementary colours. The logo of "THY" was 

embroidered on the uniforms, cargo and apron workers' uni-

forms are also considered.

Faruk Saraç has other collections that he prepared for other 

institutional and visual arts. They are as follows: Fenerbahçe 

Football Club's uniforms in 1994, National Team uniforms, 

Janissary uniforms for Topkapı Palace between 1995-1997, 

costumes for the documentary film "Golden Wings" in 2001, 

Costumes for another documentary film "Architect Sinan" in 

2006, costumes for the drama "Pir Sultan Abdal", for the film 

"72nd ward", for another drama "6 dance lessons in 6 weeks" 

and for the TV serial called "Private Lifes".

Preparing 2 or 3 collections a year, our designer Faruk Saraç 

always starts his work first by having an idea about it. He is 
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currently designing gowns for the judges and prosecuters 

who are connected with the Minisitry of Justice, prepar-

ing the complicate design of the Service Unit, the Rescue 

teams and equipments of National Medical Rescue Team. 

He is also preparing a collection for 112 Emergency Serv-

ice Staff. Faruk Saraç prefers producing new things, he 

never likes duplicating what he has done before.

In his 30-year carreer, he has never said "I know". "We 

found the life in this country and i think we shouldn't 

bequeath just goods and chattels to the coming genera-

tions. Health and education services are also very impor-

tant. I've always aimed to leave my country the works 

deserving respect because i love my country. You can buy 

everything  but love and knowledge. They are only to be 

given..." he says. Without taking any supports from any 

assosications, he founded in Bursa the first Vocational 

School of Design related to General Directorate of Foun-

dations. The school in situated in a building which was 

once an imperial factory where silk fabrics were being 

woven about to be used in palaces. Faruk restored that 

30-year unemployed factory and it became an "Educa-

tion" and an "Art" Center. The students are accepted by 

the university entrance exam and the lecture lasts 2 years. 

200 students out of 350 are scholars. %20 of the school 

consists of teenagers (under 18) coming from orphanage.

These students take scholarship according to the mini-

mum wage. They may study any department that they 

like. They may be graduated after studying english in the 

first year and the vocational lecture in the following year. 

"We help parentless sudents be successful in their lifes. All 

of us have a reason and a duty for coming to world and 

mine are these." he says.

On Mondays and Tuesdays,  Faruç Saraç teaches his stu-

dents measuring, fabric cutting, sewing and fitting at his 

own university; he shares all of his knowledge and experi-

ences with his students. He shows his students practical 

training on a model in the workshop. Having also foreign-

er students, the academic program of the university are as 

follows: Fashion Design, Foreign Trade, Logistic, Business 

Administration, Brand Communication, Public Relations 

and Promotion, Fashion Design and Certificate Program. 

There exists a private classroom for disabled students and 

Faruk also aims that some retired people share their life 

and work experiences with the students and inform them 

about the difficulties of life. "Life is like a long-term mara-

thon. If a person wants to be successful, he has to work 
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hard and renew himself when he is young. The people 

who have never spent time by working hard, they always 

suffer from failure." he says...   Faruç Saraç, breaking a 

new ground in man wearing, is one of the best examples 

that shows where determination and decisiveness carry a 

person when they are combined with talent...    
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Written by:  Aysegul YILMAZ  / Translated by: Sumeyra DAGLI

Hatay, the nice city of Anatolia, which is on the route of Silk Road, is on the effort of reaching its old active 

state. Hatay; which produces silk and builds up different weaving styles throughout the ages, serves different 

choices to the people who are interested in, with its weaving, raw silk, linen, wool and cotton materials. The 

silks which are woven in Hatay are brought to the domestic and foreign customers in the modest shop of 

Buyukasık family. The silk of Hatay attracts more attention in modern times, in which naturel materials gain 

importance again with its traditional production style.

The Cocoon of Hatay Met With Labour 
And it Became Silk 

For fabric, from the process of first formation, the 

choice of pattern and color tones, sewing, the 

model giving to the phase of wearing as a dress, 

we can say that it is a thing which always sets hu-

man productivity into action. And silk is the most 

valuable and magnificent fabric type, which a per-

son finds by chance in a process of meeting with 

fabric and struggling to produce the better one. 

Throughout the ages, it has been said that no 

product for which wars were started and the pro-

duction of which was kept as a secret and moreo-

ver for some ages which was seen at the same 

level with gold and used instead of money could 

be improved. Just as golden and diamond have 

never lost their worth so too will silk protect its 

state of being in the first row as the most favorite 

fabric. We followed a trail of Antakya silk’s adven-

ture of reaching to Istanbul which is produced in 

Hatay, Harbiye. The trip which was from Istanbul 

to Hatay, took us from past to future with the sto-

ries of the members of Buyukasık family.

The Silks Decorating The Shelves
Yılmaz silk seller is a small, modest shop in Sul-

tanahmet. You can’t keep your eyes away from 

the silk shawls, woolen fabrics, foulards which 

are arranged in a row when you enter into the 

shop. The elegance of silk charms the people 

passing by the way. Many people who see the 

fabrics and then doesn’t understand how the 

time has passed get into and out of the shop.

Mehmet Buyukasık gives information about silk 

weaving who are domestic or foreign with pa-

tience. It isn’t important to buy something. You 

can find answers to your all questions about 

silk. Later, we learn that many people apart 

from us make a study on this shop which they 

explore while they are passing by coincidence. 

Moreover, one of these studies is a documen-

tary prepared by Japanese and another one is 

a domestic short film which was presented as 

a candidate of ‘Golden Orange’. In order to 

take these films, it was gone to Antakya, Har-
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Written by:  Aysegul YILMAZ  / Translated by: Sumeyra DAGLI

biye. “There are many things to be told” says 

Buyukasık and go on “But at first, I should intro-

duce my uncle who gives his soul and heart, if he 

weren’t, the age of silk weaving, probably would 

be closed down. 

In modern world, unfortunately, expert-apprentice rela-

tionship is a concept which starts to lose its importance. 

There are some jobs which can be learnt only at very small 

ages, with the term of old people, it can be learnt ‘by 

breaking hand’, namely susceptibility of the hand. The fin-

gers whose master train with patience start to grow up 

and with time they teach another fingers how to weave 

and feel. For apprentice, master sometimes becomes fa-

ther, sometimes mother and usually teacher. All details 

of this job are transferred to apprentices who deserve it 

most and who desire to learn it. His nephew says that his 

uncle Hasan Buyukasık was a kind of apprentice who had 

this light at his time. 

From Apprentice Position To Master Position
At his childhood, there had been more than 300 looms 

for weaving in the city he was living according to what  

Buyukasık told us. And also some numbers of masters 

as the looms… And he moved from one master to an-

other in his childhood years. And he was able to learn 

from each master. But, he took the fundamental com-

ponent of this craft from his father. And his father took 
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from his grandfather. And his grandfather took from his 
big grandfather; and he took from Armenian masters. A 
loon was handed over to Mehmet Buyukasık at the age 
of child. This early success about his job didn’t make him 
pampered; on the contrary, it made him to work more and 
more. Mehmet Buyukasık who told that he had been do-
ing this job since 1900, in 1950 he was the only one who 
was working on this job.

Like Don Quixote who fought with windmill, he didn’t give 
up his job, he made his loom worked with stubbornness in 
his house having two rooms Mehmet Buyukasık who didn’t 
stop doing his job even though he could live on his family 
with difficulty, tells that “For my uncle, money was a me-
dium which was always on the second or third plan; and he 
also taught this to us.” My uncle said, ”If everyone couldn’t 
buy, there was no meaning to produce this.”

Buyukasık telling that like his uncle, his father worked on silk 
for sometimes says that “At first, my father worked with my 
uncle, then he couldn’t bear, he went abroad. I decided to 
continue this work with my uncle and my cousins.”

The respect for his uncle for whom he said ‘my mas-
ter’ isn’t overlooked by us. He and his cousins do 
whatever they can do in order not to make upset 
this wise master. Everything, without being factory-
made, is still made by handwork. Like the way 100 
years ago, today in the same way, silks are produced 
on the wooden looms. 

The transformation of being fabric adventure in 
which each string coming from and woven by  un-
cle Hasan Buyukasık, who  talk with silkworms, 
protects them as they were his children and who 
feed them with the leaf of mulberry, makes a per-
son enchanted.

When you take silk in your hand, you don’t have to 
be master to distinguish it from the fake one. The 
delicacy of the fabric in which, all details of hand-
craft can be understood, transfer for the mystery of 
centuries to our times. The bridge of new and old, 
past and future is tried to be built again with the 
formation of different patterns. 
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From Cocoon To Silk
While Mehmet Buyukasık was telling about the difficulties 
of formation of silkworm, he was like that he returned to his 
childhood days in Hatay. It seems that he misses most the 
days when the family come together at the harvest time of 
cocoon, drinking tea under the mulberry tree and delicious 
pastries their mothers make. 

He tells one by one how the silk occurs, how is the cocoon 
looked after: ”The eggs which silkworm lays down is hidden 
into a linen. The caterpillars which are protected under cool 
conditions get out from the eggs towards the spring when 
it starts to be warmer. The features of the insects, which are 
dark color and light at first are shed in a short-time and day 
by day the caterpillars become white and white. The caterpil-
lars which are very small live about 40 days. Silkworm has 4 
phases in the formation of silk: The phase of becoming green 
is the first one of these phases. In this phase, it is given mul-
berry leaves which are minced very small to the caterpillar. In 
the phase of growth, the caterpillars start to grow up and 
they reach about 7cm. in the phase of weaving, caterpillars 
start to weave their magnificent cocoon and put themselves 
in prison.  Sticks and twigs are given in order to weave them 
on their cocoon to the caterpillars which are fed with half 
mulberry leaves. Insects consume far too many mulberry 
leaves and at this period, the households should work too 
much in order that insects are fed.

Mehmet Buyukasık says with emphasizing that the insects 
should be protected carefully in the period of cocoon, “The 
chemical preparation of agriculture and rats are absolutely en-
emies of cocoon and it should be very careful about them.” 
We learn from Buyukasık the weaving period for the insect 
which goes over the stick is for 5 days. The agriculture is com-
pleted in the festival atmosphere. Cocoons generally start to 
be harvested in May. Buyukasık continues to tell the ways 
from the cocoon to silk; “The insect which is in the cocoon 
turns into a butterfly in two weeks and it goes out by making 
a hole into the cocoon. In order to produce silk high in quality, 
an insect is killed by making it wait under the sun or thrown 
into hot water. The condition of being undamaged of the 
cocoon is provided by this dramatic process. The cocoons are 
thrown into the caldrons full of hot water. Very thin silk nets 
building up the cocoon loose one by one. The edge of the 
cocoon are determined with a broom and tied to a spinning 
wheel. Raw silk starts to demonstrate itself while bout 25-30 
cocoons are wrapped with the same way and while the spin-
ning wheel is turning around. These thin silks are wrapped 
with a primitive, traditional method, a mechanism which is 
powered by hand. The process continues till the dead insect 
in the cocoon appears. From one cocoon, 1500 meters thin 
string can be acquired. After this work which needs much 
work, after hours, only two kilograms silks are acquired. After 
raw silks are wrapped, they are waited in order to dry.

According to what Mehmet Buyukasık tells, raw silks can be 
dyed and weaved if it is desired and colorful silk materials 
can be acquired. With the fabrics acquired, various textile 
products like shirt, foulards, dress are produced. A person 

is tired even when he is animating this difficult proc-
ess. It is understood that this job, which needs 

careful attention in its each steps and which is 
produced by spending intense working, is not 

something which is done only for money. We 
think that the reason of the preference 

of handcraft instead of many ma-
chines which can do this job is 

the effort having priority to 
keep this job alive even 

though many dif-
ficulties. If you 

know this 



process well, you can feel the soul of the master who speaks 
with cocoons in each silk.

We asked to Mehmet Buyukasık that “Are there any people 
who do this job in Antakya?” He responded in the following 
way; “Other than us, there is my uncle’s son. For the last sever-
al days, other families start silk production. But, unfortunately, 
some families take the easy way out of the job and they bring 
silk from China and India and sell them in the name of Antakya 
silk. Our feature is that we do everything from silkworm to co-
coon. In my grandfather’s time, my father, my uncles, they all 
did this job. Without spoiling this family tradition, cousins come 
to these days thanks to this strong attachment with each other.

Silks Hidden In Chests
Mehmet Buyukasık says that they use the patterns which the 
grandmothers take out of their chests. He explains that they 
sometimes blend with modern patterns with the patterns on 
which they apply according to the original forms of them. He 
shows some motifs they produce themselves. The harmony in 
patterns attracts our attentions. Especially, one of them, giving 
Antakya mosaic to the silk woven thinly as a pattern… But it is 
not transferred by copied and in the same way. When you look 
at carefully, you understand that it is a mosaic figure. 1000-
year Antakya history is reflected on the weaving of silk with 
modern lines, slight touches. We wonder the customer profile 
of these valuable materials on which much effort is spent natu-
rally. Mehmet Buyukasık says “Our customers in Istanbul, in 
respect to the location of this place, as we are in Sultanahmet 
are generally foreign customers.

But he tells that he has many Turkish customers who prefer 
raw silk and some famous artists buy their foulards, weaving 
woof from them. Buyukasık tells that and also a female teacher 

of ISMEK often comes to this shop which she sees by coinci-
dence and does shopping from there. She has been buying the 
materials for embroidery needle craft, wire wrapping in Turkish 
way, wire breaking and ribbon. 

We’ve learned from Buyukasık that they have two shops in An-
takya and a shop in Harbiye. Their customers in Antakya are 
generally local people. In the tradition of that region, in female 
trousseau, hand-made silk should be available. Silky materials 
aren’t only used for dress, young ladies do their handworks on 
raw silks, raw linens for their trousseau cloths.

Nostalgic Loom
When we entered into Yılmaz silk shop, we’ve seen Buyukasık 
while he was working at his loom. We say to master Mehmet 
that we’ve thought that the loom is for décor and we’re sur-
prised when we saw him while he was working. Buyukasık 
says, ”Everyday, I should sit at loom. The things I produce here 
are presented to be sold. In the day I don’t weave, I feel uncom-
fortable. This is like a therapy for me, I get rid of stress of the 
day only by this way.

We say laughing that “We have noticed this. When we en-
tered into the shop, you were like you were not here. You are 
very lucky, you both get rid of stress and gain money.” Again, 
Mehmet Buyukasık goes at the wooden loom. It is very obvi-
ous that he is having a different tie with his loom. While he is 
giving information about the materials he produces, we under-
stand that he enjoys weaving rather than selling. We learn that 
warp silk strings are prepared in Antakya and sent by cargo 
and the foundation of warp takes about two days.

He says that he weaves about three or four shawls in a day. 
He tells that since he was seven years old, he has been help-
ing to his mother and he has done some small works. And he 
also says when he came to eleven years old, he found himself 
working at loom. He says laughing “When they handed over 
the loom at first, I was so happy that I can’t tell. The meaning of 
loom’s being handed over to me is the acceptance of my being 
adult after that day. I was like that I had grown up ten years. 
At that day, I remembered that I swaggered to my friends.” In 
order that this job become active again.

Mehmet Buyukasık says that he met with a French couple last 
year. “They live in a village of France. In that village, since some 
centuries, the weaving has been done. The male one is produc-
ing wooden loom similar to ours. And his wife is weaving on 
the loom. We are in contact with them, they demanded string 
from us, and we sent to them,” says Buyukasık and states that 
it is a good feeling that there are people who do same job on 
different places, countries.
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“Ours is a family company” says Buyukasık and goes on tell-
ing “In Antakya, we all grew up in the houses which have the 
same courtyard. We went to school together, we learned to-
gether to work on loom. And now we try to do this job with 
my cousins, Yılmaz, Tuncay and Ali Buyukasık. Unfortunately, 
this job starts to be in the category of the jobs which are for-
gotten day by day. We, as cousins, try to develop some projects 
in order to make this job active. For example, ever year, we 
open weaving courses in Antakya. Last year we had about 30 
students. And our students are generally females. We employ 
some students we educate in our shops. The materials used for 
embroidery can’t be found easily in the market. For instance, in 
order to use for hand craft, many materials like French linen are 
imported from abroad. But generally these materials are mixed 
with polyester. Our people spend great effort in doing hand-
work. Hand crafts which are done with natural supplies are 
useful not only in the aspect of worth but also in the aspect of 
being permanent. A handwork which is done with great effort 
certainly deserves a valuable material. In our region, handwork 
is very important; our wives choose carefully the materials 
which decorate their works. If the material which will enter into 
chest is not silk, brides can’t escape from their mother-in-laws’ 
words (laughing).”

Care of the Materials
After talking too much about the materials, we wonder how 
the care of these materials is. The products made with raw silk 
shouldn’t be washed in washing machines in no ways. They 
shouldn’t be rub some much and should be washed by hand 
with shampoo, shouldn’t be squeezed, should be ironed when 
they are moist and steam set of the iron shouldn’t be used. 

We learn from Buyukasık that they send wholesale materi-

als to the countries like America, Italy, England and France. 

Buyukasık tells that as retail, the interested ones find them 

in a way. And he states that in Turkey some famous fashion 

designers like Ozlem Suer, Cemil Ipekci, Bahar Korcan buy 

materilas from them.

Just as there are fans of organic agriculture, so too will the 

organic material production attract attention. The materials 

produced in an organic way are extremely useful like organic 

nourishments. Especially for people having allergy problems, 

silk is a preferable kind of material type. Raw linen, raw silk 

and wool start to be accepted from each kind of people. We 

learn that before this, even it is a kind of product which is 

generally preferred by rich customers; from now on it attracts 

attention of customers from each part of society. In fact, the 

prices are not expensive as they are supposed. The materials 

made of raw silk; raw wool and raw cotton have features of 

protecting from heat in summer and cold in winter. Yes, it is 

a fact that its care is harder but we suppose for health, we 

should bear this. If it is thought that every material in there 

comes from hand of a nameless craftsman, calling them 

only as materials are injustice. Who knows that in which feel-

ings these craftsmen work on their looms ton the process of 

weaving, which folk songs they sing, for what they cry, for 

what they laugh… When you take on your hand the materi-

als woven on loom, you feel yourself more special. Because 

you know that these materials are produced for you and with 

great efforts.
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Kalaycı geldi, kalaycııı..1 

Not too far, just 20-25 years ago, the 

exclamations of shammers (tinsmithes), 

who travel from one city to another in 

Anatolia in the company of the tin staff 

with them, were heard. Women who 

hear  the shammers’ arrivals, stacked 

the tin pots and pans those needed 

to be tinned in front of the sham-

mer. The tinned cupric pots sparkled 

like brand new as it was bought recently 

and you could look at the pot and comb 

your hair. Those were the days which 

the copper didn’t  leave their crowns 

to steel or glass pots those are said 

to be resistant to heat and the cop-

per masters still had the influ-

ence. On those days when 

meals were cooked in cop-

per pots and eaten in cop-

per  “sahans”2, mothers 

chose the copper mas-

ters as “kısmet”3  to their 

daughters. If they said 

that “Groom candidate 

is a copper master”, moth-

ers thought there and said 

The Adventure Of Copper 
From Craft To Art

 Written by:  Semra UNLU
Translated by:  Buşra EROĞLU

Although copper, whose history in 
Anatolia goes back to 9th century B.C.,  is 
revealed as one of the crafts that tends to van-
ish, it still saves its significance. Kaya Kalaycı, 
who is one of the member of a family that 
carries out coppersmithing for four gen-
erations, works for leading the craft of 
coppersmithing and carrying it to the 
future. We talked to Kalaycı and his fam-
ily, who cherished coppersmithing again 
with the modern forms those he did with 
the inspiration from Seljukian and Ottoman 
motifs, about the adventure of copper-
smithing from craft to art.



“Let’s hop efor the best 

Inşallah”4 and give their 

girl in marriage mind at peace. 

Copper with its charming ruddi-

ness became pots, seethers,shallow 

frying-pans, bowls, large trays, buckets, 

brasiers and sometimes ibrik5 (ewer) those 

defy the years…  Sometimes the copper master 

included some quicksilver in copper  and he revealed wide range of 

ornaments with the fine motifs ot them.

Although copper, whose history in Anatolia ,the Cradle of Civiliza-

tion, goes way back to 9th century B.C., is revealed as one of the 

crafts that tends to vanish, it still saves its significance. In the past, 

copper was used in doors and door decorations along with daily 

used pots and pans, jewellery and helmets; but now it attracts 

attention as decoratives. 

 

Copper always had an important place in Anatolian art and 

because it’s a suitable metal for decorating, it has become the 

initial material of various objects. The copper that is beaten 

by qualified hands appears sometimes as an elegant tray, 

sometimes as a charming mirror frame or as an enlighten-

ing object.

A Four Generations Coppersmithing Family
Kaya Kalaycı is a member of family who carries on the 

coppersmithing that is not in demand any more and 

that the masters can’t even find an apprentice for 

them. He converted coppersmithing from being craft 

in his grandfathers and fathers time into art. We lis-

tened from Kaya Kalaycı the adventure of copper-

smithing of Kalaycı family from being craft to art 

first in the showroom in Nişantaşı, then in copper 

studio in Kapalıçarşı (Grand Bazaar) and we put it 

down to paper.



While Kaya Kalaycı was telling his story, we looked unwillingly to copper works 

some of whose are hanged on the wall, some are one tables, some are on 

the floors like works of art. All of them are marvellous..

Kaya Kalaycı tells his family’s story starting from the great grand-

father Artin Usta6. Artin Usta who is the greatest grand-

father that influenced copper with his hammer, immi-

grated from Yalova to Istanbul in World War I, in the 

beginning of 1900s and he set up his copper stu-

dio in Grand Bazaar, in this beautiful city that he 

opened a new page in his life. He dealed with 

the manufacture of pots and pans for long 

years. Because of the old age of Artin 

Usta, Haçik Usta took over the studio as 

second generation. When the Word 

comes to his grandfather Haçik, Kaya 

Usta can’t help mentioning where 

the ‘Kalaycı7’ surname comes from. 

Haçik Usta manufactured copper 

pots for Ataturk and dealt with 

their maintenance and tinning. 

Ataturk, by taking into consid-

eration his work, gave ‘Kalaycı’ 

surname to Haçik Usta, or as he 

called ‘Haçan Usta’, in 1934.

After Haçik Usta, as third gener-

ation, Artin Kalaycı headed the 

studio. The flag that the Kalaycı 

family carries for more than one 

century, now is in the hands of 

Kaya Kalaycı.

He Could Enter the Boğaziçi 
University, He Chose Coppersmithing
We asked to Kaya Kalaycı that deal-

ing with family bussiness is whether his 

choice or not. According to what Kalaycı 

told, the father Artin Usta wanted his son to 

be educated. He was insistent about his son’s, 

who was in Alman (German) High School, educa-

tion, not his being a shammer. But Kaya Kalaycı re-

fused university education although he could enter the 

Boğaziçi University, the department of Tourism and Hotel 

Management. 

Kaya Usta connects his choice and seeing his future in coppersmithing 

somewhat to the studio atmosphere and says: “In that period, all the well-
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known families and high society came to the bazaar (he talks about Grand Bazaar). The 

bazaar was so alive, so splendid. It mingled with faces those people couldn’t see in 

their daily lives. Consuls, well-known artists/ performers, diplomatists.. I was 

carried away somewhat to its magic. But dealing with coppersmithing 

comes from inside of me already.”

His father was naturally the first master of Kaya Kalaycı, 

who was familiar with coppersmithing since his child-

hood. But Artin Usta didn’t teach the work by saying 

“You will do like this. Do this way”. “We learned 

by looking, watching. He interfered in only when 

necessary” says Kaya Usta while he was tell-

ing his apprenticeship beside his first mas-

ter, his father. We all know that firsts are 

never to be forgotten. Kaya Usta didn’t 

forget his first copper work, either. He 

sighed deeply and went back to years 

before. “I engraved a tray with hand-

drawn at first. I was just ten, I guess. 

It wasn’t symmetric but it was liked. 

I sold it to a tourist. I would hide it 

if I knew then what I know now. I 

am so regretful that…”

Yesterday’s Copper Crafts-
man, Today’s Copper Artist
Until Kaya Kalaycı, the family 

made mostly kitchen stuff and re-

pair them; copper seethers, pots, 

trays… Haçik Usta repaired the 

pots, the bottoms of seethers so 

well that it couldn’t be understood 

whether it’s patch. After Haçik Usta, 

Kaya Kalaycı’s father also carried on 

repairing the old stuff. “He didn’t have 

any time to make new things. He repaired 

the old goods and sold them to the shops 

which sell touristic stuff in Kapalıçarşı. He 

made touristic goods mostly. Meanwhile, he 

repaired the goods of some definite collectors” 

says Kaya Kalaycı.

After graduating from high school, Kaya Kalaycı started to 

help his father in studio and he also carried on the repairing 

work until 1989. That date was simply a turning point for family’s 

coppersmithing adventure. For the Turkish nights that will be held in 

Hungary, Hotel Divan ordered a covered copper shallow frying-pan(sahan). 

Artin Usta didn’t lean towards this idea at first, “Who will with that” he said. 
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But when he saw the determination and the 

wish for creating new things in his son’s eyes, 

he couldn’t say “No”, either. At first, they made 

300-400 pieces. After that, for the meeting of 

Young Bussinessmen in the World held in 1990, 

they made one thousand more covered shal-

low frying-pans. Kaya Kalaycı tried hard to keep 

alive coppersmithing and hold open the shut-

ter of the studio after his father died in 2000. 

Instead of complaining that “Coppersmithing is 

over, it’s disappearing”, he thought of how to 

carry it on. With Çiğdem Simavi, he made the 

duplicate copies of Ottoman and Seljukian cop-

per works. These  were given as gifts to foreign 

government leaders and bussinessmen. He em-

phasizes on his meeting with Zeynep Fadıllıoğlu, 

the famous interior architect, also brought  a 

new breath to his coppersmithing. “I can say, 

after meeting Mrs. Zeynep, we headed towards 
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art from craft” he says. The works of  Kaya Kalaycı, yesterday’s 

craftsmen and today’s copper artist, are inseperable parts of mod-

ern architecture from now on. It’s possible to see his works in 

the most luxurious hotels of Istanbul like Les Ottomans and Four 

Seasons. His signature is on the doors, windows and enlightening 

objects of these hotels. On many buildings and palaces in London, 

Paris and Qatar, there are modern copper  designs  of Kaya Kalaycı 

which have the marks of Ottoman and Seljuk motifs.

Both With Classical Decoration and Harmonic Modern

Kaya Kalaycı headed towards the modern designs under the skin 

of traditional, on the way of not only saving the coppersmithing 

craft  from disappearing but also taking forward it. He uses cop-

per and metals which he obtains by adding different materials for 

decoration. To consider his family bussiness ideally, Kaya Kalaycı 

commentates the Seljukian and Ottoman motifs with different 

objects those are suitable for today.  With this aspect, he keeps 

alive our culture, which continues for years in Anatolia, with mod-

ern comment. We can say that copper lives its new spring in the 

hands of Kaya Usta.

Kaya Kalaycı uses geometrical, çintamani8 and cloud motifs, rumi9, 

palmette and plantal decorations, abundance (fertility) motif, nee-

dle lace, Seljukian motif, sun motif and abstract decorations in his 

works. His marvellous copper works definitely find a place to itself 

whether the place that he will decorate is modern or classical. 

Kalaycı’s designs create a charming contrast in modern decora-

tions and create melodious harmony in classical decorations.

Kalaycı Signature On Şakirin Mosque

There are lots of works of Kaya Kalaycı which he benefitted from 

Ottoman and Seljukian style with his designers’guidance also. 

Among these, there is a statue in the entrance of Luxembourg. 

It’s possible to see his signature on Şakirin Mosque which was 

opened to service in Uskudar almost two years ago. The fronts 

of main dome, which was made of aluminium, women’s mah-

fil10, railings, the grids on riwaqs were made by Kaya Kalaycı in 

Seljukian molten style. Kalaycı tells that after the Şakirin Mosque, 

he made works for  the king of Qatar, for two mosques in Qatar. 

“We made a mihrab. We used both inlaid and intaglio art. We 

made it from copper again, 3 meters to 6 meters.”

We ask Kaya Kalaycı if he used laser technique like today’s ‘easy 

makers’ when we saw wall separators, enlightening objects and 

other decorative works in showroom in Nişantaşı. Kaya Usta says 

with peace at mind that they are handmade. He indicates that 
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they used sand casting technique in some works but 

after this process, this material was formed by being 

boiled in silver basis (source) after completing a level-

ling phase. Kaya Kalaycı whispers us a trick that only 

masters can know; “We never use techniques like 

CNC laser or else. For that reason, if you look care-

fully, the surfaces of my works are raised and there 

are hand-drawns on them. You cannot see this in la-

ser work. Laser cuts even (plain) so there is no artistic 

aspect or soul in it.”
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In the showroom, Kalaycı shows us one of the tom-

bacs he did for Hayrunnisa Hanım. “I maket he cop-

per, my wife and daughter make he golden parts. 

Dealing with golden requires being so patient that 

even my patience isn’t enough for this (he laughes). 

It’s made with hands. By rendering gold into very 

small state, we cover tombacs with leafy gold. It’s a 

little costly” he says.

His Biggest Dream is to Open Tombac Exhibition
His works differs according to the order he took, says 

Kaya Kalaycı. And thus he headed towards the en-

lightening objects in this period. Kalaycı says there was 

nothing he couldn’t do if it’s metal and he says to his 

designers and architects “You imagine and I will do”. 

Of course he can do whatever his architects want but 

we ask about what lied in his heart, what his biggest 

dream was. Kaya Kalaycı answers our question sincere-

ly; “My biggest dream is to open a tombac exhibition. 

Hayrunnisa Hanım11 (he means the wife of President 

Gul) has a great interest fort his subject, thank her. 

Their appreciation couraged me actually. There are can-

dleholders i did for her. I did a serial for them comprised 

of sakızlıks12, covered shallow frying-pans, henna trays, 

incensory, gulabdan13, coffee pots. With their support i 

want to open an exhibition if fate so decrees.”
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Great Works from Three Storied Small Studio
We go on our conversation in copper studio in Grand 

Bazaar after the showroom in Nişantaşı. Kaya Kalaycı 

tells that they moved this place, which is close to 

the first copper studio that Haçik Usta set up, 

in the beginning of 1990s. This three storied 

studio- that is very small ac-

cording to its square me-

ters- is one of the studios, 

which could manage to sur-

vive, in the place that is still called as 

Coppersmiths Bazaar in Grand Bazaar. 

But these studios are very few. When 

we climb up the narrow stairs and ar-

rive at the first floor, an intense smell of 

pich(tar) welcomes us. We remember 

Kaya Usta’s words immediate-

ly; The hardest part 

of copper work is 

pitching.” While 

he is denoting that 

they used pich to make 

the material not to slip, he tells 

the stages of, for example, a 

decorative caftan; “At first we 

draw the figure on the copper that we took as plate. 

Like a tailor… We start to engrave the figure after plac-

ing the copper that we cut as caftan form on pich. We 

put it on the pich because it shouldn’t slip while the 

copper material is being engraved. Pich is used here 

as anvil. Otherwise it slips when we hammer. 

Our work’s worst part is to melt and spill the 

pich and remove it.” On every floor 

of the studio, one craftsman works; 

while one is filling a tombac that 

he will engrave a motif with pich, 

the other is rasping the burrs of lit-

tle pieces which a saloon seperator 

removed from cast, namely the surplus 

that remains on the matarial after tak-

ing it out casting mold. We climb up 

the narrow wooden stairs until the last 

floor. Here, another cop-

per expert works 

with a 1000 canti-

grade degree weld-

ing machine to weld 

little copper motifs together. 

All the phases are made under 

the supervision of Kaya Usta.
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The Fifth Generation Will Carry The Flag
We indicated that Kaya Kalaycı came from a family who dealt with 

coppersmithing for four generations. Kaya Kalaycı wants this job, 

the coppersmithing from craft to art, to be 

kept alive. The desire for always making 

new things leaded him a way that is differ-

ent from his father and grandfather’s and 

he says, he came to this condition by work-

ing patiently. “People have no patience an-

ymore. Engraving with hands is difficult for 

them” says Kalaycı and emphasizes “Only 

cleaning the seperations to reveal the mo-

tif that is engraved upon a copper plate 

with hands take 3 or 4 hours, 

thus it requires a great 

patience and la-

bour”. Even for 

a small motif it 

needed thou-

sands of ham-

mering he says 

and adds “ No craftsmen 

are growing anymore. Eve-

ryone goes after computers, 

noone thinks of learning cop-

persmithing. If an offer comes 

from an university in Istanbul, I 

would love to teach everything I 

know with all my heart”. When 

he says that there is a new gen-

eration in his family to carry on this 

art, Kaya Usta smiles. He mentions 

that his son, who is still in French 

Saint Michel High School, and his 

daughter, who graduated from Tour-

ism and Hotel Managing, will keep 

alive coppersmithing after him as fifth 

generation. Before we finish our conver-

sation and leave the  studio, Kaya Kalaycı 

signs his 200-page book for us which narrates 

the story of copper and his family’s coppersmithing 

adverture that lasts for four generations. The income that is 

obtained from the book would be scholarship for students, 

says Kaya Kalaycı.
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1) Kalaycı geldi kalaycııı: It’s a traditional exclamation of shammers while they’re travelling to tin the pots and pans. In English it can be said as 
“Shammer came, shammer” 2) Sahan is called in English as shallow frying pan, but it is a traditional word. 3) Kısmet is a traditional way of saying 
groom candidate here. 4) Inşallah is used for Islamic way of saying “Hope so” 5) Ibrik is a Turkish object that was used to put water in it and wash 
faces and hands in the past.It can still be seen in the villages to boil water on traditional stoves. 6) Usta is called ‘master  or craftsman’ in English, 
but here it’s also used as a social title that people used for craftsmen. 7) Kalaycı is the family surname, but it’s also the Turkish meaning of sham-
mer. 8) Çintamani is a motif used in Turkish art 9) Rumi is a style of ornamentation (widely used by the Seljuks of Anatolia) 10) Mahfil is screened 
and elevated loge in a mosque. 11) Hanım is asocial title used for women. In English, instead of Hanım, you can use both Mrs. and Miss. 12) Sa-
kızlık is a kind of ornament 13) Gulabdan is a small flask for sprinkling rose water



Written by: Ömer Faruk DERE* Translated by: Esma ÖZBEK

Stain in The Art of Writing

The great calligrapher of Kanuni Era, Ahmet Şemseddin Karahisari’s graphic design which passed over the ages.

The asymetricstrain balance used in stylized Besmele (In the God’s name) was supplied with ‘’bismi’’ stroke.



The paper passes over the difficult obstacles for this 

stain. Its viscus is marked with hot muhallebi (a kind of 

sweatmeat made of milk). It ventures to carry on the 

eggs in its layers eternally. This is not enough. It accepts 

to be polished under the hard Stones with the love of 

this beautiful stain and one day the calligrapher blow 

out a soul into the Marks of the pen on the paper. The 

simple lines that come out of the moaning of the pen 

turn into ‘’the reign of line’’ which commands the centu-

ries in the calligrapher’s hands.

Everything begins with the pen staining the paper. The pen leaves smoke-smelling  Marks on the paper where 

it walks.These Marks are called ‘’stain’’ that every paper desires to become. In calligraphy,art begins with 

‘’stain’’ by caring for the space.If there is no space what effectiveness ‘’the stain’’ has. So the stain and the 

space are two eternal wedded spouses in calligraphy.

This calligraphy which is accepted as a masterpiece in our calligraphy art is also a masterpiece interms of the space and the strain distribution.
The signs used in celi sulus writings are used densely in order to assist the stain effect Calligraphy, Mehmed Emin Dede 
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Islam calligraphy has already reached the effect of being 

plastic centuries before which the west art is trying to reach 

today. As it is known there are four main plastic elements in 

the painting art. Dot, line, stain, and colour. The calligrapher 

has been making works with the love of the religious values 

by using dot, line, stain, and the connection between them 

without depending on outside world as in painting and need-

ind even colour. Today modern arts trying to break away the 

external world dependence admire the plastic strength of 

the calligraphy art. The calligraphy art uses the plastic ele-

ments skillfully with the aim of serving high  purposes com-

pared with the meaningless and futile plastic works made in 

the name of modern art. The subject of this short text will be 

the ‘’stain’’ that comes firstly in the plastic values of calligra-

phy art. Calligraphy art consists of the balanced distribution 

of the stain harmonies being formed of lines on the defined 

surface. The spaces which give us sometimes joy, sometimes 

peace,sometimes tranquility are the stain left. The Great Cal-

ligraphy Sami Efendi wanted to tell this while he was saying 

‘’I enjoy the spaces in calligraphy’’.

The artist looks fort he divine balance existing in the whole 

universe in the distribution of the stains on the space.This 

balance is not formed with mathematical operations. It is put 

down completely with the driving of spiritual (sevk-i ilahi). The 

calligrapher uses the balance in his work as the most impor-

tant element. As we classify these balance samples achieved 

throughout the centuries we see four types of balance.

* Symetrical balance

* Asymetrical balance

* Central balance

* Free balance

Measured calligraphic exercise of the prayer ‘’Rabbi yessir ve lâ tuassir Rabbi temmim bi’l hayr in Nesih Calligraphy (Calligraphy, Ömer Faruk Dere)
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Symetrical balance: The distribution of the stains on the 

both sides of an axis in vertical, horizontal, and slanting 

directions is provided in these balances. Especially that is 

a type of balance used much frequently in calligraphy art.

Asymetrical balance: In this type of balance also called 

‘’uncovered balance’’ while the stain condenses in one 

center, the other stain on the opposite side is balanced 

with ‘’a stain’’ in different size and measurement value.

Central balance: That is a type of balance preffered in al-

most all calligraphy arts.This style of balance is used more 

frequently in the stack of sulus and celi sulus writings than 

in calligraphy art.

Free balance: Together with central balance, it is seen 

that free balance is frequently used. In this type of bal-

ance system the stains are in a propped equivalance by 

using multiphastic symetrics. So the balance is not only 

in one center but alsu seen on the whole surface. We 

benefit from the free balance while compozing the ‘’line 

writings’’ such as Nesih, rıık’a, divani.

If the handwriting consists of a form on the background 

the spaces are decreased extremely by increasing the 

value of the stain in the handwriting on the paper, the 

handwriting stops being a form and it reaches a frame 

turning into the background itself. In calligraphy art this is 

called ‘’calligraphic exercises’’.

Calligraphic exercises are embroidered in a such a way 

that they turn into a form themselves. Actually, these 

were born from the training papers of the calligrapher 

written one on the other with the aim of not losing his 

A sulus calligraphy exercise which belons to the Great Hafız Osman Efendi.When the black stains condense readability lessons and it turns into an embroidery.
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hand ability. Less repetitive calligraphic exercises that have 

a superficial meaning in plastic sense form a ‘’rhythm’’ 

while much repetitive calligraphic exercises in which the 

surface of the paper is almost covered form a ‘’frame’’.  

Written in straight and opposite sides and providing the 

side change the handwriting forms are  saved from be-

ing monotunous. The stain that has a great importance 

in handwriting arts has also a great role especially in the 

forms of celi sulus,celi divani stacks.

The handwriting artist decides on ıf the composition will 

be angular,round,oval or free especially in designing the 

whole appearance of a handwriting. At this point,the 

stain is the main element in these composition represen-

tations. When Tuğra form( the great seal of the former 

Ottoman Empire) which has a unique wonder of stain 

in handwriting arts is examined in respect of ‘’the stain’’ 

strokes and the crest  are discovered in spite of dense 

span mark. The Marks of pen name and calligrapher’s 

A plastic effect which is a wonder of balance.The eye perceives the red and blue stains on the beige yellow background rather than the calligraphy. The whole background decoration 

including thr ruler and inside borders was arranged in a dose that would reveal the plastic effects of the lines. (Calligraphy, Ali TOY)

This celi divani verse of Kur’an composition written by deceaded Aytaç reached such as stain effect that the whole stains make a complete form. All balance types were used in the 

stack within the calligraphy border for the space and stain balances.
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signature in tuğra are also used as a balance element.In 
celi divani works, the whole of the handwriting turns into 
the unique samples of the stain effect. Talik (persian style) 
handwritings are written in such a dynamic and changable 
form that they don’t need extra stacks in order to increase 
the stain effect. The distribution of the stain in the whole 
talik handwriting needn’t any further comment. There is 
no place for a state of disorder in the hand writing art that 
depends on a line composition. Qualities such as  measure, 
balance, clearness, harmony, contrast, and unity are re-
quired to be in a good order. Because the smallest 
mistakes are realized at once. To be able to design the 
handwriting that have these features depends on work-
ing for long years, seeing lots of examples and discover-
ing the balances existing in the environment. 

While  an artist is writing a handwriting, mostly 
he has no purpose of distributing the stains in har-
mony.That is poured from his hands spontaneously. 
This is such that because the artist knows that it must be 
like that. This manner of the artist appears independently, 
It is never written by forcing or making mathematical op-
erations.  While this is the situation in handwriting at line 
order the situation is a little bit different in the handwrit-
ings of stack and sketch. A dense stain effect is tried to 
be formed in the stack handwritings without spoiling the 
forms and making concessions from readability to form a 
powerful stain effect.

Technically, it is impossible to make this arragement at one 
time. Because of that calligraphers form the composition 
by making a lot of sketches at first and then they pass it on 
the surface, they are going to write by enlarging it in de-
sired size with different techniques. At that point mastery 
is in the artist’s eye balance rather than manual labour. The 
artist can make compositions which has high plastic value 
after an eye and hand training lasting for years. A memory 
related to the subject is narrated from Şefik Bey, the great 
calligrapher of 19th century.

When Sultan Abdulaziz gave the command of urgent 
opening of the Ministry of War Building (today’s the build-
ing of Istanbul University) which was built in Beyazid, it was 
realized that the door inscription was missing. One callig-
rapher was looked for and found at once. The wording of 
’’Daire-i Umur-u Askeriye’’ (Department of Military Affairs) 
was ordered to Şefik Bey against 60 gold coins. The mas-
ter wrote the writing in a small size then his students also 
helped him to enlarge it according its place by ‘’quadrature 
method’’ and they completed the work in six hours includ-
ing the pinning time and the time of passing it on a marble. 
The staff officer who made the aggrement with the master 
caused a problem, as he thought that he was only paid 6 
liras in a month and he said that ‘’he couldn’t be paid sixty 
liras against the handwriting written in six hours. When 

Şefik Bey heard this event, he sent some news to him by 
telling these. ’’Please tell him that, this writing was written 
in sixty years not in six hours. I am giving him exactly six 
years’time, not six days’time or six months’ time.If he can 
write one of the letters in this writing, I am giving him the 
six multiples of the money I demanded. Even the stain as 
all the composition elements is valuable when it is used 
in the command of meaning, in the right dose and in the 
form in which it removes the feelings that are wanted to 
arise in the spectator. On the contrary, they are in no valid 
apart from being a paper stained in inexperienced and ugly 
hands.’’ 

‘’The handwriting artist is someone who can cover the 
spaces on the paper’’

BIBLIOGRAPHY 1) BAYDAŞ Nihat,An approach to talik(Persian style) handwriting in respect of 
plastic value,Istanbul 1994. 2) GUNGÖR, I.Hulusi,Basic  Design.Istanbul 2005 3) DERMAN,M.
Uğur,Sabancı Collection,Istanbul 2002 4) BERK,Nurullah,Plastic and expression in Islam handwri-
ting, 5) The faculty of Theology magazine,Ankara 1995 6) BALTACIOĞLU Ismail Hakkı,Turkish 
Plastic Arts, Ankara 1971 7) YETKIN Suut Kemal, Esthetics,Istanbul,1938 8) AYVAZOĞLU Beşir, 
Love Esthetics ,Istanbul 1982 9) YAZIR Mahmud Bedreddin,Handwriting in Civilization Word and 
Pen-lover in Islam Civilazation (Uğur Derman) Ankara 1972, 1974, 1989  *Chairman in charge of 
the Marbling Art and Calligraphy subbranches in ISMEK

A defined and calligraphic stain composition was formed by writing the pieces of the shapes 
close to eachother without forming any shape.In the lines, meausure differences  and direction 
opposites caused from the Marks of the pen form a strong effect. (Calligraphy, Ömer Faruk Dere)
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Written by: Mutia SOYLU
Translated by: Derya BEKIROĞLU



Painting is the branch of the art that has the 

only goal “beautiful” and to reach attempting to 

“beauty”. Like any artist who has aim  to move 

himself to infinity with the urge of life by generat-

ing of art works , even a small effort to throw a 

notch  to small time zone.

While performing the art, painters reflects  her 

longings, feelings and thougths on  two dimen-

sional surface with a specific aesthetics. He inter-

prets his feelings and perception what his eyes see 

at that time, such as magical bar, he reflects with 

holds his brush. Canvas, palette, spatula, colorful 

paints and brushes of various sizes and  also, of 

course pencil for charcoal work… These are in-

dispensable materials for painters. For a painter, 

painting on canvas or paper, paint, spatula, ea-

sel, brush and the others 

painting materials what are, 

for “pyrogravure” (burn-

ing picture) materials are 

the wood and the soldering 

iron. Pyrogravure artist pro-

duce magnificient painting 

which will be lost in looking 

at the kind of man.

Both Decorative And Visual Art:

Soldering is an electirical device which uses to melt 

the solder in welding work more. Pyrpgravure art-

ist are able to use soldering iron tones and  re-

veals on the pictured motif with the wood inserts 

of different thicknesses wood, leather, paper or 

other suitable material surfaces, the so called hot 

soldering iron by burning pens to make a picture 

or decorative work, beautiful writing (calligraphy) 

is defined as the art of writing “pyrogravure”. This 

art technique used in painting “technic of visual 

art,” is used for decoration or calligraphy in the 

technic of decorative art “ as are two different “ 

areas. (Burning of painting) pyrogra-

vure, wooden and leather objects 

from ancient times through the 

use of combination process as 

a technic of decorative 

art were born.

The combination of wooden and the fire disaster at all 
times. But these two endless enemies, so there is one 
area that meets with the wooden  and  fire, not to care 
disaster , the great works of art presence. Wood burning 
picture technique, "pyrogravure" reputation of the two  
representative of Turkey,  talked about the intricacies 
of this art with Selahattin Ölçeroğlu and Munir Erböru.

Selahaddin 
ÖLÇEROĞLU 

(S.Ö.)

Munir Erböru (M.E)



The oldest works of art which has survived, adorned 

with a variety of motifs with a needle, and the fig 

burned a wooden box made in Italy, dated 1430. The 

oldest surviving art of decorative products of combus-

tion which decorated with the same kind of process of 

burning both musical instruments  (the arp) in Ireland 

and Scotland in the same century.

Statements For The Virtual Museum 

Of Burning Pyrogravure

Burning picture technic, which is the oldest surviving 

branch of the art of painting is an example, dated 1610 

in Hungary, table with religious themed which made of 

wood on canvas that called “Kneeling” by unknown 

artist. Burning picture, as a visual art technic, was used 

more widely followed, and especially the 19th cen-

tury, nearly reaching the summit. Initially Ball Hughes 

(Eng.1804-1868), Charles Hft Turner (U.S 1848-1908) 

and Willia J.Fosdick(1858 to 1938) in the 19th century 

painters burning their extremely high easthetic and artis-

tic value of the paintings  the world of major museums 

and private collections are carefully preserved today.

In 20 th century, we see a major breakthrough in the art,  

especially after including the internet lives, that combus-

tion a big step in the second half of the 1900s. Like 

Selahattin Ölçeroğlu Dumitru Muradian (Rom) and Lor-

raine Zaloom (USA) burning picture  by painters such as 

physically possible to develop the highest level of qual-

ity and impressive work in internet publication, further 

increased the interest in this art. Speaking of awareness 

of this art increasing, we can not pass, reminded Kath-

lee Menendez who studies on the implementation past 

and present pyrogravure technics. The famous author 

of the well  known burning picture Menendez, founded 

by www.pyromuse.org virtual museum, exhibiting to-

day’s the work of artists in the field of burning picture.

A Lifetime Devoted  To Pyrogravure

We mentined about burning picture echnic which is 

called a painting technique, not known much in our 

country. Selahattin Ölçeroğlu is one of the very few artist 

who uses the technique of burning  pictures. Ölçeroğlu 

is known as the first Turkish Painter, who implements 

pyrogravure the technic of painting, in a way the aes-

thetics and artistics, color tones in wood. We talked to 

Ölçeroğlu about technique of pyrogravure from A, B to 

C in Kartal, Maltepe.

Selahattin Ölçeroğlu met with burning picture 

technique in the late 1950s, a very young age. He 

tells that has been able to get all shades of color 

the wood burns by developing his own efforts due 

not to the desired aesthetic results with this tech-

nic in a way bare spots or lines in the rare case of 

wood- burning through intensive studies. He in-

dicated that contemplate a metal pen can obtain 

all types of wood burning hues before not seen 

anywhere. Also, when he as 19, he created his 

first table by using all shades of the color of wood 

burns in 1965. 

We ask to Selahattin Ölçeroğlu who has shown one 

of the first few artist the art of burning picture of 

the world’s leading painter, in this field what ‘s the 

most important feature that distinguishes himself 

others. lçeroğlu, posters, or graphic work, rather 

than giving the impression of small-sized figurative 

work, much larger in size, the wide range of rich 

content to make the plan work, wood, canvas, al-

most the entire surface without leaving any empty 

space on the surface of the studied oil paintings, 

such as a full assessment, and various shades of 

the wood burning process charcoal drawing tech-

nique of applying the criteria of visual art, have be-

come qualified to do studies.
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Selahattin Ölçeroğlu, has the opinion of the au-

thenticity of the breaking, wood burns a variety 

of shades of color on the coloring dyes may be 

performed for the essence of this technique and 

damage. Various degrees of heat produced by 

burning Ölçeroğlu tells us that this pen. Asked 

the secret of this technique is applied by the 

artist, "a percent talent, ninety-nine percent of 

the study therefore does not use paint in any 

way. Framework, including the pattern, wood, 

canvas, all hues, the canvas surface of a metal-

tipped angry patient and meticulous work.He 

says "That's the formula".

Old Engravings Of Istanbul In Love 

Today we learned that paintings in collections 

in many countries, from Brazil to Japan Sela-

hattin Ölçeroğlu, a complete lover of Istanbul. 

Breathtaking view of Istanbul is possible to see 

the old engravings, mostly work. Points out that 

the reason for the concentration of the engrav-

ings in old Istanbul "I give great value elegant 

engravings of European painters that revealing 

lines Istanbul's past centuries, the natural, cul-

tural and social wealth of which reflects the present 

day Istanbul, forming a visual history of the documen-

tary value of these works.

Today, these engravings trapped between the pag-

es of the book, they have a mysterious atmosphere, 

and large format black-and-white color scheme that 

blends wood burns exhume interpreting, domestic 

and foreign audiences want to introduce in a very dif-

ferent image. On this purpose, these engravings to 

us as a gift to a cultural heritage and memories of 

the European engraving the names of painters, also 

I think that I will be constantly kept on the agenda. 

"He says. European artists of engraving, the engrav-

ing only with drawing, but also the richness of the old 

town by publishing them in books of travel writing in 

Europe centuries ago, introducing the first "honorary 

cultural ambassadors".

Ölçeroğlu, continues the words: "These artists are also 

15th in Istanbul this century engravings made from the 

cultural and artistic relations between Europe and Tur-

key, and gave the first examples of these relationships 

have played a leading role in the development to the 

present day. So it, did that for decades the main pur-

pose of interpreting the old Istanbul, engravings, etch-

ings, this technique is rarely elegant color tones with 

an image re-introduce the world of culture and art, 

European engravings and etchings by artists to keep 

alive the names of the debt of gratitude that I think is 

a little bit against them which they deserved  though."

Selahattin Ölçeroğlu gives information that this is an 

ongoing project in mind for some time sepia-and-

white interpretations of old Istanbul ENGRAVINGS 

large collection of a table is prepared . I have a dream 

of the artist on this collection. Work is completed and 

is ready for collection, interpreted by the European 

gravure engravings in black and white originals, along 

with plans to offer art lovers at an exhibition organ-

ized by painters Ölçeroğlu memories. The artist, this 

collection about a suitable venue in another dream as 

a permanent exhibition of a person or organization 

that can demonstrate collectively, delegating, moni-

toring by art lovers for many years to recognize op-

portunities. "I will dedicate this permanent exhibition 

of European artists engraving after carrying out my 

project on the old Istanbul grapvure, think that I will 
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be completed my mission." Ölçeroğlu said, after com-

pleting this mission in the very important, I will con-

tinue to save my art life by making the original tables.

 

Is Pyrogravure An Art Or A Craft?

As of today, in turkey and the world the need of Com-

bustion and pictorial art are recognized and widely 

used to express enough, unfortunately, it is not pos-

sible Ölçeroğlu who expressed, "However, this has 

the potential to create their own Mona Lisa’s visual art 

techniques in the near, will become a favorite tech-

nique of painting, fine arts programs in schools to in-

clude teaching of this technique in the past and fu-

ture artists-along with other visual art forms, as well as 

works of art-historical record, and I believe receivable 

their rightful place in art encyclopedias." he says.

We ask Selahattin Ölçeroğlu whether burn image 

technique is  an art or not for art society. Selahhatiin 

Ölçeroğlu thinks that  According to Some artist inciner-

ation is not an art owing to using the material. And he 

adds , “they say that you are using the tool , so you are 

not an artist, you are a craftman.” “Whereas, the art 

of burning images to a different application technique 

of black-and-white picture. Pencil on paper drawing a 

charcoal drawing technique, creating a picture by get-

ting all the shades between black and white. The art 

of painting technique of burning the black-and-white 

picture of a different shape. In our paper we use the 

surface of wood instead of canvas, sometimes a thin 

wire as a pencil tip, sometimes (shading, shadowing 

for the process) is also a thick-tipped soldering iron." 

The art of wood burning devices are now used for the 

modern world, says Ölçeroğlu, in himself, with the 

habit of hand, for 45 years using the same device, said: 

"Our lead in this pencil." 

The Smoke Of Wood Rising Patiently 

From The Heart

One of the few representatives of the art of wood 

burning Erböru Munir. Munir Usta, Sultanahmet 

Kucukayasofya Street "Sabre-i Gonul" We visit a 
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workshop. The walls of the beautiful 'burning' 

statements that are suspended in a small work-

shop Munir Erböru greets us graciously. Serve 

warm  tea by a student, while sipping,  our eyes  

standing around in the workshop, some waiting 

for completion, and some of the most beautiful 

statements framed on the wall hanging. Wood 

burning (cautery) technique has been depicted in 

these paintings, the Mona Lisa, the Holy Qur'an 

in several verses, Hilye-i-Sharif, in Basmalah, love, 

a whirling dervish whirling in the ... When ex-

pressing our admiration in the face of what we've 

seen, "when did Wood burning spark fall in 

heart?" I ask  Munir Erböru. In his words, 'wood 

etching' with the introduction of art, art school 

teacher, was instrumental in his older brother.. 

His older brother made machines for wood burn-

ing, in handicrafts lessons to his students, one of 

these machines also have a gift to his brother. 

Accept the machine as a gift to his brother Munir 

Erböru, but what it does, how it works, who did 

so much to solve a lot. Wood burning in a time 

trial, seventy Erböru'nun this work to give mind. 

Having met a very young age after the primary 

school Erböru trade, started shoe-even though 

he loved the profession of the father, an inde-

scribable pleasure of dealing with the hobby had 

not declined at all. "This job for me, the greatest 

therapeutic method," said Munir Erböru, sit on 

the table for a table into the hands of angry metal 

pen when he forgot the time the imaginary, sad-

ness, anxiety, grief, survival was incinerated at 

the end of the pen facing the negative whatever 

he says. He had left that is addicted to smoking, 

thanks to this art, he expressed..

Must Be Taught As A Lesson In Schools

Munir Erböru, until he retired in 1994 as a hobby 

at home continued, after the retirement of the 

more than 5 years since the painting of a burning 

enthusiasm wrapped Kuçukayasofya'daki work-

shop is conducted. This is art, after it, as many 
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as 40 students of the university until students are 

often bored  I love to teach work. To date, close 

to 120 students Erböru saying that, "They learn 

the art of developing the course there also those 

who have to go to their countries." The words 

that give voice to his pride. the only complaint of  

Erböru that, the United States, Europe and many 

countries of the world "pyrogravure" recognized 

as the art of burning images of art circles, in Tur-

key are not accepted as a true art.

Teach  As a Lesson in Schools

Munir said they received some criticism Erböru art-

ists such as the Selahattin Ölçeroğlu, criticism, the 

art of tying the instruments used in the execution. 

Acceptance of art as a practice of burning pictures 

of the Ministry of Culture who was triggered Er-

böru, from  Minister Ertugrul Gunay, wood burn-

ing in the art of painting, miniature painting, mar-

bling, arts, fine arts faculties of universities, such as 

support for the processing of course wants to be. 
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Erböru, "Wood art of etching, to schools that would 

like to compulsory or advisory. Because this is also a 

branch of plastic art.charcoal or drawing by a pen 

are taking today, do you do on paper, paper tearing, 

being thrown. But after making the art of joke on 

the varnish, lacquer after breaking work is immortal, 

"said Erböru, well-maintained property upon losing 

two hundred years emphasizes the air.

Any free time before retirement, after retirement 

does not decline at every opportunity, his beautiful 

paintings produced by the hot metal pen, the rela-

tives 'Come you, let's open an exhibition' proposal 

came forward to accept the Erböru Munir. This is 

the first exhibition, which opened in 1994, praised, 

encouraged the artist. Sirkeci Kadikoy Ferry Pier in 

January 2011 and held for 12 days at the top of the 

hall visited by art lovers as well as works in the ex-

hibition  students of Erböru took part in the work. 

Erböru Munir, a calendar-yet-undetermined though 

preparing for a new exhibition. He has in mind to 

paint the houses of Mardin in wood.
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Written by: Emine UÇAK With photos by Adnan ERDOĞAN / Translated by: Gençağa GUNER

The tomb of Imam Rıza, the eighth Imam of twelve imams, which is in Mashad, 

looks almost like a city in and of itself with its yards, masjits, museums, as 

well as its premises such as libraries, hospitals and dining halls which are 

huger than each other. The Shiahs who visit the tomb which entertains 12 

million visitors a year, don’t simply leave after reciting the Surah al-Fatiha. 

Mourning mainly for the hardships that the Prophet Muhammed’s grandson 

and his relatives suffered in Kerbela, the visitors leave the  tomb receiving 

the spiritual title ‘’Mashadi’’.

Mashad, the Core of Iran’s Heart
And the Imam Rıza Complex
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In his essay “Notes from Iran”, in which The author Vah-

dettin Ince states that he had to ponder for a long time 

to describe the Mashad city of Iran, uses the following 

expressions which he states he found at the very end of 

his journey: “Mashad meant depth. It was really deep.

This depth was the thing  which makes Mashad unique 

among all the other cities I have seen so far. The compre-

hensional and the historical deepness of Iran were hand in 

hand. In the Mashad valley, The wisdom of Firdevsi, Ibn-i 

Sina, Gazzaliand Molla Sadran meet the comprehension 

of Ehl-i Beyt, they were yeasted with elegatic poetry of 

Ostan-ı Horasan-ı Rezevi in the deepness of it, and getting 

ready for the future again.

I think that the description that Ince gives for the mood 

which I call flowing, is the most suitable one to Describe 

Mashad and the Islamic Complex of Imam Rıza. I use the 

expression “complex”, because the complex of Imam Rıza 

looks almost like a city with its yards, masjits, tombs, mu-

seums, libraries, hospitals and dining halls huger than each 

other. The 75-hectare-tomb area which is visited by millions 

of people every day, and its surrounding are called, Harem-i 

Motahhar (Sacred Tomb) buildings.

Imam Rıza is the eighth imam of twelve Ahlul Bayd imams.

The history of Mashad, where his tomb is located, has been 

formed in the light of the life of Imam Rıza.Being the heir 

of the Abbasi Caliphs, He died here in 817 Poisoned by 

the grapes he ate. Mashad, which was  a small city at that 

time, grew and developed due to the tomb of Imam Rıza 

growing over the passage of time, and the ever increasing 

number of visitors to the tomb..  It is claimed that 12 mil-

lion visitors come to Mashad, which is one of the places 

visited by both Iranian Shiahs, and the other Shiahs living 

in nearby countries. Contrary to what we usually do, these 

visitors don’t simply leave the tomb right after reciting the 

Surah Al-fatiha.

In Shiah’ belief, both mosques and tombs are visited ac-

tively and admired greatly. Life around tombs, as well 

as mosques, is quite active. According to the traditional 

Shiah belief, people mourn for the tragic events, mainly 

for Kerbela during tomb visits.. It is possible to see the 

male and female Iranians who are praying  and mourn-

ing in tears. The Shiahs call the visitors of the Imam Rıza 

tomb‘’ Mashadis’’.

The History Of The Golden Domed Tomb 
It is known that the first tomb of Imam Rıza was built by 

Caliph Harun Reshid in the 9th century. This tomb was de-

stroyed due to the attacks that happened in the 10th cen-

tury, and was rebuilt by Sultan Mahmud 

of Ghazne in 1009. In 12th century, the 

Mongols  damaged the tomb enormous-

ly.Later the tomb was restored again.In 

15th century, Timur’s son Şahruh and his 

army didn’t do any harm to Mashad,and 

showed great admiration to the tomb. In 

the 18th century, Nadir Shah offered im-



portant contributions to the tomb and its surround-

ing. Around the tomb, there is an intensive building 

activity which continues even today. What attracted 

my attention most was the fact that the strength of 

the tomb and mosque architecture of Iran, caused 

even the new structures to preserve the permanent 

beauty of the old structures. All the new tombs and 

mosques which were buing built Kum, Nişabur, Ma-

shad and Tehran had resemblences from the classic 

Iranian Architecture.

The diameter of the dome of the tomb is 42 me-

ters. It is 7mt. high and  is completely gold plated. 

The magnificence of these golden domes can be no-

ticed even from the distant places with night illumi-

nation. Also, the cloth covering on the mausoleum 

was completely gilded. The coverings 

wear out  because lots of visitors’ 

touch them. So they are replaced 

with new ones  in several years. 

I’d love to have shared the 

surahs on the dome which  the 16th century Caligra-

phy Master Ali Rıza Abbasi wrote. However, there are 

serious security precautions before entering the tomb, 

and no cameras are allowed. By the way,no visitors 

are allowed to enter the tomb except for Muslims.

The Three Museums in The Tomb 
Are Also Worth Seeing
There are three important museums in the tomb 

complex. The first one of these is ‘’The Quran Muse-

um’’. This museum has more than a hundred Quran 

manuscripts. Among these manuscripts, there is also 

a manuscript written by Zeynel Abidin. The second 

museum, which is called the carpet museum, has 

different carpet samples from different periods of 

the Iranian history. The most attractive of all these 

carpets, beyond doubt, is the one called ‘’seven love-

ly cities‘’ carpet. It is mentioned that ten thousand 

workers worked during the weaving of this carpet 

and it was completed in 14 years, about 30 million 

knots being put on it in total. The third museum 
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which is called ‘’the Central Museum ‘’is the biggest mu-

seum in the tomb and is three storey. The gilded ornaments 

from the different periods of Imam Rıza Tomb can be found 

on the Grand floor. And each of them looks more magnifi-

cent than the other.

The caligraphy works on the door which is from the Kaçar 

period and  whose one side is of gold, and the other side 

is of silver, are extraordinary. Surahs from Quran are beau-

tifully written on both sides of the door. Right next 

to the door is also a prayer rug remaining from 

the 18th century, which is  embroidered 

with thousands of small pearls. In 

addition to all these, this muse-

um also contains a Stone alter 

from the 1215, an 800 years 

old wooden door and a 1 

ton weighing stone  water 

tank, which  are magnifi-

cently attractive. And also 

in the museum, there are 

historical artifacts from dif-

ferent periods of the Iranian 

history, especially of the his-

tory of Mashad, among which 

are gold writings, ornaments, 

household goods, and historical 

swords. These artifacts are worth seeing. The most recent 

works of art from the Iranian visual arts are  available on the 

second floor of the museum.

The attractive originals of the works called ‘’The Creation 

On The Fifth Day‘’ and ‘’The Tenth Day of Muharram Af-

ternoon’ by Mahmut Farsciyan, one of the most famous 

Iranian miniature artists,‘’ are available in this museum, too. 

As mentioned at the very beginning, this is a tomb which 

makes one feel that the time is standing stil owing 

to the magnificent appearance of its 

museums, yards, social domains, 

golden dome, in short, owing 

to the Iranian characteristic 

architecture. The yards host 

loads of people, among 

whom are children, wom-

en, men, young and old, 

who worship and pray in 

tears. The elegiac poetries 

calling from the minarets, 

as well as prayers being 

recited with the mystery of 

Persian, different skin colors, 

languages, faces, first mix with 

each other, and then with the 

heavens.
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Written by: Semiramis DOĞAN Translated by: Ayşe ŞIRIN

Ebony, Gold And Diamond’s  
Dazzling Elegance

Ebony tree is hard… It stands out again master hands not to 

surrender itself with its very dark brown in its esence and its 

strong structure. It’s hard, but also coy.  As much as her coyness, 

her beauty is not missing. Ebony tree which has been raw material 

to king scapters and food containers destroying poison in ancient 

times,  draws attention as spectacular jewelery endowed with great 

design. Young jewelery designer, Lori Sinanoglu is among the rare 

names  who use ebony in jewelry designing.   We talked to the young 

designer in his store in Nisantasi  about his ebony  jewelry collection.
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Jewelery is indispensable for women 

and most important complementary el-

ement for clothes. Sometimes its a ring 

connectig two hearts each other, some-

times a couple of bracelet processed 

with patience, sometimes a cou-

ple of earrings or necklace which 

are famiy heirloom, sometimes 

it is a belt, wraps lover's waist 

and envies her admirer…

The jewelery’s, which sparkles 

with it’s design in shopwin-

dows, history is nearly contem-

porary to the human history. 

Definetely, jewelery regarded 

as the first products of primitive 

art, has not been made from quiv-

erful mines with designs come out 

after to be chewed on long hours in 

ancient times. According to archaeo-

logical and anthropological data, in 

ancient times jewelery made of sea 

shells and animal bones or soft stones 

and mostly with religous meaning, was 

also used as symbols of the tribe.

Jewelery Flourished Soils: 

Mesopotamia

Studies  show that  the first jewel-

ery made by using minesis based on 

the area, where the cultures were  

emerged seventhousand years 

ago. People on that age processed 

natural, pure bullets with  cold forg-

ing technique. During this period  

the bead  form was given to  some 

colored stones such as obsidian,apetik 

and  fluorite by polishing for  the first 

time. Before Christ (BC) At the begin-

ning of the fourth millennium, when 

the demand to the mine  increased, 

human beings found  the first native gold and silver 

mines  when searching for new mine. The establish-

ment of city-state and the first political structures, also 

coincides with  this period.

In this way it is seen that society class 

and the status symbols were emerged. 

Jewelery, was used as icons that rep-

resent the class of the society in 

those times. In women, they are 

symbols telling marital status 

at the same time.It was possi-

ble to understand from jewel-

ery, completing clothes that a 

woman was married, single or 

engaged. (Today the situation is 

not much different, a ring worn 

to the left or right hand is an 

icon indicating whether the 

woman is married or engaged.) 

All of these developments were  

experienced on a region called 

"Fertile Crescent" and contains 

Iran, Mesopotamia, Egypt and the 

Mediterranean coastline. The first 

real jewelry products in the world, 

first appeared in Mesopotamia. Jew-

elery techniques in this area; spread 

around the world with trade relations, 

diplomatic gifts, invasions and migra-

tions, Let's come to jewelery in Turkish 

states…  According to Byzantine his-

torians, Gokturks were very success-

ful of iron and gold ornamentation. 

It’s known that the old Khun jewel-

ery was extremely flashy.

Absolute  Objective On Jewelery 

"To Be Fine" 

Throughout the history of mankind, jew-

elery has been an icon of tribes, an in-

dicator of marital status, nobility and 

power and sometimes a religious sym-

bol. Jewelery is  a very good invest-

ment instrument today. (of course, those 

designed with using precious metals such as   

gold, diamonds.) and as well as it’s neces-

sary for elegance. It’s able to give tone to weak 

clothes if it comes into body with a beautiful de-

sign, regardless of it’s raw material  whether, the 

gold,  silver, precious or semi-precious stone.
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Each of amazing eye-catching jewelery ornaments, 

which  decorate the shopwindows, attracts enthu-

siasts. Jewelery, which became a growing industry 

all over the world with it’s  market volume, special 

designs are always favourite. The specially prepared 

design allows the person the privilege of being dif-

ferent from everyone. Designers manipulating in 

this area are in a race to be forward than other col-

legues. Lori Sinanoglu is also designer who draws 

attention with jewelery ornaments by using ebony 

and has a special name among her colleques. And 

we visited  young designer  in his  department store 

in Nişantaşı whose some parts are used as exhibi-

tion halls and some parts as workshop.

Made A Difference In The Design With Ebony

Lori Sinanoglu is designer, combines ebony’s natu-

ralness and diamond’s unique glow. We asked the 

young designer for telling how she start-

ed designing jewelery. Sinanog-

lu graduated from Istituto 

Europeo di Design’s De-

partment of jewelery 

design in 2008, that 

is in Italy's fashion 

capital Milan. After 

finishing school, she 

returned to Istanbul 

and began to look for 

ways of doing different 

things in the area where 

she graduated. "One day 

while visiting the Grand Bazaar 

workshops, I told a master that I wanted to find 

something different. The master told me ‘’Let’s 

show you a material, perhaps it benefits your 

business.’’  She showed me a tiny piece of ebony 

wood. I also brought and showed it to Mr. Aleksan 

(She means her uncle. who was a goldsmith caste 

in the Grand Bazaar at that time). Because while 

doing something that is very important whether 

it’s healthy or not, first we wanted to try and see 

how it would be when we work with this mate-

rial  Sinanoglu tells his story about meeting ebony 

tree as ‘’After we had decided that’s healthy, we 

started producing.’’

Eliminates Poison, Good for Evil Eye 

The ebony tree,which grows in tropical areas and 

is a very durable material, is shaped by hand in Lori 

Sinanoglu’s designs. According to his narratives, 

ebony tree’s very dark-brown innermost core part 

is quite hard and has the advantage to 

get  polished well. Because of this 

reason, it was regarded as very 

valuable since ancient times. 

It’s a rumor that kings used 

scepters,and drank their 

drinks with containers 

made of ebony wood 

with the belief it elimi-

nates poison. In ancient 

times, people believed 

that carrying a small 

part of the ebony tree as 

amulet, drives out the  neg-
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ative forces of evil eye. 

Ebony, which is used 

in many different areas 

throughout the history 

of mankind, comes 

to life again in young 

designer's collection 

with a different spirit. 

Lori Sinanoglu's de-

signs don’t only consist 

of ebony tree. She mentions 

that she gave place to gold and 

diamond’s detail on ebony  plates as         

‘’I have never used ebony single, and decorated dia-

mond and gold with it. ’’Sinanoğlu reporting that 

there were too many designers in the industry, adds 

that his  greatest goal is to be different and to offer 

something different to people, so she chose  to use 

ebony in his designs .

Jewelery Embodies With Teamwork

We asked  to Lori Sinanoğlu, who signs on  eye catch-

ing jewelery designs about the ebony tree processing 

whether it’s hard or not. While Sinanoglu was say-

ing ‘’It makes us so special because it is difficult to 

work with this material.’’ meanwhile Aleksan Yoldaş, 

goldsmith for 40 years, accompanied

In our interview,emphasises that ebony  exhibits a 

perfect harmony with gold and spite of it is very 

difficult to work on it, they liked 

the material because of it’s 

different and elegant 

look.During the con-

versation, Aleksan 

Yoldaş said that 

‘’Ebony has  a very 

good look with es-

pecially pink gold 

and diamonds’’ and 

adds ebony’s very dark 

brown colour like black re-

veals gold and diamond’s  charm 

more.’’On each part, exhibited on shopwindows of 

Nişantaşı store, where they moved five monts ago, 

there is labor and sweat between uncle and nephew. 

We mentioned that this 

place is also used as a 

workshop. Lori Sinanog-

lu designs, inspired by a 

saying she had heard or 

melody had come to her 

ears, embodied by skill-

ful hands of his uncle  

Aleksan Yoldaş.

Yoldaş, telling she started to 

swallow the dust of Grand Bazaar 

since the age of 11, implements all the 

designs of his nephew by processing all the materials 

from gold and diamond to ebony and ruby.

We never had fabricated business.We process eb-

ony and also gold. A carpenter's workshop proc-

ess the ebony by  connecting it to turning machine,  

but with that state ebony is not worthy to jewel.It 

Needs fine craftsmanship. We are using the same  

gadgetry, when we are working with gold and and 

also with ebony,one by one and finely. For me, the 

difference between gold and ebony is that, I can’t 

weld ebony and bend neither.Except that can give 

any shape to ebony.

Pink Suits Best to Ebony

The young designer Lori Sinanaoğlu who succeed  

to be one of the prominent name in 

the industry with interesting eb-

ony  jewelery designs, talks 

about where she ob-

tained  materials, 

customer’s profile, 

cost and whether 

ebony is useful and 

many subjects,that 

we wonder about. 

She tells about ebony 

that ebony is a rare ma-

terial, has many demands, is 

very expesive and used for furniture 

and the keys of the piano.She mentions that they 

received ebony that grows in tropical regions from 

an import company in Istanbul.
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Lori Sinanoğlu told that 

blakish dark brown 

ebony comports 

with the the 

reddish gold, 

known as pink 

g o l d , d e s p i t e 

that they work 

with green gold 

and 18 carat gold.

Then we asked 

whether ebony 

is a useful mate-

rial as jewelery.Sinanoğlu emphasises 

that  you should not put any perfume 

on jewelery regardless of  it’s gold, dia-

mond or ruby. She told that’’ Ebony 

should be protected from perfume, 

just like gold and precious stones. 

As a conclusion it needs to be pro-

tected from water too, because it’s raw 

material is wood; if it is on your finger 

you should remove it before washing your 

hands. When it gets wet unawarely, it 

doesn’t hurt immediately, so it’s enogh to 

dry it. She reports with smile ‘’We are 

here if there is a problem without a 

compensation’’.  She a said also that 

customized jewelery designs are 

in the price range  between $ 500 

and  4 thousand dollars and it changes 

according to stone and crafts-

manship.

His Biggest  

Dream: Store Chain

We  noticed the 

"Lori" signature in 

the corner of each de-

sign. The very aesthetic, 

very elegant, "Lori".. We 

asked a question to 

Lori Sinanoğlu,who 

pays attention to 

his work and trade-

mark, about his biggest ideal of this pro-

fession. His eyes are shining imme-

diately’’. My biggest dream is 

to open a store New York, 

Paris, Milan and Lon-

don. I will establish a 

Lori chain.’’ said Lori. 

We asked the same 

question to  Ale-

ksan Yoldaş and 

she answers the 

question like the 

following:’’ Since the days I worked in 

Grand Bazaar workshop I always wanted 

a designer next to me and to walk togeth-

er. She creates something and I imple-

ment it. That was all I wanted. 

I realized my dreams after the 

age of 51. Now here we, un-

cle and nephew, walk together. 

We asked Lori Sinanoğlu to talk 

about his target group. She told that 

‘’His customer portfolio consist of the people who 

have a special interest in unique design.They have 

the awareness of having the unique design instead 

of buying it for changing if needed. In short, eve-

ryone who has an interest the arts and handicraft 

and epicurean, is our target group. To appeal to 

more people, she has to renew collection 

permanently. We use gold and diamonds 

in our products. Both are very expensive, so 

we have renew ourselves. We also have 

to add new products even the old ones 

weren’t sold. Everytime, the customer 

arrives, she should see at least one or 

two new pieces in shopwindow, so 

that she always wanted to come 

again. The customer should 

have  the idea in her mind of 

going to see something differ-

ent every time." she says.

The Workshop Attracts 

Female Customers

We wanted to see the 

workshop section of the 
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store before completing the interview. We are 

going into the workshop with Lori Sinanoglu 

and Aleksan Yoldaş. The bright, white light dom-

inated the workshop. Aleksan Yoldaş 

indicates that strong white light  

is important for fine craftsman-

ship. On the bench some jew-

elery tools resembling a mini-

ature carpenter's tools, some 

jewelery on producing stage and  

a piece of ebony. Aleksan Yoldaş 

says that production process requires 

as much patience as the design 

phase. All products are wholly hand-

made. We take a small piece of eb-

ony material, and think we can make 

20 pieces from this material.We start 

to work, when the product is nearly 

to be finished, we met a tree ves-

sel, so entire work  is going to the 

trash completely. So we could only 

get three pieces of product instead 

of 20 pieces. She indicates that this  

job requires patience and is also arduous Lori Sina-

noglu says that it represents a big chance for him 

to be close to the workshop environment. 

I think the most concrete example of the 

master-apprentice relationship is being ex-

perienced here. My theoretical knowledge,      

I learned at school, and practical knowledge 

of Mr. Aleksan. Every day I learn something 

new here. We are working with gold, 

it’s a very precious mine. You need 

to work with people you trust. 

So we have a relationship with 

Mr Aleksan without any trou-

ble in terms of the trust 

‘’says Lori and adds  that 

the workshop environment 

particularly attracts female 

customers.

"First, I Should Really Like!"

We asked both Lori and Ale-

ksan about stages which the 

jewel passed through. Sinanoglu 

shares the model with his uncle, 

which she had  designed ac-

cording to the mood in 

that moment. The uncle-

nephew exchange ideas 

If the designs are going 

to be implemented, 

and changes if 

they are needed. 

Aleksan Yoldaş 

is passing to de-

sign workshop 

with the final state 

of the  design.

A completed form of a product 

with stones emerges after 10 tir-

ing  days in workshop. Lori Sinanoğlu 

tells that she should like the products, 

she designed, first.. If it doesn’t happen, she 

can not show  the product to the customer as 

beautiful.

Unfortunately, I am interested in the marketing 

part of the work too. In fact, this is not  a 

very easy thing for a designer, because 

you  need to be in the background. I'm 

correlating  a particular relationship with 

my designs, and sometimes I wish not to 

sell it. Lori Sinanoglu reports that they are 

working for the brand’s recognition abroad 

as well as within the country and  evalu-

ating fair proposal because of this 

reason. She indicates that his de-

signs were showcased at two 

separate fairs  in Bahrain and 

Istanbul. She also reminds 

that they had participated in 

fair organized by Commu-

nity Volunteers Foundation 

in Esma Sultan Palace.She 

also reports that they also re-

ceived a proposal to introduce 

his  Ebony  designs in Switzer-

land. We leave him with our best 

wishes and hopes...
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Science starts with the human 

history and continues without 

stopping. Human kind asks 

questions about nature, time 

and other creatures. He po-

sitions himself while finding 

answers. These answers being 

a product of a certain period 

are classified at a time and 

picturised in various forms.

This picturization quest de-

fines two wings of a human 

composed of art and science. 

The animal and human forms 

depicted on the walls of the 

caves are accepted as the first 

artistic and scientific products of 

mankind. Being an answer and a 

document for its own era’s con-

dition, these products also show 

the continuity and development of 

the human being. These documents 

shed light on the people living in this 

world stage chronologically. There-

fore it is a generally accepted truth that 

these painted plant figure and symbols 

provide a foundation not only both for 

the art of drawing and photography but 

also the field of botanics.

The Journey From One Dimensional 

Images To Illustration

The origin of the biological illustration 

institute called as the scientific plant 

drawing in botanics literature is the 

above mentioned figures and primitiv im-

ages. Although they were made without 

considering an updated scintific purpose, 

the plants have 

been classified 

according to 

their pros 

and cons  

thanks to 

these im-

ages. For 

instance, 

t h e 

E g y p -

tians be-

ing ahead 

of their time 

in medicine and 

pharmacy used 

these images for the 

benefit of the public 

and these primitive docu-

ments shed light on botanics 

and scintific plant drawing. 

Written by: Nermin SULTAN / Translated by: Bilal BAKIR

Giving education for trainees in variety of fields from classical arts to technological developments, ISMEK 

has been teaching Scientific Plant Drawing, which is a common art and profession in most countries of the 

world although it is not recognized widelty in Turkey, for two years at Bağlarbaşı Turko-Islamic Arts Perfection 

Center. Meaning to picturize the plant to be examined in the botanics by using the art of illustration in detail, 

Scientific Plant Drawing combines art and science with the hands of ISMEK trainees in a way.  

ISMEK:  An Education Not To Be Found At Universities 

Scientific Plant Drawing
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What is 

Scientific Plant 

Drawing?

The scientific plant draw-

ing is the detailed depic-

tion of the plant to be 

used in botanics field by 

using the art of illustra-

tion. The scientific plant 

drawing emphasizes the 

important points by using the 

advantages of illustration and it makes the o b -

jected point observable from various angles without 

defecting the structure of the real object. The plant 

becomes suitable for observation from 

various angles at the same time. The 

scientific plant drawing in which 

one can picture a plant from its 

thinnest vein to the color tone 

meets the science and the pen-

cil in a way. Although it is not 

known in today’s Turkey that 

much, it has been uttered 

that an encyclopedic plant 

images book was published in the 

second half of the 1900s. There were doc-

tors and medicians to deal with the plant 

drawing during the Ottoman era as well. 

This scientific plant drawing does not 

get enough interest and is not known 

widely in Turkey while it is recognized 

as a distinctive art and profession in 

most countries. Its professionals are so 

scarce. 

Science and Art Met at ISMEK

ISMEK has been teaching Scientific Plant 

Drawing, which is a common art 

and profession in 

most countries 

of the world al-

though it is not 

recognized 

widelty in Turkey, 

for two years at Bağlarbaşı 

Turko-Islamic Arts Perfection Center. ISMEK giving 

training in a variety of fields makes the science and 

the pencil come together in a way because the field 

urges both an ability to depict and a knowledge 

of botanics. 

As a result trainees are ac-

cepted with an exam. The 

trainees who want to have 

an education in scientific 

plant drawing field are 

given an ability exam such 

as object drawing. The 

purpose of these exams is 

to figure the drawing knowledge and profi-

ciency of the candidates  to take training at 

specialty center. 

Successful candidates having completed 

the practice exam are requsted for inter-

view made by master trainers  after asking 

them to prepare a presentation portfolio. A 

lot of people are interviewed at 

the beginning of the semes-

ter because the jury consists 

of lecturers, mas-

ters. As a result 

of these exams, 

The Basic Group 

and  The Devel-

opment Group are

                                    established. 
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Both The Pictures and The Science are Given Life

The trainees at scienctific plant drawing are like 

a painter with their holding the pen and the 

brush. They are being painters actually. The prod-

ucts made presents a visual ceremony and they 

give the opportunity to observe the plants side 

by side. The endangered plant species are also 

painted and recorded. The scientific plant draw-

ing presents an enormous importance for the 

protection of the endangered plant species. As 

a result, the science and the art comes together 

many times in plant drawing.. 
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One of the frequently asked questions to the plant 

painters is that why do not you take a picture of 

the plant. The biologically experimented plant gives 

opportunity to observe only one part of the plant. 

The photograph does not give an opportunity for 

%100 depiction. However with scientific illustration 

namely with scientific plant drawing, the plant can 

be depicted from its thinnest vein in the leaf to its 

root and body. The detailed images of the plants are 

recorded as a consequence and this is one of the 

most applied sources of the botanists. 

Training Not To Be Seen 

Even At Universities

The scientific plant drawing 

training is also given taking 

everthing into consideration 

at Baglarbasi Turco Islamic 

Arts Perfection Center. 

In sone European coun-

tries, there are more 

plant painters than the 

number of plants but in 

Turkey some plant spe-

cies are under the threat 

of extinction. They do not 

have an official education 

at universities in Turkey but 

our trainees take their education with this in mind. 

They state their impatience and they want to draw 

all herbalic plants in Turkey and compose a book out 

of it. The scientific criterion are taken into consid-

eration while giving this 128 hours technical scien-

tific plant drawing training at the center. The train-

ees learn the technical pencil, bold pencil and water 

paint plant image techniques and after learning the 

general features of the plant, they started painting. 

The trainees learn the tricks of the art from master in 

field Hulya Korkmaz. She is an nationally and inter-

nationally awarded plant painter. She won a 

silver medal at BISCOT  scientific plant 

drawing competition in 2009 Edin-

burgh and won a silver gilt  in 

2010 at London Royal Horti-

cultural Society. She has been 

teaching as a master trainer 

at Baglarbasi Turco Islamic 

Arts Perfection Center in 

the scientific plant draw-

ing field. The ISMEK train-

ees given a certificate after 

the development course in 

the field of scientific plant 

drawing can be employed 

at pharmacy, medicine and 

botanics.   
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At a very early time in the morning, when we haven’t waken up yet, and when the 
sun slightly touches our eyes with all its warmth by getting rid of the clouds, we 
sometimes grimace in a spoiled way,  because we are not ready to see the daylight 
yet.We sometimes can not stand any more and close our ears with our hands so 

as not to hear the screams of our neighbour’s crying child or the horn of the cars 
that honking constantly. As we don not like hearing the noise. We also would like to 
have some chat while we are sipping a cup of foamy coffee as the best  way to enjoy 

our coffe is an intimate conversation with a friend. With a melody that comes from 
deep inside and the sweetness of it that effects  our souls,talking by looking each 

other’s eyes is generally  a solution to most of our problems. Cause, sharing is 
an awesome thing.
 
Now just for a moment, l et’s close our eyes and ears and imagine ourselves 
remaining silently without saying nothing, supposing that we are dumb 

and think and we are all alone with only our two sense organs, which were 
taught us in the primary school,olfaction and the sense of touch. Without see-

ing, hearing and speaking, in a heavy darkness and silence…

Ali Şerafettin Köksal has been living in that  heavy darkness and 
silence for nearly 30 years that we are not even able to imag-

ine just for a moment. Deaf and dumb from birth, 
Mr. Köksal lost his ability to see in his early ages, 
but even though he is both deaf, dumb and blind, 
he hasn’t given up on account of his disabilities, in-

stead he has acquired a hobby, connecting him 
to life, with the help of his wife.

Ali Şerafettin Köksal, who has been very 
talented about painting for a long 

time,makes incredible models.
We visited Mr. Köksal  at his 
workshop in the basement of 

his house in Halkalı.

Written by: Imge Ceyda DERIN / Translated by: Betul AYDIN

Ali Şerafettin Köksal who is deaf and dumb from birth,also lost his ability to see when he was 28 

but he has never been weary of life since then. With the support of his wife, he  has taken up a very 

admirable hobby that connects him to life. He produces wooden models so professionally that he is far 

superior than a person who is able to see. Starting making models, first with a bird cage, the biggest 

goal of the blind model master is to make a model of Blue Mosque.

Models He Did Without Seeing 
Arouses People Jealousy



He Communicates With His Family By Touching

Umran Köksal, Ali Şerafettin Köksal’s wife, helps us to 

communicate with him. To begin with, we ask her when 

his husband lost his ability to see. She explains that in 

1976, when they got married, she was 16 and he was 

21, his husband could see. ‘’He could see until 1982, only 

for six years after we got married, and then he slowly 

disabled.’’ she says.

According to the statements of his wife, Ali Köksal had 

been plunged into darkness, because of the damage on 

his brain’s visual cortex as a consequence of high fever 

he had when he was a little child. He had surgery many 

times,but after every surgery, they were disappointed. 

Because he was literate when he could see, he had learnt 

the sign language used by deaf people and then he start-

ed to communicate with his wife using a special meth-

od that they developed and based on touching.Umran 

Köksal reminds that she has no diffuculty communicat-

ing with his husband bacause her father is also deaf and 

dumb. ‘’We used to communicate using sign language, 

but now we do this by touching.’’ says Umran Köksal. 

She is like her husband’s eyes and ears.

Started Making Models ‘First A Bird Cage’

Umran and Ali Şerafettin Köksal have three children. Their 

sons were born when he was still able to see. When his 

daughter was born, he had nothing left from the light 

he had. Once, Umran Köksal asked her husband ‘’Would 

you prefer to hear or to see?’’ The answer was ‘’To see’’. 

‘’Because he couldn’t see his daughter in her wedding 

dress while she was getting married, so he cried so 

much.’’ Umran Köksal adds.

When Ali Şerafettin Köksal, deaf and dumb from birth, lost 

his ability to see, he had the biggest support from his wife.

Umran Köksal reveales another talent of his husband who 

has been already skillful at painting so as not to let him feel 

depressed. One day, she brings his skillful husband a bird 

cage,made by one of her neighbour’s child.Mr. Köksal tries 

to  identify it gropingly and says that ‘’ I  can do better.’’

Umran Köksal says that ‘’He was already accustomed 

to carpenter’s tools  at the time he could see,so the bird 

cage just led the way.’’ Meanwhile, she shows us the 

wooden models on the shelves and states proudly that 

‘I discovered my husband’s talent.’ Umran Köksal had all 





her children educated and got married with the limited 

financial circumstances she had. She mentions about 

the diffucult times she had ‘’ I kept cows, sold milk and 

I never made my family depend on someone else‘’  We 

notice the models on the shelves in the workshop.Um-

ran Köksal says that ‘‘He thought  these shelves himself  

and made them.’’ 

There are variety of wooden models on the shelves 

with an astonishing order. Also, the workplace is very 

clean. There is not a piece of sawdust on the floor.Ali 

Köksal puts the sawdusts in copper cauldrons not to 

make mess.

There are a lot of tools on the workshop’s walls. ’’I never 

interfere those tools or else he can not find them.’’says 

Umran Köksal. Then, she shows us the yoghurt pots 

in the corner. He uses them to make patterns When 

we first saw the strings prepared in different lengths 

used as  a compasses we could not understand their 

purposes.He takes one of these strings designed by 

him, a tool that resembles a screwdriver and a piece of 

plywood.While we are thinking what he is going to do 

with all these tools, his wife clarifies us that he wants to 

show us how to use compasses.Just in  a few minutes, 

Ali Köksal gets a round piece from the square plywood.

His biggest dream is to make the model of Blue mosque

We ask Umran Köksal  what kind of models her husband 

enjoys making most. ‘’villas, houses and Anıtkabir.’’ she 

replies. As we know that he had never seen Anıtkabir 

before, we wonder how he can make the model of 

something that he has never seen. Umran Köksal says 

that ‘’we took him to Miniaturk. We got permission, so 

he touched all the models there. He knows Anıtkabir 

from there. 
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‘’His biggest dream is to make the 

model of Blue mosque and as soon as 

he completes his works, he is going to start mak-

ing the Blue Mosque’s model, he says that  it will be a 

big model’’ says Umran Köksal.

We ask his wife ‘’How long does he stay in his work-

shop within a day?’’ ‘’He comes here as soon as he 

has breakfast, and works late at night. Sometimes, he 

designs something in his head and he does not stop 

by the time he finishes it. He sometimes works until 1 

am.’’ says Umran Köksal.

According to his wife says, Mr. Köksal makes the whole 

model not only he cuts the wood but also he assem-

bles it. We remind Umran Köksal of the differences be-

tween colours on the models. She satisfies our curiosity 

and says that ‘’I help him about the colours, glazing 

and tone.’’

We also ask that how long it takes to com-

plete a model. Umran Köksal states that ‘’If he 

works hard, he can complete a model in 6-7 

months. As his wife says, he generally prefers 

to use juniper for his models. She informs 

us that they provided the tools together.

‘’If we need to go to carpenter for the 

wood, we go. We sometimes need to go 

to electrician for the model’s illumina-

tion. We go everywhere together.’’ 

she adds.

Details in the Blacksea House Charms
We look at the models closely made by skillful hands 

of Ali Köksal who is blind. Illumination is used on all 

of them. Apparently, Ali Köksal didn’t want to leave 

his models without light which he lacks himself. Every 

one of the models seems much more beautiful than 

each other. Especially the one that is designed like a 

Blacksea house. By the way, Umran Köksal tells us she 

is from Giresun and her husband is from Trabzon.

In the Blacksea house model, there is a water-well 

in front of the duplex wooden house, a bakery and 

two churns one is big and the other is smaller. He 

didn’t forget “serender” peculiar to Blacksea. A re-

call for who has not knowledge about “serender”: 

it is a one-room construction that is set on 

four sticks. It is definitely out of the house 

and there is not any passage or bridge be-

tween the house and “serender.” The 

construction’s height is approximately 

5-7 metres,it is used for the protection of 

products from pest and wild animals.

Apart from Blacksea house, there 

also models of mosques on the 
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shelves. Umran Köksal shows us the first mosque 

model made by her husband. When we compare it 

with the latest ones, we can recognize the improve-

ment of the blind model master. The details and 

glazing get better and better in every model. While 

we are examining the models, Ali Köksal reminds 

her wife of boiling water in the teapot. While pre-

paring some cookies, served with tea, Umran Kök-

sal tells us‘’ He will not let you go before serving.’’

18 Years  of Effort Stands on Shelves
Showing us the models on the shelves, Um-

ran Köksal says” There’s an 18 years of sav-

ings here” we ask whether her husband finds 

an oppourtunity for an exhibition so far. She 

says Ali Köksal has attended to 7-8 exhibitions.” 

He wants everybody see and appreciate what he 

does. He loves achieving something and also suc-

cessful people.” While Umran Köksal talking 

about successful people, she mentions about 

a desire of her husband. Ali Köksal wants to 

meet with Kadir Topbaş, Istanbul Metropoli-

tan Municipality Mayor, whom he appreci-

ates his works.

While we are chatting with his wife, Ali Köksal is 

operating his machine and showing us how he 

cuts little pieces of wood when he makes his mod-

els. We get surprised how he does not catch up in 

the saw his hand. Extremely careful and measured 

work astonishes us.

We ask to Umran Köksal, ”What work would 

he do if he did not do models?” Then she 

explained that her husband who had had 

a talent of painting all along, was painting 

beautiful oil-color pictures while he was able to 

see. Emphasising that her husband has an innate 

talent, Umran Köksal motivates her husband con-

stantly so as not to let him give up and she says” 

Or else, He will be weary of life. He is an escrow 

from Allah. I have to care him well.” While she is 

supporting her husband,we ask how she motives 

herself, Umran Köksal’s answer is “My belief and 

love motivate me and that’s enough for me.”

Ali and Umran Köksals’ biggest missing is hav-

ing a grandchild. Umran Köksal tells us ‘’We 

are waiting for the good news from 

our children’’ showing the wooden 

walker which her husband had made 

many years ago. ‘’When the grand-

child comes, his grandfather will do 

much more than this”she says not 

hiding the light in her eyes.

After drinking hot and well-

steeped tea accompanied 

with warm cookies we 

leave Ali and Umran Kök-

sal by thanking for their 

sincere small talk.



Written by: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Şukriye KARADAŞ* / Translated by: Rıdvan ŞORAY

Rumi Patterns in Portal Ornaments 
in Anatolian Seljuk Architecture

The portal of the Ince Minaret 
Madrasa in Konya



Muslims endeavoured to break the strength of the Christian 
Byzantine Empire in Anatolia by fighting for centuries, yet 
they couldn't manage. This strength was broken by the vic-
tory that Alp Arslan the Great Seljuk Sultan had won in the 
Battle of  Manzikert in 1071,1 and that set a homeland in 
Anatolia for the migrating Turkmen. Thus Turkmen started 
to immigrate in groups.2 By help of the political impotency 
that Byzantium fell into after the Manzikert defeat, Alp Ars-
lan's cousins, Qutulmish, took Isnikea in Malik-Shah's period 
without encountering a serious resistance in the region in 
1075. They used it as a base and laid the foundations of the 
Anatolian Seljuk State.3 However, Suleyman Shah's expan-
sion policy over northern Syria and the siege of Aleppo were 
taken as a danger by the Great Seljuk and a countermove 
was taken in turn. After the death of Suleyman Shah, his 
sons Kilij Arslan and Dolat were brought to Malik-Shah.

Freed by the death of Malik-Shah in 1092, Kilij Arslan, went 
to Isnikea and there came into power.4  Kilij Arslan the First 
couldn't stop the First Crusade from taking over Isnikea in 
10965 and he directed his expansion policy towards the 

East because of the agreement he had made with Byzan-
tine Empire therefore the capital was moved to Konya.6 The 
Anatolian Seljuk State, that got on the stage of history, con-
stituted a political unity in Anatolia by patroning the other 
principalities around them. Despite the fights for the throne 
after every death of sultans, they managed to expand and 
become a wealthy state. They lived the golden age in the 
periods of Kaykaus the 1st (1211-1220)7 and Kayqubad the 1st 
(1220-1237).8 On 3 July 1243 in a  skirmish with Mongolians 
in Kose Dag, Anatolian Seljuk Army were defeated without 
showing a good defence in the period of Kaykhusraw the 
2nd.9 After this battle the Anatolian Seljuk State paid high 
taxes to Mongolians and could only maintain dependent to 
them. The state which managed to maintain by the help of 
powerful viziers like Celaleddin Karatay and Sahib Ata Fa-
khr al-Din Ali could survive some more time after them.10 
Because of the Seljuk Sultans' not being independent, prin-
cipalities like Karamanids and Eshrefids revolted. Invasions, 
revolts and civil wars caused the order in Anatolia to be bro-
ken, heavy taxes and pillages of Mongolians brought poverty 
throughout the land.11 All of these brought Seljuk Dynasty 

Throughout two centuries of existence, the Anatolian Seljuk State managed to produce very significant 

works of art. It is noticed in the Seljuk architecture that architectural elements are ornamented in many 

different ways. In ornaments that calligraphy and floral patterns were used together calligraphy comes 

to the foreground, or that geometrical and floral ones were used together geometrical ornament 

is seen in the foreground. Here, we studied the usage of the rumi pattern in arrangement of portal 

ornament of the structures in the Anatolian Seljuk architecture in a chronological order.

Ulu Mosque in Diyarbakir 



to an end. Year 1308 was not only the date of Masud 
the 2nd's death but it is also taken as the year when 
the Anatolian Seljuk State collapsed by the historians.12

Throughout two centuries of existence the Anato-
lian Seljuk State managed to produce very significant 
works of art in spite of all these disorders. The stud-
ies on Seljuk Arts have been miscellaneous. One of 
those is the studies on ornaments. In the Anatolian 
Seljuk structures, it is noticed that the architectural  
elements were decorated with different materials. 
There are decorating elements that can be divided 
into four main groups as geometrical, figured, calligra-
phy (script) and floral in the patterns on stone, wood, 
ceramics and even stucco as decoration material, al-
though the last one doesn't have many examples. 
Besides intermingled arrangements were sometimes 
processed together, one of these ornament forms is 
seen in the foreground in the patterns. In ornaments 
that calligraphy and floral patterns were used together 
calligraphy comes to the foreground, or that geometri-
cal and floral ones were used together geometrical or-
nament is seen in the foreground. Here, we are going 
to study the usage of the rumi pattern in arrangement 
of portal ornament of the structures in the Anatolian 
Seljuk architecture in chronological order. Although 
it was used in the Middle East before Anatolia, this 
pattern took the name “Rumi”, a name dedicated to 
Anatolia, because of the intense usage in the Anato-
lian Seljuk period. 

In the Southeastern Anatolian region where we found 
the earliest examples of mosque architecture, influ-
ence of Syria is seen. The very first examples were built 
before the Anatolian Seljuk period and were revised 
in the period of Malik-Shah. One of these is the Great 
Mosque of Diyarbakir (Ulu Mosque) (1092)13 and its 
plan proves the situation as it replicates the Umayyad 
Mosque in Damascus. With the ancient capitalled col-
umns on the two-storey cloisters by the yard, the pat-
terns on the spiral branches on the stringcourse taking 
place on the elevation and its cove moldings it reflects 
the eclectic features of the period.

In 1086 Silvan was taken under the control of the 
Great Seljuk State and given to the Artuqids as fief. 
Silvan Ulu Mosque (1224)14 is important because its 
blind gallery in the north elevation and the corbel rem-
nants which supposed to bear a cornice showed a dif-
ferent elevation arrangement. These rows of corbels 
and the surfaces of their rosettes are decorated with D
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Rumi patterns. The patterns in the ornament which 
was formed by gouging technique are flat surfaced. 
Ornaments of same sort are seen in the plinth of the 
squinches which provide passage to the dome in front 
of the mihrab.

Erzurum Ulu Mosque has reached today without its 
authenticity in the period of Saltuqids. The tablet with 
the inscription that the mosque was built in 1179 by 
Malik Mohammad, son of Izzeddin Saltuk doesn't ex-
ist today.15 In its plan, it is formed by naves straight to 
the mihrab, and it replicates the mosques which have 
domes in front of mihrab. There is a wooden dome 
now in the place of the large pendentive dome placed 
on the coves with moldings.16 Large kerb around the 
muqarnas basket ornamented mihrab niche is en-
graved with geometrical patterns in alto-relievo. One 
of the two spans on the axis of mihrab in north south 
direction is covered with a muqarnas dome. The simi-
larity between this type of cover and the middle span 
in the Yakutiye Madrasa which is an Ilkhanate period 
structure in Erzurum indicates that could have been 
built in a later period. In this region, it is widely seen 
the ribbed and rope-shaped moldings which were dif-
ferent carving styles of the local master-builders as well 
as the architectural features belong to Azerbaijan re-
gion. Especially the cambered molding surfaces were 
used mostly in the Eastern Anatolian region.17

Geometrical dowels on the elevations with thin niches 
in Mama Hatun Cupola in Tercan,18 which was pre-
sumably built in the early 13th century, cohere the tra-
ditional influence. The bays on the muqarnas basket 
ornament of the entrance were ornamented geomet-
rically. A dowel patterned cincture consisting of round-
profiled bands takes places just below and a cincture 
of cufic script with rumi patterns surrounds the floor 
below it.

We see the first example of the geometrical composi-
tions in the Great Seljuk brickwork processed in stone, 
which is the Anatolia's local material, on the pediment 
of the portal of Kale Mosque (1180) in Divriği.19 Its 
architect comes out as he is Azerbaijani and this or-
nament makes sense as the name Master Hasan bin 
Firuz the Maraghan was mentioned on its inscription 
tablet.

Malik Gazi Tomb in Kemah,20 which was presumably 
built in the early 13th century, shows  similarities to 
the works in Maragha region by its being a brickwork D
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and the ornament made by turquoise glost brick among the 
bricks in the entrance of it. Octagonal housing is covered by  
a pyramidal roof. There are rectangular framed collapsed ar-
eas on every elevation. The entrance of the east elevation 
can be reached by two-sided stairs. Capitalled pillars on the 
sides of the flat lintelled entrance are placed on the lancet 
arch surronding the geometrically ornamented pediment.

The moldings forming round-profiled zigzags and cornered 
rims we see in Halifet Gazi Tomb (1145)21 in Amasya can be 
an example of local traditions. The entrance with a small bas-
ket ornament niche is surrounded by a gradually shrunken 
thin wreathed baguet which forms partly zigzag, partly cor-
nered bays and rims. It has an arched window above that 
which is separated by a column in the middle. A thin zig-
zaged molding surrounds the elevation externally.

Dar al Shifaa22 which was built by Kaykaus the 1st  in 1217 in 
Sivas has a plan with a patio and two iwans. The other side 
iwan which was supposed to be in the southern direction 
was utilized as a tomb. The tomb elevation is ornamented 
with geometrical patterns in faience mosaic technique with 
the colors blue, navy blue, white and turquoise. Muqarnas 
rows are increased on the portal where the intensive decora-
tion is, and rumi patterns are used on the thin kerbs around 

the main kerbs which are ornamented geometrically. Orna-
ments are planar on this building which is taken as a step-
pingstone with these features. There are walking lion figures 
in profile on the spandrels.23 Heads and tails of these figures 
are ruined. The thin kerb surrounding the entrance niche 
below the inscription cincture from three directions is floral 
patterned.

It is written on a few inscription tablets in Alaeddin Mosque 
in Konya that it was completed in the supervision of Atabeg 
Ayaz in the period of Sultan Kayqubad the 1st in the year 
617/1220.24 Two colored marble material is used in the con-
struction of the portal. The lancet arch of the shallow niche 
shaped portal is surrounded by intermingled semi-circles 
combining in the full circle at the peak point of it. The span-
drel is decorated with bands forming a knot. Geometrical 
dowels arranged with two colored stonework convey the 
southern features to the Central Anatolia.

Alaeddin Mosque in Nigde which is one of the few build-
ings remain unchanged was built in 1223.25 The chancel of 
the mihrab of the structure with three naves towards the 
kiblah wall is covered with three domes side by side. The 
other parts are covered with a pointed barrel vault on eight 
jambs in north south direction. The portal is located in the 
east elevation but a little slided to north. The stone minaret is 
in the northeastern corner. There is a main kerb on the portal 
which is far taller than the housing walls but not much pro-
truding, and it is geometrically ornamented. The kerb on the 
basket ornament niche formed by large muqarnas is also ge-
ometrically ornamented and the artist inscription takes place 
on both sides of the peak point. Next to these, there are 
two ruined human heads with hair in plaits. The lancet kerb 
above these which is around the basket ornamented span-
drel to surround the three-line inscription is dowel patterned. 
The kerb above the obtuse arched entrance is, likewise, 
dowel patterned. The floral patterns on the portal consist of 
just a few rosettes on the spandrels and in muqarnas slots. 
Its geometrical patterns and the planar engraving technique 
show that it is a structure of the first period.

We see such a stonework that can't be found before or af-
ter itself in the ornaments of the complex consisting of the 
Ulu Mosque and the Dar al Shifaa in Divrigi which Ahmet 
Shah of the Mengujekid and his wife Turan Melek Sultan 
had Master Hurremshah of Ahlat build it in 1228-1229.26 
Four entrances one of which belonging to the Dar al Shi-
faa were arranged as portals separately. The northern portal 
is ornamented with large rumi patterns that almost has a 
three dimensional look. This looks couldn't be acquired even 
in the Sivas Madrasas (1271) with intense floral ornaments. 
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With their different ornaments, the eastern portal of the Ulu 
Mosque and the portal of Dar al Shifaa show features that 
we can't see any other examples of it in the Anatolian Seljuk 
architecture. 

Sircali Madrasa (literally Glass Madrasa) in Konya was built 
by Bedreddin Muhlis in the period of Kaykhusraw the 2nd 
in the years 640/1242-1243 according to the inscription on 
its portal.27 The madrasa which has a plan with a patio, 
two-storey and two iwans was named after its faiences in 
the main iwan. The portal arch that consists of a deep iwan 
with ashlar material is placed on zigzag ribbed pillars. On 
the arch, collapsed bays are aligned which were formed by 
a sequence of seventeen small trefoils. Above that, a geo-
metrical pattern takes place on the kerb following the same 
arch ring. The first kerb around the arch is ornamented with 
a pattern made by integration of the separate rumis on the 
thin and sloped surface. The next kerb which is larger has 
geometrical patterns. Apart from that there is an ornament 
that is formed by a row of half stars. Five rosettes take place 
on the spandrels. The chancels in both sides of the entrance 
are crowned with a console of muqarnas rows. Three sides 
of the obtuse arched entrance are formed by a row of two 
colored stone. Inside of the trefoil arch is used for the inscrip-
tion on the pediment section.

Sahib Ata Kulliye in Konya was completed in 678/1279 the 
construction of which was started  in 656/1258 according 
to its inscription tablet. The tomb section was restorated in 
682/1283.28 It is seen that the intensity of floral decorations 
were increased in the stone ornaments of its portal. Muqar-
nas basket ornamented portal has a two colored marble 
lancet entrance. A hexagon takes place in the middle of the 
dowel pattern formed by dark colored marble baguets on 
the spandrels, and triangles take place towards the corners. 
Cloutnails with geometrical patterns formed by the exten-
sion of the extremities of the star in the middle take place  
on the spandrels of the muqarnas basket ornament. Baguet 
dowels are on the spandrels of the basket ornament, as they 
are also on the spandrels of the main arch. A double dowel 
kerb surronds all these. One of these bands is geometrical 
pattern ornamented and the other is antisymmetric rumi 
patterned connection ornamented.  First a script kerb and 
then a geometrical patterned kerb surround this ornament 
from outside to inside.

The portal of the Ince Minaret Madrasa29 (literally Slender 
Minaret Madrasa) in Konya which is thought to be built in 
1265 has both a different arrangement and an intense floral 
ornament. The portal has a high niche with a Bursa style 
arch. The script kerb of celi thuluth surrounding the lancet 

arched entrance door proceeds upwards after interlacing 
into a circle on the lancet. Climbing over the Bursa arch, it 
passes on the semi-circle shaped rim which is aligned to the 
cornice and goes over itself again. It is seen that the upper 
side of the door is incomplete because the versicles on this 
kerb  have missing parts. On the spandrels of the Bursa arch, 
highly convex node motifs take place. A thin  kerb of rumi 
patterns surround this motif and this kerb comes to an end 
on the corner column. A tree of life motif is processed so 
convex that is almost three dimensional, on the spandrels 
of the Bursa arched niche. The fan shape below this motif 
is placed in a musenna way. A wider and rumi patterned 
musenna kerb surrounds these motifs on the corner. There 
are two pillars aligned to the corner pillar and above it there 
is a dowel pattern formed by a wide baguet with rumi pat-
terns filled on its floor. First a wide script kerb and then a 
rumi patterned kerb surrounds all these  from outside to in-
side. Outermost, three baguets form a knot in the alignment 
of the corner columns.

Twin Minaret Madrasa in Sivas30 which was built by the Il-
khanate Vizier Shams al-din Jovayni in 1271 is standing only 
by its front elevation. The portal which is a little protruding 
was combined with the lateral facades by rounding the edg-
es. There are floral patterns on the first of kerbs surronding 
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the portal which has a muqarnas basket ornamented niche. 
The main kerb after that consists of a kerb with muqarnas 
rows. On the next kerb, there is a pattern formed by full con-
nection rumis on a certain level. Circular polygons form the 
second composition on it. The spandrels of the basket orna-
ments and the slots of muqarnas are also decorated with 
rumi patterns. The window apertures on the lateral facades 
of the portal and frames of the niches are used as ornament 
areas. The ornaments on these are rumi patterned.

Burujiye Madrasa in Sivas which was built by Muzaffer Bu-
rujirdi in 1271 has a plan with a patio and four iwans.31 The 
whole surface of the portal which has a protruding muqarnas 
basket ornament, three kerbs surrounding it, the spandrels of 
the basket ornaments, surfaces of the cloutnails placed on the 
pillars and the panels are all ornamented with rumi patterns.

Gokmedrese (literally Sky Madrasa) in Sivas was built by the Vi-
zier Fakhr al-Din Ali (Sahib Ata) in 1271.32 The madrasa which 
was named after the light blue marble used on its portal has 
a plan with a patio and four iwans.The madrasa has a very 
rich frontal elevation with the support towers in the corners, 
the fountain on the left facade, the minarets on the sides of 
the portal and the windows on the elevations. The five kerbs 

surrounding the muqarnas basket ornamented entrance are 
each ornamented with a different rumi pattern. A different 
ornament is seen on the surface of the minarets on the sides. 
An octagram with baguets and large cap stones are seen in 
the sections separated by thick baguets. There is a large tree 
of life motif on the lowest point of the pedestal. Likewise the 
the frontal elevation, an arrangement with thick baguets are 
seen on the lateral facades of the pedestal, but the motif of 
tree of life is not used here. The frames of the window aper-
tures and the fountain on the lateral facades are also used as 
ornament areas. The ornament on the corner pillar forms a 
three dimensional look.

Since it doesn't have an inscription tablet, Twin Minaret Ma-
drasa in Erzurum is regarded it was built in 1270s as the most 
of the Anatolian Seljuk madrasas were built on that period.33 

The elevation of the rectangular planned two-storey madra-
sa with a patio and four iwans is in the north direction and 
symmetrical. The portal centering the elevation is protruding 
and monolithic with the minaret pedestals on its sides. There 
are tree of life motifs on the front and lateral facades of the 
minaret pedestals. Five kerbs surround the portal which has a 
deep niche with muqarnas basket ornament. The first of the 
kerbs from outside to inside is formed by dowel rumi patterns 
and cap stone motifs. The second one after this is the same 
as the second kerb surrounding the portal of Gokmedrese in 
Sivas. Patterns on the third and the fourth kerbs are repeated 
as well. The fifth kerb is the same as the pattern on the first 
one. This pattern formed by a narrower kerb looks different 
because deep carving technique is not used on.

Esrefoglu Mosque in Beysehir (1297) is repetitive of Gokme-
drese in Sivas in portal ornamenting except the first kerb. The 
difference comes only from the usage of ashlar instead of 
marble and the poor craftsmanship.

Yakutiye Madrasa in Erzurum was built in 1310 by Hodja 
Yakut on behalf of Sultan Gazan and Bolugan.34 The madrasa 
which has two minaret pedestals on the corners of the eleva-
tion where the protruding portal is on the west elevation has a 
plan with a covered courtyard and three iwans. The sequence 
of the kerbs surrounding the muqarnas basket ornament in 
an order from outside to inside consists the first kerb formed 
by an arrangement of muqarnas slots. The second kerb is a 
wide and rumi patterned rustication. The third kerb which is 
geometrical patterned is framed on both sides by a very thin 
semi-symmetrical connection rumi patterned kerb. This pat-
tern is a shrunk version of the pattern which is also in the first 
and the fifth kerbs of the Hatuniye Madrasa portal in Erzu-
rum. The fourth kerb is rumi patterned. The spandrels of the 
muqarnas basket ornament is empty. The surface of the arch 
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is ornamented only. The molding surfaces which separate the 
kerbs surrounding the portal are also used as ornament areas 
and ornamented intensely. The side surfaces of the protrusion 
of the portal is also used as two panels and no blank is left on.

The portal of Hatuniye Madrasa in Karaman35 which was built 
in 783/1383 by Nefise Sultan (Melek Hatun), the daughter of 
the Ottoman Sultan Murad the 1st and the wife of Alaeddin 
Bey of the Karamanid is a repetition of the kerbs surround-
ing the muqarnas basket ornament of the portals of Gokme-
drese in Sivas, Hatuniye (Twin Minaret) Madrasa in Erzurum 
and Esrefoglu Mosque in Beysehir. The outermost kerb here 
is the same as the one in Gokmedrese. The basket ornament 
and the spandrels are left empty.

Seljuk traditions were tried to maintain in the period of prin-
cipalities as in the example of Hatuniye Madrasa (1385) in 
Karaman, however different examples were produced in 
different principalities. The period of principalities set up a 
substructure for the monumental style of Ottoman arts by 
the architectural studies. As it is understood, the geometri-
cal patterned kerbs which were seen in the 12th century left 
their place to the rumi patterned kerbs in the 13th century 
and ornamental works increased. The usage of rumi motif 
continued in the subsequent Ottoman period. The progress 
took its final shape in the period of the Ottoman Sultan 
Suleiman the Magnificient.
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The coat of arms in Ottoman Empire, began 
to be used with Sultan, Kapıkulu (soldiers 
directly under the command of Sultan), 
Religious Order, Hearth, and then after 
Sultan Beyazid the Second it began to be 
used on Janissaries' middle badges. The 
first coat of arms in the Ottoman Empire 

in the Western style, is located in the upper left of 
the map prepared by carving boxwood tree and 
presented by Ibrahim Muteferrika to the Grand 
Vizier Ibrahim Pasha in 1720. The coat of arm 
in Ottoman Empire we know today began to 
take a shape during Sultan III. Mustafa's time, 
standard image of it registered by order of 

Written by: Elif Kubra YAZGAN / Translated by: Çağrı MENTEŞ

Seal with coat of arms

Reflecting all the elements of the state, the mysterious symmetric image of the Ottoman coat of arms where a combination 

of national and spiritual values takes place, has kept its secret due to the anatomical structure that presents a historical 

depth.  The folk adopted the coat of arms so much, so they engraved it not only in architecture, and official documents, 

but also on all necessary vehicles and equipment for the functioning of everyday life to show loyalty to the state.

Ottoman Coat of Arms
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Leather seal with coat of arms

Cigarette case with coat of arms

Sultan Abdulhamid-i Sani on April 17, 1882. Tugh-
ras, the personal signature of the 
previous sultans from that 
time, took the role of coat 
of arm at the same time 
which represents dynas-
ty and government. 

Symmetric mysterious 
image of Ottoman 
coat of arm which re-
flects all the elements 
of government and em-
braces national and spir-

itual features togeth-
er keeps its secret 
due to the anatomical 

structure that presents a historical depth. As a 
result of widespread use of it that any other 
coat of arms had such a chance and being 
internalized by folk, it is used not only gov-

ernment correspondence but also social and daily life. 

Tughra emerged from the sign that Oguz Han used 
who is one of Oguz Khans. Tughra as a word phrase 
has two meaning, the first meaning of it: big preda-
tory falcon whose two wings are open, tugrul bird. 
The other meaning of it: specific symbols which Otto-
man Sultans used instead of signature, augury, Nishan-
i Hâkânî which is derived from the word “tuğrağ”. 

In Anatolian dialect "ğ" is not used at the end of 
the word so it changes as tuğra over time. Tugrul 
Bey used the first tughra whose shape was beetle 
also used as a coat of arm by Kınık Clan and Seljuks 
used double-headed tugrul bird as tughra. Anatolian 
Seljuks’ curved tughras passed to Ayyubids, with a lit-

tle change reached to Mamluks. In Mamluks tughras 
whose vertical lines are intense are used instead of 
the ones which contain the names of monarch and 
his father in curved lines. Anatolian Seljuk Sultans’ 
names take place with double-headed tugrul bird in 
some epigraphs. Tughras are used on coins and cor-
respondence in Anatolian Seignories. "There is the 
oldest tughra image in seignories on Ishak Bey's, the 
son of Saruhan Bey,  silver coin dated (777H.1374G.)"1

Tughra in Ottoman Sultans
First tughra in Ottoman Empire is supposed to be-
longed Osman Gazi who established the empire at 
Söğut and its around. The oldest document with 
tughra belongs to Ottoman State takes place in 
Orhan Gazi's Çalıca Vakfiye2 (deed of a pious foun-
dation)  during Osman Gazi's lordship labeled as 
"Orhan Sultan" dated 700/10 May, 1301. After his 
father's death as the second Ottoman Sultan Orhan 
Gazi's tughra is changed as "Orhan bin Osman" in 
Mekece Vakfiye which is dated 20 Rebî’ul-evvel 724 

(17 March 1324). 

“Bin” is an Arabic origin word meaning 
“son”, this expression will also create basis 
for the next tughras. The only known docu-
ment of Sultan I. Murad with tughra takes 
place in a vakfiye dated 1366.  In this docu-
ment fringes which take place on the right 
of letter Elif passed to left. In addition, let-
ter nun in "Murad Bin Orhan" reaches over 
the first fringe from the right side forming 
sanjak, so egg section began to take a form 
slowly by slowly. In this sultan tughra, tughs' 
fringe and sanjak side fluctuate from east to 
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west. With Sultan I. Bayezid's tughra, the part on 
which "Han, Muzaffer, Muzaffer Daima, el Muzaffer 
Daima" etc. titles are written symbolize the throne 
of Ottoman Empire. "El muzaffer Daima" (Ever Vic-
torious) prayer also takes place with the name of the 
sultan. The tughra of Fatih Sultan Mehmed, who is 
the seventh sultan of Ottoman Empire, is important 
in terms of shape and esthetics to form the next 
tughras. Arms which take place in classic tughras 
are formed, nun letters' sanjak in "Ever Victorious 
Mehmed bin Murad Khan" word divide tughs, be-
ing parallel to left side arms part called as sword is 
formed. Tughs, sanjak, stand and arm parts which 
take place in classic tughras are united in Sultan 
II.Mehmet's signature, eggs which were inside of 
each other are moved away and took oval shape. 
Then, tughra began to take the shape of coat of 
arm. Around and inside of tughra is started to be 
decorated with a variety of motifs in Sultan II. Me-
hmed and Kanuni Sultan Suleyman's tughras. Arm 
part which had a slope shape until Sultan II. Mustafa 
is broken completely in this Sultan's tughra.

Masterpiece of Mustafa Rakım Efendi considered as callig-
raphy masterwork, Sultan II. Mahmud's tughra, is accepted 
as the top.  Near to stand part sultan's "Legal" pseudonym 
takes place on the arm part of the tughra. 

What makes tughra so successful are the different design 
of it with calligraphy masterpiece, even though every sul-
tans' imprint has identification with the help of their simi-
larity to the previous ones it give the feeling of continuity 
and stability. The content of tughra wasn't changed dur-
ing the reign of sultan. Due to the sultan’s tughras on the 
documents, records' average date can be guessed easily. 
Printing tughra was done by the people who are called 
as tevkî nişancı, tuğrakeş, tuğrâî, tuğranuvis and unauthor-
ized tughra can not be done. Nişancı had to know the 
laws of the State well, was in educated layer at the same 
time he was a member of Imperial council.

Tughra Consists of Four Parts:
The first section Sere (Tribune): is the text part where Sul-
tan's and his father's name and the prayer "Shah, Khan, 
the ever victorious" is written. 

Wood panel with coat of arms
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The Second Section Beyze (Oval): is the curved part oc-
curs in the left side while writing the Arabic letter "nun" 
in words like "son of and khan". Third Section Crests: 
"Alif" letter stretching over tughra, or sometimes pennant 
shaped bends without letter, and lovelock is called Tug-
lar (Crests). The fourth section Dagger: The parallel shape 
which continues to right side as a part of Beyze (oval) and 
seems like two lines is called arm. In some tughras Sultan's 
nickname (for Sultan Mahmud II “Adli”, for Sultan Abdul-
hamid II “El- Gazi”, for Sultan Mehmed V “Reşat”) is situ-
ated on the top right of tughra. 

All statements like Tevk-i Humayun, Tuğra-i Garra, Tuğrây-ı 
Garrây-ı Sami Mekân-ı Hâkanî, Tevk-i Ref-i, Tevk-i Ref-i 
Humâyun, Nişan-ı Humayun, Tuğrây-ı Meymun, Misal-i 
Meymun, Misal-i Humayun, Nişan-ı Şerif-i Âlişan-ı Sultanî, 
and Alamet-i Şerife which takes place in State correspond-
ence and documents are another sayings of tughra. Al-
though the tughra word drawn on the top of the docu-
ments goes back before Ottomans, it's famous shape and 
aestheitcs known worldwide has been developed and 
made perfect by Ottomans. The tughras is not only used 
on imperial decrees; it is also used on agreement papers, 
assignment letters, letters patents to make these papers 
official, and it is used intensively as a symbol of the dy-
nasty on money and stamps, books and records at the 
beginning, later on flags as emblems, social and military 
buildings, on architecture, fountains, stocks, hospices, war 
ships, population missives, mosques and palaces.

The tughras of the sultans who are in the reign were 
engraved on the seals and these seals called as "Muhr-
i Humâyun", "the Seal of the Imperial". The seals had at 
least four copies and these are given to viziers who stay 
in the border states for political reasons, to has odabasi, 
harem treasurer, and the sultan kept at least one for him-
self. The Seal of the Imperial consists of sultan's name, his 
tughra and some verses from Quran, and some prayers. 
Except this seal, another signet called "pençe" (claw) used 
instead of tughra on the documents in state affairs by 
Grand Vizier, the viziers in the states, the governors in star-
board and the seigneurs, the officials who is responsible 
for taxes, chief harem eunuch and foundation ministers 
in Mecca and Medina. Pençe (paw) had only one curve 
different from tughra. The number of the tughs and the 
place of the paw on the document vary according to the 
officer who uses it. If the document is written in the west-
ern languages, the paw is used in the left side to the begin-
ning.  The most important difference between the tughra 
and pençe is that the pençe (claw) has one curve, double 
curved oval is drawn only on tughras.

Emergence of Ottoman Coat of Arms
Coat-of-arms has started to be used by sultans, sultans’ 
household troops, religious orders, and military units. Af-
ter Sultan II.Bayezid’s period, it has started to be used by 
guild of janissaries.  In Western countries, coat of arms has 
mostly been used by kings, knights, rich families, and no-
bles. In spite of the usage of various symbols such as eagle, 

Carpet with coat of arms
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stars, arrows, bows, sun, rose, anchor, flower, moon and 
stars in realms, medals and flags in time; most important 
ones have stood out as usage of single and triple crescents 
in flags, sanjaks, and sultan’s signatures. 

Regarding western style of arms, first coat of arms in Ot-
toman Empire was used in a boxwood map presented 
to Grand Vizier Ibrahim Pasha by Ibrahim Muteferrika in 
1720. This arm was consisting of a crescent in an upward 
shield covered by 12 gun barrels, spears, flags, arrows, 

bows and horns in miscellaneous dimensions. During Sul-
tan III.Mustafa’s period, gleamy stars with the crescent-
star have been used on cannonballs and sanjaks, and in 
books published in Sultan III. Selim’s period such as Fenn-i 
Harp(Science of War), Fenn-i Lağım(Science of Draining), 
Fenn-i Muhasara (Science of Blockage), there has been 
pictures recalling Ottoman arm style. And again, during 
Sultan III.Selim’s period, a seal of imperial named “Muhr-i 
Humayun” was made by a British engraver, after 9 years 
of the coronation of Sultan in year of 1798. The oval seal 

Dynastic photo album with gold rococo job emblem
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in 1803. During Sultan II.Mahmud’s period, high-ranked 
military officials’ and low-ranked soldiers’ badges was 
consisting of crescent-star symbol, sun, crescent, marines’ 
badges was consisting  of measuring instruments, divid-
ers and anchors, and some of the military documents has 
had arm drawings on them consisting crescent-star sym-
bol. “The only example that symbolizes Ottoman Empire 
with separately usage of Sultan’s signature, the star and 
crescent, and coat of arm from one another in one theme, 
is a charter from Sultan II.Mahmud period. This charter is 
about 149.5 cm tall, and 52.5 cm wide, and it is written 
with a style called “divani”3 and in the days between 26th 
of February and 6th of March in 1838.” 

The common characteristics of these arms include fre-
quent usage of tools that shows the militarist side of the 
State, and the usage of Sultan’s signature, the star and 
crescent all together. Tanzimat Medal, designed by the 
Belgian engraver in 1851, is closer to the standard arm. 
Sultan’s signature on the top of the medal, 12-radiant 
shield below that, two books placed on top of each other, 
horn of plenitude, starboard, single and double-headed 
halberd, European style sword, bayonet rifles, three can-
non, armor and scales on the left side are tools that have 
not been used in previous arms, and these have brought 
a new aspect to this medal. 12-radiant star between two 
crescents stands in the middle of this charter.

Sultan’s tughra stands in the middle of the coat-of-arm 
used by Sultan Abdulmecid, and it is symmetrically sur-
rounded by militaristic symbols. Bosnian Medal printed as 
both gold and silver in 1850, has Sultan’s tughra located 
on one side, and the moon facing to the right and five 
pointed star on the other side. Legion medal was given to 
Sultan Abdulmecid by France, and afterwards British "Or-
der of the Garter" medal was given to Sultan Abdulmecid 
by the Queen Victoria of England in November 1, 1856. 
According to Order of the Garter tradition started by King 
III.Edward in 1346, the person or government awarded 
with an Order, need to remain the Order in Saint George 
Church in Windsor Palace, London. 

Since there has not been a standard coat of arm of Ot-
toman Empire up until then, Queen Victoria instructed 
an expert engraver named Prince Charles Young to pre-
pare an arm for Ottoman Empire in Istanbul. The expert 
starts to research with the help of an interpreter named 
Etyen Pizani, and the first draft including reign’s quilted 
turban, tughra, sanjak of the star and crescent, and crest 
is designed. This arm designed in 1 year, and approved by 
Sultan Abdulmecid is hung to the walls of Saint George 

is relatively bigger compared to other seals. While there is 
a crown mostly used by western countries in the upper 
part of a circle, lower part of the circle consists of a cres-
cent, a star of David, and Padishah’s signature.  However, 
the outside of the circle includes guns, drums, standards, 
banners, halberds, arrows, bows, spears and horns. In 
the medal of Vaka-i Mısriye issued in 1801, Sultan III.Se-
lim’s signature, and the star and crescent have been used. 
There is a coat of arm located in the upper right part of 
Sultan III.Selim’s portrait drawn by Konstantin Kapidagli 
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Church. During Sultan Abdulhamit-i Sani period, Ottoman 
coat-of-arm falls into its standard shape. Some tools and 
guns are added to the first draft, designed by Prince Charles 
Young, in 17 April, 1882; and the coat-of-arm of Ottoman 
Empire is then registered as a power and national indicator. 

Sultans after Abdulhamid, have also used Ottoman coat-
of-arms. Ottoman arm has been adopted by people very 
well, and they have not only engraved it on architectural and 
official documents, but they have also used it on daily life 
tools. These include desks, palace cars, uniforms, horse har-
nesses, photo albums, diplomas, cufflinks, boxes, tea sets, 
Canakkale trays, cutleries, saltshakers, peppershakers, belt 
buckles, cushions, artist tools, chain and normal watches, 
jewelry, musical instruments, silver niello works, and the 
works of Ottoman architecture.

Symbols on Ottoman Arm
Ottoman coat-of-arms have more than 30 symbols on it, 
including Sultan’s tughra, turbans, rifles, horn of plenitude, 
balances, flags and the Quran. 1. Sun: The reason of life, a 
symbol of the day and the light. 2. Tughra: Sultan II. Abdulha-
mid’s tughra called “El Gazi” stands at the top of arm. 3. Cres-
cent: ““El mustenidu bitevfikatir rabbaniye Abdulhamid Han 
melikkud Devletil Osmaniye” written in Arabic, meaning “the 
King of Ottoman Empire, trusting on Allah as his successor.” 
4. Quilted Turban: The turban on the coat-of-arms is a symbol 
of world dominion, representing the Ottoman throne and its 
founder Osman Gazi. 5. Shield: Located in the main elements 
of the coat-of-arms. The Empire is the center of the universe.   
6. Twelve stars: It has two meanings. It represents 12 Imams 
and the twelve stars or constellations of the Zodiac. 7. Caliphate 
banner: It’s a banner with a white crescent-star symbol on a 
green field representing the commitment of Islam.  8. Otto-
man banner: Ottoman banner is portrayed with a white cres-
cent-star figure on a red field. 9. Spear: the traditional weapon 
of the Turks. 10. Single-sided halberd: Ceremonial weapon. 
11. Double-sided halberd: Symbolically represents dervishes of 
religious order. 12. Hand-brimmed ceremonial sword: hand-
brimmed sword used by military officers in the ceremonies.  
13. Cannon: Symbolizes artillery quarries and cannons used 
during the conquest of Istanbul. 14. Swords: The Ottoman Ar-
my's main weapons are traditional Turkish swords. 15. Trum-
pets: the most important instruments of janissary band after 
percussion and it symbolizes war declaration. 16. Bayonet rifle: 
the main weapon of the Nizam-i Jadid army.  17. Bulk Pistol 
18. Six-fold mace and scepter: Six-fold mace symbolizes no-
bility and superiority, and scepter symbolizes knowledge and 
oversight.  19. Balance:  represents justice of Sultan and the 
state. 20. Quran (above): symbol of the Islamic Empire. Sultan 
is also Islamic caliph. 21. Lawbook (bottom): represents the 

Hadith and the written laws. 22. Horn of plenitude represents 
plenitude and fertility in the Ottoman Empire.  23. Anchor: 
represents seamanship and navy.  24. Trumpet.  25. Tirkesh  
26. The torches: represents education and the brightness.  
27. Bows and arrows: the national weapon of the Turks. 28. 
Cannonballs. 29. Plant motifs: forms the bottom of the Ot-
toman arm, 5 of Ottoman medals are hanged. 30. Medal of 
Compassion: Given by the Sultan Abdul Hamid in 1878 to 
women who has served outstanding in war, natural disasters. 
31. Nishan-i Osmani: Given by Sultan Abdul Aziz in 1862 for 
those who achieved outstanding success in government serv-
ices. 32. Nishan-i Iftikhar: given to the senior government of-
ficials and soldiers of Sultan Abdulmecid’s period. 33. Nishan-i 
Majid: Given by Sultan Abdulmecid to troops have withstood 
in the wars in 1851. 34. Nishan-i Great Concession: Given by 
Sultan Abdulhamid in 1851, to scholars, teachers and ulama 
class for their outstanding contribution to the Empire. Placing 
the Ottoman coat-of-arms on their products, Western traders 
were able to trade easily. In this way, even a product from a 
country out of favor with the Ottoman people could be mar-
keted without any hindrance. Sultans after II.Abdulhamid, has 
used their own arms changing the standard Ottoman arm. 
With the foundation of the Republic of Turkey, the coat-of-
arm ended to be used as state’s emblem. After the Turkish 
flag regulation in 1937, the State is represented by the Turkish 
flag with star and crescent inside. 

FOOTNOTES: 1) Ismail Hakkı UZUNÇARŞILI, Tuğra ve Pençeler, Belleten, Volume 
5, issue 17-18 page 101 2. Hakan YILMAZ, Tarihten Sayfalar, Hakikat Publications, 
October 2009, ISSUE 193 3. Kemal ÖZDEMIR, Osmanlı Arması, Dönence Printing 
and Publishing Services, Istanbul 1977, page 83 SOURCES 1.Edhem ELDEM, Ar-
ma-i Osmanî, Toplumsal Tarih, Issue 192, December 2009 2.Edhem ELDEM, Iftihar 
ve Imtiyaz: Osmanlı Nişan ve Madalyalar Tarihi, Ottoman Bank Archive and Serach 
Center, Istanbul, 2004 2. Kemal ÖZDEMIR, Osmanlı Arması, Dönence Printing and 
Publishing Services, Istanbul 1977 3.Mehmet Zeki KUŞOĞLU, Osmanlı Arması “Uç 
Padişah Bir Arma”, President of IBB Cultural and Social Services 4. Ismail Hakkı 
UZUNÇARŞILI, Tuğra ve Pençeler, Belleten, Volume 5, issue 17-18 5. Mustafa Uğur 
DERMAN, Tuğralarda Estetik, Ilgi Magazine, Issue 33 6. Suha UMUR, Osmanlı 
Padişah Tuğraları, Cem Publications,, Istanbul 2011 7. Hakan YILMAZ, Tarihten 
Sayfalar, Hakikat Publications, October 2009, SAYI 193 8. Selman CAN, Bilinmey-
en Aktörleri ve Olayları ile Son Dönem Osmanlı Mimarisi.
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Written by: Hafize ERGENE / Translated by: Emre ÖZCAN

Towards the end of the Ottoman Empire, the Empire from within the dilemmas between East and 

West, Osman Hamdi was shaped of a period. The fields of art and archeology, which has a period 

of firsts performed by Osman Hamdi Bey, Turkey's first archaeologist, The first painter, the first 

Şehremini Istanbul, Kadikoy, Istanbul Archaeological Museum and the founder of Mimar Sinan 

Fine Arts University, an Ottoman intelectual. Osman Hamdi was the man of firsts, two works of the 

Western lands condemned to solitude, "Mosque Door" and "Excavations at Nippur," Turks and 

art lovers curators of Pennsylvania Universitesity Prof. Renata Holod and Prof. Robert Ousterhout 

charged by “Osman Hamdi and Americans" met, then one hundred years of separation.

Statement Of Osman Hamdi Bey's 
Two Firsts and Loneliness
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Pera Museum, art lovers from memory, "The Tor-

toise Trainer" Osman Hamdi Bey's engraved with the 

table reveals very different aspects of an exhibition 

hosted. Archaeology, Diplomacy, Art at the exhibi-

tion, the works exhibited in various collections, and 

many took part in the first time.

Exhibition in Pera Art Lovers: University of Pennsyl-

vania Museum, Boston Fine Arts Museum, the Alte 

Nationalgalerie in Berlin, Istanbul Archaeological 

Museum, Istanbul Painting and Sculpture Museum 

and private collections compiled in the 19th century 

archaeological photographs and drawings, letters, 

official documents, books, travel diaries, including 

the Sumerian tablets containing the oldest known 

medical text on display for the first time and saw 

pictures of Osman Hamdi Bey.

The exhibition, as well as archeology and museum 

director Osman Hamdi Bey's painting testify in his 

career, the Ottoman Empire and America's academ-

ic, archaeological and diplomatic relations was im-

portant in guiding.

Osman Hamdi Bey and History, "Firsts"

Before discussing the art exhibition in Pera, which is 

the subject of Osman Hamdi Bey in the exhibition, 

is worth recognizing, Born in Istanbul in 1842 and 

started school in 1856, Justice Minister of Education-

i Ibrahim Adham Osman Hamdi Bey's father, wanted 

their children abroad to take charge. One of the first 

mining engineers in 1877, the Grand Vizier Ibrahim 

Adnam Bey-which itself has risen up to, Therefore, 

Hamdi Osman, sent to Paris to study law to take, but 

he, instead of studying law in Paris and throughout 

the life of painter failed to silence the passion and 

who choose to art education is connected.

Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris, Jean-Leon Gerome 

and Boulanger, the famous Orientalist painters who 

studied painting by Osman Hamdi, image with the 

same period, state support for him and later to 

Paris to study with Sugar Ahmet Pasha and Sulei-

man Seyyid' Constitute the first generation of Turk-

ish painting, Thus, Osman Hamdi Bey in many areas 

mentioned along with the name of the "first" being 

the first step.

Behind the education ın Paris, Osman Hamdi's father 

voluntarily returned to the Ottoman Empire, Bagh-

dad Province Foreign Affairs Office, Deputy palace 

protocol, first Şehremini Kadikoy (the Mayor) served 

as, Osman Hamdi Bey, the Ottoman-Greek War, 

then separated from Civil Service, In 1881, Sultan I. 

'Museum-i Humayun' Abduhamid himself with the 

demand (Empire Museum) 'Director' as assigned. 

Brought to a museum in the Ottoman Empire, "the 

first director of the Ottoman origin" of the title of 

Osman Hamdi Bey, giving the right to, Wherein the 

task, while, Sultan I. Abdulhamid, Turkey's first fine 

arts school designated by the director of the School 

of Fine Arts.

There Has His Signature of Art University in 

Turkey’s First And Only

8 people in the building opposite the doors of the 

Museum of Archaeology at the first faculty and 21 

students of the School of education building opened 

pay-roll, Osman Hamdi Bey, Architect designed with 

Valloury. Osman Hamdi Bey, after creating the aca-

demic staff, school opened in 1883 to study, Today, 

the university named Mimar Sinan University of Fine 

Arts, continues to pursue the fate of Osman Hamdi's 

full of firsts. The university is still entitled to be the 

first and only university of fine arts.

Both the university, both together successfully carry-

ing out a task of museum-Osman Hamdi Humayuni, 

the one belonging to this land, have gone to great 

lengths to keep these lands, With this in mind, as 

soon as Imperial Museum director brought his first 

action, has been preparing a regulation that pre-

vents removal of historical artifacts. Osman Hamdi, 

historical monuments in the Ottoman lands, With 

Asar-ı Atika Regulation, to prevent the smuggling of 

Western countries. During the museum director, The 

first Turkish archaeological excavations was started.

at mount Nemrut, Sidon and lagina the archaeologi-

cal excavations were performed and adopted the 

most important excavations in Sidon (Sidon, Leba-

non) during the excavation, With worldwide signifi-

cance, way of  Osman Hamdi, who is appeared of 

day light of Alexander Lahit  after a period, has been 

connected with Herman Vollrath Hilprecht and Prof. 

John Henry Heynes. 
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Father of American Archaeology Photography

Archeology in America begins with the Ottomans 

established for this purpose and the Archaeological 

Institute of America to make the first excavations at 

Assos On behalf of the Ottoman Empire from Osman 

Hamdi Accordance with the Asar-ı Atika Regulation, 

received the necessary permissions And Asos excava-

tion began in 1881-83..

Together with this excavation, Osman Hamdi has car-

ried out many firsts, Father of the American Archaeo-

logical photography was accepted as a Heynes and 

'as an archaeological Columbus was accepted  means  

of Asur scientist Hilprecht the cradle of civilizations, 

the fertile lands of Anatolia who have worked togeth-

er. The meeting, disclosure, many historic buildings, 

Illuminates the history of many civilizations lived on 

Anatolia was provided.

Today with Suna-Inan Kirac Foundation Pera Museum 

organized in collaboration and the University of Penn-

sylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. 

Hamdi Osman, and the Americans have been inspired 

by the preparation of the Exhibition.

Reflection of Intersecting Three Life 

Held at the Pera Museum, "by Osman Hamdi Bey and 

the Americans: Art, Archaeology and Diplomacy "ex-

hibition, diplomatic documents, along with a request 

from the archaeological excavations began in this 

country historical artifacts that may arise as a result 

of excavation  and very important tables of Osman 

Hamdi bringing together were  shed light on an era.

Archaeologist, artist and museum exhibitions that 

reveal aspects of Osman Hamdi Bey. 19. Century ar-

chaeological photographs and drawings, diplomatic 

letters, travel diaries and archaeological finds, has 

been delegated in. Let’s remind among them in-

volved in  tablets of the Sumerians. With these tab-

lets, reached a very important information related to 

the Sumerian language and life.

The exhibition was presented by Osman Hamdi Bey, 

known and unknown paintings to art lovers.tables of 

osman hamdi which have never exhibited in turkey, 

which are named as cami önunde and nippur excava-

tions of two tables At the beginning of what makes 

art in his homeland for the first time in the exhibition 

comes from meeting.

Patiently waiting for a big day for years, these paint-

ings will be exhibited, Osmanlısı the period beginning 

with Osman Hamdi about the Ottoman Empire as 

well as giving information about the archaeological  

prepared thanks to this exhibition history, art, ex-

pressed came from witnesses excavations.

We have to say that these two interesting tables which 

are exhibited in Turkey  has quite interesting story, accord-

ing to historical document, Osman Hamdi, made two 

tables to exhibite prepareted  in Chicago in 1893, name 

of the "Mosque Door and Woman in Tomb".. Both two 

tables  sent in Berlin in 1891 and in Paris in 1892 before 

America which will be prepared of exhibition. 

"Mosque Door" Fate of Table 

Hundred Years of Solitude

While Pictures were exhibited in Paris, The French 

authorities of antiquities, each type of archaeological 
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Osman Hamdi Bey "Cami Önunde" tablosu (Tableau called "In Front of the Mosque") (1891). 

Oil painting on a canvas. 208 x 110 cm. from the Archives of the Archeology and Anthropo-

logy Museum at Pennsylvania University.
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excavations in the Ottoman Empire that controls ma-

terial removal outside the country, to get support of 

Osman Hamdi and  an Important Artifacts  of Osman 

Hamdi from the Louvre Museum in Iraq, handing over 

in a Sumerian ören  as an expression of their grati-

tude, the table named’’ Women in the shrine, "pur-

chased by, in that way, Osman Hamdi Bey's "Door of 

the Mosque" by the loneliness of the table will last 

for a century have begun.

Waiting for two works of Osman Hamdi, however, 

faced with one of the exhibition in the United States 

authorities, for various reasons, "Door of the Mosque," 

the table has decided to exhibit the general reception 

hall is not open to visitors, that is the fate of the table 

in the United States continued to loneliness.

Extraordinary" The Sad Story of The Table

The table in the lucky minority who admire and "ex-

traordinary" describes as the "Door of the Mosque," 

from a table named, governing excavations at Nippur, 

and this time met with Osman Hamdi Bey is known 

that John Punnett Peters mentions with admiration. 

Peters, published in Century Illustrated Magazine, 'An 

Art Impetus in Turkey' article entitled, spoke with ad-

miration about the table, Peters, also addressed the 

issue of an article will be taken the table purchased 

by the University of Pennsylvania, After the World Co-

lumbian Exposition closed in October 1893, table is 

now missing.

About the existence of the table, a black and white 

image taken after the completion of another, there 

is no evidence for many years in a single, The art 

detective on the result of historical documents were 

showing door of the Mosque "is a table all alone 

and lost. in 2007, The archives of the University of 

Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthro-

pology at the table until determination of identifica-

tion was lost, it was alone Osman until Hamdi Bey 

and the Americans exhibition in 2007, Today, "Door 

of the Mosque", a historical document that reveals 

the cultural structure of the Ottoman Empire as re-

alistic and as a table away from the point of view of 

classical orientalist solved. Osman Hamdi has deter-

mined the of woman in  his mind has been pictured 

like o contemporary value out of harem, also in this 

pictures Osman Hamdi both man and woman have 

put together so this has commented that Orientalist 

outlook newly composed destruction.

 Osman Hamdi Bey "Nippur Kazıları" tablosu. (Tableau called "the Nippur Excavations" Oil painting on a canvas. 1903. 134 x 180 cm. From the archives of the Archeology and Anthropology Museum at Pennsylvania University.



Osman Hamdi Bey "Âb-ı Hayat Çeşmesi"  (Tableau called "the Living Water Fountain" 1904. Oil painting on a canvas. 200 x 151 cm. The Alte National Galerie Collection, Berlin
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Nippur Excavations Tablo

Nippur excavation was the first meeting  second 

work of Osman Hamdi table with art lovers  in  Os-

man Bey and Americans exhibition in Turkey. Os-

man Hamdi made an aircraft using  the pictures of 

John Heynes in excavation areas ,appearing story 

of the nippur temple. He made some differences 

while transferring from pictures to tablo,for in-

stance although he doesn’t take herman wollrath 

hilprecht to the excavation area who is charged  

with his doughter, he symbolized him on the head 

of excavation. 

Nippuk  Excavation area where found more than 20 

thousand  of tablet, nearly 500 items vase and con-

struction remains before sargon era around palace  

Osman Hamdi have never seen as hilprect  either, 

it has never known that Osman Hamdi  took pic-

tures of that place he has not gone ın before but, in 

the light of historical document such as diplomatic  

ıntersactions and letters, this uncertainty has light-

ened some more.

Missing Fate of Nippur Excavation

This table has a sad story as the door of mosque, as 

understand as  Osman Hamdi and herman vollrath 

hılprecht  communation, Pennsylvania unıversity 

want a tablo from Osman Hamdi to exhıbıte, voll-

rath hılprecht send a some photograph of excava-

tion areas to be taken by himself  before  in order  

to describe of them  but, Tablets removed in Nip-

pur publish misleading manner, findings that self-

allocation of some and  ın stead of nothıng explore 

hımself some including he claim to do so, at the 

result of these type of accusations, has dismissed 

from receipt. Nippur "table, just as" Door of the 

Mosque "table,  has been convicted of a lost faith.

This table of Osman Hamdi, has been made exhib-

ited for  the internatıonal society due to the accu-

sation of hılprect, wife of  hilprect has missed to 

abroad, in Germany, jena and it has protected by 

hilprech family was Donated to the University of 

Pennsylvania

Located in the province of the Ottoman Empire in 

Iraq, a Mesopotamian ören, area subject to exca-

vation conducted in conjunction with the United 

States in this table, how it's done in that period 

of archaeological excavations has been given all 

the details which were  taken place in pictures be-

tween 1893 and 1896. At the third period of ex-

cavation we can find all the historical impressions 

table, 1948 and 2000 has remain in university ar-

chive, after approximately a hundred years later has 

been appeared on a day light, on the last quar-

ter of 2011. Tablo, thanks to exhibition arranged 

by suna and Inan Kırac foundation in Istanbul has 

been catched the attraction itself.

Gathering of A Hidden Witnesses of A Period

Curation Made  Prof. Renata Holod ve Prof. Robert 

Ousterhout by Pennsylvania University, exhibition 

has come together the witnesses of the history and 

has shown an important period to the visitors both 

America and Ottoman Prepared in cooperation be-

tween countries, cultural and artistic exhibitions, 

Ottoman era and America, how diplomatic rela-

tions during the archaeological excavations carried 

out, how to do archaeological excavations were 

lighting as to photographs, official correspondence 

and letters. 

Osman Hamdi has lived wıth alove of tablo until 

1920, which the time of his dead was a very fem-

ous personality and an Ottoman intelectual. He 

included everything  belong to Ottoman culture 

with in all details and reflected his tablos. He was 

a famous painter not only in Turkiye, but also all 

over the world. Osman Hamdi and Americans: In 

the archelogy diplomacy and art who is the first 

representative of figurative picture of  Ottoman 

and western  style as the door of mosque and Nip-

pur excavations  were shown. Moreever, a  scenere 

of Gebze, (1881), life fountain (1904), the most fa-

mous work of Osman Hamdi "Kaplumbaga Terbi-

yecisi" with a small changing of it’’ was exhebited 

in 1907. "Cingenenin Mollasi, Pusuda Zeybek and 

Zeybeklerin Olumu of Osman Hamdi" some impor-

tant works have unknown where there are.



Word has it that when the first human being Adem was created, his already created soul 

refused to enter its body cage.  When Cebrail heard this, he began to blow the ‘ram ney’. 

The enraptured spirit agreed to enter the body with the moaning of the ney.  While the 

ney makes the soul enter the body in ecstasy, it can also release souls from the skin cage 

in the same ecstasy.  The only requirement is ‘Bişnev!’ that is ‘Listen with full heart!’ 

Thus, we listen to the adventure of  ‘ney’ from the master ‘neyzen’ Dr. Suleyman Erguner.

Breath That Releases Spirit 
from its Cage; Nây-ı Şerif

The reed flute ney is ‘nay’ in Persian, and it means ‘nothing’. 
Simply, ney represents the ‘perfect man’. Perfect man doesn’t 

have any worldly ambitions; he wants to reach God and 
God’s ultimate grace. Ney moans with the same desire. 

Ney realizes an ancient civilization based on this philos-
ophy. An old phrase used for ney is ‘Nây-ı Şerif’ which 

means ‘sacred nay’ in English.

Humankind can understand the veracity of life 
more easily through symbols. Ney is one of those 
symbols and it serves as a means to his endeav-
or. Word has it that Prophet Mohammed tells 
Caliph Ali some of the secrets of his ascent to 
heaven. Although, Ali keeps the secrets for 

a long time, he can’t endure the heaviness 
of the secrets any more and takes a well 
into his confidence. Stones around the 
dry well become a reed bed. The first 
reed arises from that march.

The first known ney, dates to 3000 
years before Christ in Mesopotamia 
between the Euphrates and the Ti-
gris by Sumerians. It is displayed in 
Philadelphia University Museum, in 
the USA. Ney, a universal instrument, 
was given sanctity by the Muslim 
Turks when brought to Anatolia from 
Central Asia. Considering a paral-
lel between their lives and the ney, 
they gave a mystic idea to it. All other 
instruments are ‘played’, but ney is 
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‘blown’. Since God has blown his own Soul only into 
mankind, since that moment, mankind is endeavoring 
to find and reach and merge the owner of that blow 
so as to extinguish in it. Just as the mankind’s search, 
ney is also searching the reed field it has been cut off, 
burning inside with despair and is ‘blown’ by a human 
being sharing the same grief.

Ney Passing from Hand to Hand
Grandfather, Suleyman Erguner, was a ney player 
'neyzen', who served Istanbul Radio and different en-
sembles. He strived to revitalize ney and the Sufi Mu-
sic… He was a master who was followed by Ulvi Er-
guner, Niyazi Sayın, Ahmet Yakuboğlu, Selami Bertuğ, 
Nevzad Atlığ, Alaeddin Yavaşça, Ercumend Berker 
and many more musicians… Father, Ulvi Erguner…  

He practiced music with Halil Can, Nuri Halil Poyraz, 
Ilyas Tonguç, Fahri Kopuz, Hulusi Gökmenli, Saded-
din Heper. He was heard in TRT Istanbul and Ankara 
Radio programs. He was the head of Turkish Classical 
and Folklore Music groups. He was a master of ney…  
And Grandson Suleyman Erguner… He was born in a 
house where music was played and practiced. Since 
his grandfather and father were neyzens, he was in-
troduced to ney as soon as he was born. When he 
was five years old, he blew his father’s neys and start-
ed to be trained by his father. When he was sixteen, 
he participated the Mevlevi Sema (The execution of 
religious text with music and with enthusiastic dance 

by the whirling dervishes) at Istanbul Topkapı Sport and 
Exhibition Centre. At seventeen, he joined the com-
memorative Mevlana ceremony in Konya. He executed 
Bestenigar Mevlevi Mass by Ismail Dede Efendi. 

As he is continuing to follow the Erguners tradition 
of being a neyzen, he is also producing neys. At his 
workshop in Çamlıca, we talked with Mr. Erguner 
about the adventure of ney which start from the reed 
field and end in a musical instrument in the hands 
and lips of the neyzen.

The First Stop Hatay Samandağ 
He started to produce ney in 1975. He says, “For a per-
fect ney, the reed should be from Hatay, Samandağ. 
Samandağ’s water and weather is good for the soil 

of reed.” By these words he emphasizes the qual-
ity of Hatay reed. “There’s reed in Aegean Region, 
even in Marseille, but the reed of those areas isn’t 
quite good.”  He has a lot of reeds, stocked neatly in 
his workshop. These are the reeds that are left from 
the 25 reeds he had chosen out of the 500 that he 
had ordered from Samandağ last Ramadan. He had 
thrown away the 16 that he eliminated out of the 25 
when coming to Istanbul. This shows the amount of 
attention he gives to his work.

Time is also important for the reed as well as place. If 
they aren’t cut off at the proper time, they may not 
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be good neys even if they have very good nodes. “Reeds 

should be cut off right before December. If they are cut off 

earlier, they will be soft. And, they should not be cut off at 

the level of root, but at a little bit higher level in order to get 

another reed from that root next year. If the reed is cut off 

at an inappropriate level, the reed won’t be a ney even if 

it could have been a ney.” With these words, Erguner de-

scribes the journey of a reed towards becoming a ney. 

Perfection Hidden in Details
Reed is like corn. Firstly, after it has been cut off, it is stripped 

out of its green. Reed is cut to approximately 4 m. length. 

By examining its nodes it is decided on what type of ney 

it will become. And according to the decided type, reed is 

cut off again according to the template. “Not every reed is 

straight as an ‘elif’ (the first letter in Arabic language which 

is written as an “I” in English). If there is a curvature, reed 

is heated at a very low heat, corrected with waxed cloth 

as if rolling out dough and let to be dried”, says Erguner 

showing the key point. They say perfection is hidden in the 

details. According to this aphorism, he pays delicate atten-

tion to even the smallest detail of his work.

The reed is dried and has the ultimate form in approxi-

mately one week. It is cleared off its outgrowths, and its 

length is the desired length. Now, we have in our hands a 

ney-to be-ney in proper size. With a long stick called ‘eğe’, 

we clear the inside of the ney. Yet, the top node called 

the throat node is not totally opened. Just like the human 

throat opening… He is talking while he is clearing the in-

side of the ney with a stick. “There are similarities between 

ney and a human being. A human being is a reed who 
hands himself in to a master who then clears him off his 
residues. If the human being insists on his residues, he is 
like many other reeds in the reed field. Another similarity 
is that there are nine nodes in a ney, the same number of 
nodes in a human trachea.”

After the inside is cleared with a rod, it is smoothed with 
sand paper, but without making it too smooth. This is the 
preliminary ney which gives the key note even before the 
frets are opened.

“Reed after all these processes gives the key note even 
if it’s a closed tube. The frets are marked according to 
the template.” After he said this, he marked frets on the 
nodes of the ney as rast, kurdi, segah, çargah, hicaz, neva 
respectively. (These are traditional Turkish tunes.) Accord-
ing to him, each type of ney has a special fret system. So 
to make things easier, these frets are carved according to 
a template. Today, machines are used for the carving. But, 
Erguner says this process is different for him. “If desired, 
the opening of the frets can be done by machines. Today, 
it is usually done so. I use the same carving device that my 
deceased father Ulvi Erguner had used. The name of the 
carving device is ‘Ulvi’ as well.” 

“After the frets are carved, all the roughness and protru-
sion is cleared with a sand paper. Each ney has six front 
frets and one back fret, a total of seven frets. The front frets 
are fixed. They are carved according to a proper calibra-
tion. But, the opening of the back fret is up to the master’s 
decision.”  Erguner says he does not open the back fret 
immediately; he does it according to the hand size of the 
very person who will blow the ney. 

“I don’t open the back fret as I open the front frets. The 
calibration depends on the size of the hand of the player. 
I observe the ney student. I notice the most comfortable 
place that he blows the sound. Does he blow on his right, 
or on his left? I carve the frets, after I find this out. Most 
people blow neys which are not cut according to their 
hands. There are times that one may blow three times 
more qualified sound than before, after I say ‘switch the 
hand’. One can attend ney courses for three years, but will 
scarcely be able to play a hymn since he or she isn’t using 
the right ney for his hand.”

The Bracelet That Anatolian Aesthetics Put on Ney
After the back fret has been opened, we can say that the 
reed becomes ney. Even in Iran, in Saudi Arabia and in 
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many more countries, the reed has become ney at this 
stage and there will be no further processes. But, Turkish 
culture and aesthetics add a piece called ‘parazvane’ to 
ney. Actually parazvane is made up of two pieces, two 
bracelets added to each end of the ney. The parazvane 
has function in addition to its aesthetic appeal. It protects 
the ney from cracking and from shocks. It is especially pre-
ferred in Anatolia. It’s sure that Suleyman Erguner was us-
ing the most aesthetic parazvane.

He says, “I used to make the parazvane myself, but now 
my friend who makes ‘başpare’ makes them.” Then he 
starts to tell about the importance of parazvane and how 
they are made. “A metallic ribbon is joined by a thin layer 
of weld and polished lightly. I use silver, usually German 
silver. Or, I buy silver from Grand Bazaar. Silver is used in 
sections in touch with the mouth, so what’s the difference 
from a spoon? Some people use brass or even plastics, 
but it isn’t nice in visual terms and it doesn’t leave a good 
taste in the mouth.”

The Favorite Part of Ney is Başpare
Parazvane is not the only addition that Anatolian aes-
thetics concerns have added to ney. Another accessory 
not found in any other country, but Turkiye is Başpare. 
“I use ‘başpare’s made of water buffalo horns, both on 
my own neys and on the neys I’ve made for my stu-
dents. Why water buffalos? Because the most aesthetic 
and the most qualified ones are made of them. I have a 
handyman Bulent Usta in kapalıçarşı (closed bazaar), who 
makes my ‘başpare’s. My father Ulvi Erguner taught him 
how to make them.” Suleyman Erguder approaches this 
craftsmanship with a different point of view: “My father 
knew well how to make başpare, but to know something 
doesn’t mean that it has to be your profession. Another 
thing is that making ‘başpare’s is a very difficult job. Wa-
ter buffalo horn is much harder even harder than marble. 
Two knives are worn out while making out the form of 
başpare. Many people make their living by this job, so I 
don’t have to do everything by myself. I’m concerned with 
only the reed, I’m fond of it.”

As Ney Is Blown, It Is Burnt; As It Is Burnt, It Gets Mature.
When the başpare is implemented, ney is now ready to be 
blown. As it is blown it is burnt. As it is blown, it becomes 
a little darker, a maturity in the ney is observed. “Neys 
from especially Hatay region burn as they are blown and 
they give out a deeper and a more mature sound.” says 
Suleyman Erguner and shows us two of his trust neys. 
One of them belongs to Kazasker (a military judge) Mus-

tafa Izzet Efendi. It has passed from hand to hand for one 
hundred fifty years, and we wonder whose breaths it has 
witnessed. On one of its nodes, it is inscribed: “Ya Hazreti 
Mevlana” (Oh, mighty Mevlana). The other ney belongs 
to grandfather Suleyman Erguner. It has passed on to the 
father Ulvi Erguner, and from him, to the grandson Suley-
man Erguder... He blows a piece for us. He blows as if 
he is blowing the ancient Kazasker’s breath. We wonder 
how these neys have stayed so intact after so much time 
has passed through them. He invites us beside the pool of 
almond oil at one part of his workshop and keeps telling.

Mutual Service Praised
“In order to have a long life, the ney wants to be served 
because it serves human being”, says he and continues, 
“For their maintenance, almond oil is used.” When the 
time for their maintenance comes, I put them in this pool 
and let them stay there one or two days. When I take them 
out of the pool, I put them perpendicularly in a container. I 
put them in oil once a month in summer because they get 
dried up more quickly in hot weather. If they get dried up, 
they get cracks. But, you shouldn’t keep them too long in 
oil because they should not absorb the oil too much.

He is continuing to perform music with self-produced 
handmade neys, accompanied by his students at his 
workshop at Çamlıca. He is not satisfied with only this 
occupation, He is continuing the ney performances on 
Tuesdays, an inheritance from his grandfather. There is no 
exaggeration in saying that he is ‘opening’ the ney with 
one hand, and he is blowing ney, with the other.
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The Ahmediye Complex: 
A Momento from the Tulip Era in Uskudar
Written by: Ibrahim ÖZTURKÇU / Translated by: Hande KEYKUBAT

Built in 1721-1722 (1134 according to the Muslim Calendar) by 
Mehmed Ağa, the chief architect of the Tulip Era, at the order of 
Ahmed Ağa, who was the Navy Yard Fiduciary, The Ahmediye 
College is considered to be an important complex which represents 
the period between 1703 and 1730, that is called the Tulip Era in 
the Ottoman Architecture and the culture history, as well as the 
transition  to the westernisation period after the classical period. 
Being a comprehensive and middle scale college, the Ahmediye 
College consists of a mosque, a madrasah, (Religious school) a 
classroom, a library, a water serving building and a fountain. By the 
way it was built and by its characteristics, the 
college is considered to adhere to the general 
characteristics of the classical Ottoman architecture.
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Uskudar From the Past to the Present
Having been called Dersaadet, (the door to happiness) Istanbul 
was divided into 4 administrative districts until the middle of 19th 
century. One of these districts was Suriçi, a district which was 
governed by the judge of Istanbul, and which was considered 
to be the centre of the entire metropole. Galata, Uskudar and 
Eyup, all of which together are called “Bilâd-ı Selâse”, were the 
counties of this large district. Among all these counties which 
were governed by judges, Uskudar, beyond doubt, is the most 
important one when it comes to representing the Anatolian-
ness, as well as the Muslim Turk identity.

Uskudar, which represents the Anatolian identity, as well as the 
Islamic Turkish traditions, is located at the Asian entrence of the 
Bosphorus. After being conquered by Orhan Gazi in 1352, she 
began to welcome the Muslim population  from the other parts 
of Anatolia. Having begun spreading inwards from the coastline 
from then on, Uskudar gained her historical identity long be-
fore the conquest of Istanbul. The historical Uskudar used to be 
located between Salacak and Paşalimanı. Over the time, how-
ever, she has grown and spread, like all the counties of Istanbul. 
Suffice it here to say, in my opinion, in order to emphasize the 
importance of Uskudar for both Istanbul and the history, that in 
addition to the Mihrimah Sultan Mosque, which was built after 
the name of Suleyman the Magnificent’s daughter Mihrimah 
Sultan, the Master architect Mimar Sinan built 34 other glori-
ous structures in this beautiful county, beginning from 1547. No 
other county in Istanbul has so many Works built by this great 
Architect.1

The Architectural Characteristics Of The Ahmediye 
College And Its Auxiliary Buildings
One of the important structures which were built by Mimar 
Sinan in the light of the architectural characteristics of the 
Tulip Era (1703-1730), is the Ahmediye College, which has 
preserved its architectural identity up to day. This historical 
college is located in the Ahmediye district of Uskudar, on 
Gundoğumu Avenue, (The Ahmediye Avenue by the old 
name) on the corner which connects the avenue to Esvapçı 
Street, and it has 2 yard Gates leading both to the avenue, 
and to the street. Due to the slope, the hewn Stone gate on 
the street which doesn’t have epigraph opens to a starecase 
that leads to the yard. Being an arched marble gate embroi-
dered with relief flowers and lacework, however, the gate 
on Gundoğumu Avenue is a work of art in and of itself. The 
aforementioned rare and precious flower reliefs which can 
be observed quite frequently on the Works made during the 
Tulip Era, and the more beautiful samples of which we can 
see on the Square fountain of Ahmet the 3rd in Uskudar, 
fascinate the visitors, preparing them to discover this master-
piece. This work of art is a momento of the Tulip Era gifted 
to Uskudar with its relief flower embroideries, laced archs, 
roselike flower motives and relief cypresses, in short, with the 
most glorious examples of the Turkish art in the 18th century. 
It consists of a mosque, a madrasah, a library, a water serving 
building and 2 fountains. Owing to its location, it also has a 
great importance in contributing to determine the city struc-
ture, which is another feature that makes it special. Located 
on a route which was considered important until the first half 
of the 18th century, the Ahmediye District begins from the 
Uskudar Pier, located on a route that connects the bazar road 
to the tomb of Karacaahmet, (an important religious figure 
in Islam), and the Ibrahimağa Road to the old Bagdad Road.

The Architectural Plan Of The College Is As Follows:
2 separate gates are used to enter the complex whose premises 
have been placed in 2 rows, one being on the street side, and 
the other on the avenue side. The main gate, which is also called 
the lodge gate or the classroom gate, is located on Gundoğumu 
Avenue, with a fountain to its right, and a water serving building 
to its left. Above the gate is mounted the classroom of the Ma-
drasah, which was built by Ahmet Ağa, the navy yard fiduciary 
in 1720-21 (1133 by the Muslim Calendar). The window of the 
classroom under which are archs, as well as the surrounding wall 
of the fenced burial place whose fences are weaved of Bronze 
wires, continue downwards. In addition, another fountain 
made of white marble, which doesn’t have epigraphs, is placed 
in front of the yard wall that is close to the corner where the 
fenced burial place ends. Behind this fountain is another fenced 
burial place that belongs to the college. The library building lead 
by the second gate which doesn’t have epigraphs, is built on a 
raised ground flor and is the northern side of the college, which 
is also on Esvapçı Street. The Southern and Western ends of the 
yard that can be reached by using both Gates, are surrounded 
by the madrasah rooms, forming an L. The place for the person 
who determines the prayer times, the hamam (Turkish bath) the 
kitchen, the dining hall and an open mausoleum, which are the 
other auxiliary buildings attached to the college, are quite note-
worthy. In addition, the charity Stone, which is placed in front of 
the burial place wall, to the left of the place alotted to the prayer 
time determiner, is also a valuable historical document that com-
pletes the college.2 Considering ıts ornament characteristics, one 
can assume that the college has greatly preserved the motives 
from the stonework style used during the Tulip Era.

The accounts given in the Sicill-i Osmânî (the Ottoman records) 
about the Fiduciary Ahmed Ağa, who is the builder of the col-
lege, are as follows: Being the brother of Ali Pahsa of Izmir, Fidu-
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ciary Ahmed Ağa first became a customs official after com-
pleting his education. He then became an armourer in 1705, 
and later became a sipahiler ağası and Başbakı kulu, respec-
tively. He became an armourer-in-chief again in 1715, but 
was dismissed at the same year. In May 1716, He was given 
the Pahsa Rank and was assigned as the Grand Seigneur to 
Erzurum, but in September 21st of the same year he was dis-
charged from the rank, and was sent to the Arşuva Castle. 
Then he became a Sergeant Major in 1717, a Mint Fiduciary, 
and a Navy Yard, respectively. Later, he became the build-
ing Fiduciary fort he archs of Ahmed the 1st. Died in 1730, 
Ahmed Ağa’s tomb is in the burial place which is located be-
tween the mosque and the classroom. Gundoğumu Avenue 
side of the burial place has a marble column and gridiron. It 
has 6 windows. The following epigraph was written on the 
angled column shaped headstone of his sarcophagus: 

El-Fatiha. ‘’Diriğa Hacı Ahmed sahibu’l hayrat Eminzade / Ki 
terk-i alem-i fani idub azm itdi ukbaya / Rıza-yı Hakk’a mal u 
canın bezi eyledi merhum / Ki bilmişdi cihan baki değil a’la 
vu ednaya / Neşimensaz-ı Firdevs-berin olub Hudevanda / 
Resul-i Ekrem olsun Cennet-i ala’da hem-saye / Bu mısra’la 
didi tarih-i fevtin geldi bir da’i / Eminzade cihandan göçtu ta 
Firdevs-i a’laya.            

The same epigraph was written on the outer side of the 
footstone as well, so it could be read also from the avenue. 
Just like some of the gravestones in the burial place, the 
gravestones on his sarphagus, which is in front of the third 
window, are also ornated with uniquely precious sypress and 
ramble rose reliefs.

The Premises In The College And 
Their Architectural Characteristics:
The Ahmediye Mosque
Located on the corner where Gundoğumu Avenue and 
Esvapçı Street conjoins,the square shaped and single domed 
Ahmediye Mosque was made of hard dirt Stone, a rough 
building material which is the mixture of Stone and brick. In 
addition, its left minaret was made entirely of hewn Stone. 
Before it was built, a small wooden mosque called the Ke-
fçe Dede Mosque used to be located where it currently is. 
Mir’at-ı Istanbul gives the following accounts about the Ah-
mediye Mosque and its builder.3

However, the narthex in front of the mosque, as well as the 
wooden mortmain above it, collapsed over the time. The 
old arched gate to this place can still be seen on that side 
of the mosque. The arched gate on the right corner of the 
mosque is used to enter the praying area. Above this gate 
is a 20-verse epigraph written in Arabic in 1721, and above 
that was another epigraph which was kept in a locket, but is 
now lost. It was written by Kavsarazâde Selim Efendi.

The aforementioned epigraph which was written in 1722 
states that the old Kefçe Dede mosque was destroyed, and 
that Hacı Ahmed Ağa rebuilt the mosque with a pulpit. An-
other epigraph which gives the accounts about the restora-
tion of the mosque, and was written in 1860, was discov-
ered by I. Hakkı Konyalı, but apparently it hasn’t survived up 
to day. It can be seen from the pictures of the mosque that it 

went through some changes due to repairs and restorations, 
and the narthex is no more either. Also, the wooden narthex 
has been removed during the repairs which took place after 
1965. The top of the entrence has now been closed with a 
small shed, and is to the left of the narthex wall. The existance 
of the alter in the middle, as well as the door and the window 
on the top left which are placed on that side of the mosque 
makes one think about the possibility that there might be a 
passage to and from the mess for women. It can be under-
stood when we examine the remains of walls which have sur-
vived to the present day that the mosque had a door which 
was used to enter from the iner yard, as well as a surrounding 
wall which conjoins with the burial place.

In the interior area, the dome is mounted on the walls via 
sliced trompes. There is a window with pointed archs on each 
edge of the dome which is supported by octagonal hoops. 
Also, on the walls, there are rectangularly opened Windows 
with hewn Stone jambs which are arranged in 2 rows, 8 win-
dows being at the top row, and 7 at the subjacent row. The 
relieving arches were built in an alternate arrangement, of the 
mixture of Stones and bricks. It is claimed that the mess for 
women, which is mounted on the wooden poles in the in-
terior area, was built much later. In the present day, the alter 
is in the shape of a simple nich. There is nothing left from the 
18th century style pane with green background which used to 
ornate the alter by depicting Kaba, and which was recorded 
by I. Hakkı Konyalı. The marble pulpit, on the other hand, re-
flects the decoration concept observed during the Tulip Era 
with the vegetal decoration on its open-worked mirror hold-
ers, as well as its barriers. Underneath the pediment which el-
evates the starecase to the pulpit, there are 2 chambers with 
pointed archs which are surrounded by rectangular frames 
and around each of which are flower patterns designed with 
a naturalist style. 

The third chamber near the beginning of the stairs is not hol-
low, but a cypress tree motive with a carded body is carved 
on its marble surface. The handrail on the staircase, which is 
surrounded by a line of profiles, is ornated by sliding and lining 
up hollowed hexagons and stars in an apropriate manner, and 
the triangular pediment is ornated with a pierced rose-shaped 
motive right in the middle. Above the entrence at the begin-
ning of the staircase that leads up to the pulpit is an inscription 
with its gable, inside which is ornamented with the Rumi and 
Stylised palmet motives.  A Hadith is written on both the dome 
which is carried on the 4 columns with diamond-shaped caps 
in the interior area, and the pulpit cone which is covered with 
a conic cover on the outer area. Relief motives of large bodied 
and narrow necked vases with tulips and symetrical roses simi-
lar to wheatears coming out of them are carved on the panes 
which are rectangularly framed with erasements on the bot-
tom left and right corners of the pulpit’s chalet part.4

Mounted on a single domed and 8 faced hoop which has a 
window on each face, both the walls and the dome of the 
temple are ornamented with embroidery. Its 3-cornered, em-
broidered marble preacher’s stage is so beautiful, and the pul-
pit is a masterpiece with the carvings and embroideries on it. 
A hadith is written on the edge of its cone, and a tile with a 
Kaaba depiction has been placed on the alter.
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The first preacher of the mosque was I. Hakkı Bursevi Efendi, 
who had a distinguished personality, who was claimed to 
perform God given miracles and was the author of a Quran 
commentary called Ruhu’l-beyan. He died in 1724, and his 
tomb is in the Celvetî Lodge which is around Tuzpazarı in 
Bursa. He wrote a myriad of Works.5 Under the temple and 
on Gundoğumu Avenue, there is also a place used to de-
termine the prayer times during the day. To the left of this 
place is a charity Stone. It is written in Mirad-ı Istanbul that 
the Rufaian worship services were performed in the mosque.

The architect of this beautiful Tulip Era work is Mehmed Ağa 
of Kayseri. Being the master architect of the Tulip Era, he 
has other Works both in Istanbul and in Uskudar. He had 
replaced Ebu Bekir Ağa, who was the master architect of 
Hassa until 1704, but he did not stay in this position for a 
long time. in late January 1706, he was replaced by Hacı 
Ibrahim Ağa. Being the master architect again in February 
3rd, 1709, he built many beautiful works in Istanbul. Among 
them, the ones in Uskudar are:

1- The glorious fountain at the Uskudar Pier Square,
2- The Yeni Valide Mosque,
3- The Ahmediye mosque,
4- The Kaptanpasha Mosque, and many other fountains. He 
died in 1742, and was buried in the Edirnekapı Cemetary. 
He has no gravestones available today. Other than this col-
lege, Ahmet Ağa, who was the Master architect of the Tulip 
Era, and Fiduciary Mehmet Ağa, who was called Angel, have 
2 other fountains, one being in Uskudar, and the other in 
Kasımpaşa.6

The School Of The Ahmediye Mosque Madrasah
Being one of the premises attached to the Ahmediye College, 
the Madrasah is above the Marble yard gate, the fountain, 
and the water serving building, which are on Gundoğumu 
Avenue. The classroom was built by the Navy Yard Fiduciary 
Ahmed Ağa in 1721-22. It served as a school for 182 years, 
and then was turned into a lodge by Mahmut Efendi, who 
was the Rufaian Imam of the Ahmediye Mosque, and was 
a sheikh. Mahmut Efendi died in 1899.7 For this reason, the 
marble yard gate was first called the Madrasah gate, and 
then the Lodge gate. Today, one part of the Ahmediye Ma-
drasah is managed by the District Office in charge of charita-
ble foundations and is used as an alms house, while another 
part is used by the Ministry of Religious Affairs as a Quran 
teaching Center. The Madrasah also serves as a dormitory for 
50 students. The madrasah consists of 11 rooms which 
surround the western and 
southern sides of the middle 
yard forming an L, and the 
classroom above the marble 
gate on Gundoğumu Av-
enue. Today, all these rooms 
which used to host first the 
Madrasah students, and 
then the dervishes joining 
the religious communions and 
allusions, serve as classrooms 
for students who are trying to 
learn and memorize Quran.

The 16-verse history epigraph which is on the marble yard 
gate was placed there fort he classroom. The classroom gate 
leads to a vaulted hall. The door to the right, and the 2-turn 
Stone staircase leads up to the classroom on the top flor. 
In front of the 8-cornered and single domed classroom is a 
yard with Stone flooring. This yard is blanketed with a porch 
with 3 cradle-shaped domes, mounted on the classroom 
on both sides, and on elegant marble columns. The column 
heads have stalactites. The 5-lined and 10-versed epigraph 
prepared by Poet Salim and written with beautiful handwrit-
ing is on the marble arched door. 

Cenab-ı sahibu’l-hayat ya’ni el-hac Ahmed kim / Anın nakş-ı 
mekin iştiharıdır Eminzade / Hezar ahsenet o merd-i akibet 
endiş u agah / Ki olmaz ziynet dihi ruze-i dunyaya dildade  
/ Bilub dehrin fenasın da’ima fikr-i muad eyler / Bugunden 
hazır eyler zahr u zarın yevm-i miade / Bu beyt-i ilm u fazlı 
hasbeten-lillah idub ma’mur / Uluma sa’y iden talibler içun 
itdi amade / Salima zeyl-i itmamında nakş itdim bu tarihi / Bu 
daru’z-zeyn-i ilmi eyledi tekmil Eminzade.

The classroom is enlightened by 2 rows of Windows, 5 
being on the top, and 5 subjacent to the ones on the top 
row. Being built totally of hewn Stone, the classroom 
also has an alter which is extended outwards, and which 
has stalactites on it. To the right of it is a turbine. The de-
signer of this beautiful complex is Mehmed Ağa of Kay-
seri. In front of the domed rooms 5 of which are on the 
South and 5 on the east, lies a porch with marble col-
umns, which is mounted on round archs via diamond-
shaped heads. The square shaped madrasah rooms 
are equipped with pendanted domes, a a door which 
opens to the porch, turbine niches and a chimney. To the 
South, where the ablution taps are, a small vaulted piece 
of porch which is mounted on 4 marble columns, con-
joins with the classroom. The classroom is situated high 
above the entrence gate. There is a porch which mounts 
on 6 mukarnas headed marble columns, is blanketed 
with cross vaults in the middle, and with domes on the 
sides in front of the octagonally planned, arched, low 
classroom door which can be reached by climbing stairs. 
The 5-lined epigraph on the marble jambed door, which 
was prepared by Poet Selim, was written in 1722. In ad-
dition to the entrence and the alter walls in the interior 
area, other sides also have Windows one subjacent to 
the other. The marble alter is 5-rowed, mukarnased, and 
extended outwards. 



It is claimed that the classroom was turned into a rufaian 
lodge in the 19th century, but then the lodge was moved to 
an additional wooden area attached to the narthex because 
the classroom was too small. The wooden addition which 
we can see in pictures from around 1915, collapsed in 1931, 
and a narthex was built with the inspiration from the remains 
of it. That new narthex stayed there until about 1965. There 
are 9 ablution taps on the 4 arched and vaulted porch be-
tween the classroom and the madrasah.8

As far as what we learn from Mir’ad-ı Istanbul, the cypress 
tree which grew on the Madrasah wall was astonishingly 
beautiful.9 There is a huge epigraph Stone under a wide cor-
nice with stalactites, which opens to Gundoğumu Avenue. 
The Marble gate under it, is a work of art in and of itself, 
with the flower embroideries around it, and with laces on its 
edges. The following is the 4-lined epigraph on it: 

Eminzade Cenab-ı Hacı Ahmed / Sutude-menkabet Ağa-yı 
zi-şan / Bu nazik-ter mahallin Uskudar’ın / idub mustağrak-ı 
na’ma-yı ihsan / Yapub cami bu Kepçe Mescidi-ni / Geturdu 
su idub atşana reyyan / Bina itdi bir a’la dershane / Bu yol-
da sarf idub mal-i firavan / Okunsun ilm-i din fıkh u feraiz 
/ Ehadis-i Nebi tefsir-i Kur’an / Olub hayratı makbul-i ilahi / 
Mu’ammer ide anı Rabb-i Rahman / Muzehheb nusha-i ik-
bali ta haşr / Ola vareste asib-i devran / Didi bir ehl-i dil tarih-i 
salin / Zehi tahsilgah-ı ilm u irfan.

There is no date under the epigraph. To the right of the gate 
is a glorious fountain which was built in 1722, and to the left 
of the gate is one of the most beautiful Tulip Era type wa-
ter serving buildings, which was built on the same date. The 
gate leads to a valted hall. A staircase on the right hand side 
is used to climb up to the classroom. Another door on the 
left hand side is used to go to the water serving building. The 
hall leads to the yard of the college. Right on the left corner 
is the place where there are ablution taps. A porch carried 
by 4 marble columns is in front of these numerous little taps, 
and the madrasah rooms are on the side and at the back of 
the porch.10

The Ahmediye Mosque Fountain
The Ahmediye Mosque Fountain is to the right of the gate of 
the Ahmediye Mosque College, which is located on the cor-
ner where Gundoğumu Avenue and Esvapçı Street conjoins. 
This is the gate on Gundoğumu Avenue side, and is directed 
towards kiblah. To the left of this gate is the Ahmediye Water 
serving building, and above the fountain is the Ahmediye 
school, which was also used as a lodge. The first fountain 
placed to the right of the entrence gate, on the classroom 
wall, has the same style with the water serving building on 
the left to the gate. The sides of the vertically placed, rect-
angular fountain, are coated with white marble. There is an 
1863 dated repair epigraph on the mirror Stone which was 
framed with a rectangular frame, and whose sliced and blind 
arch is not carved. The middle part, just as the water serving 
building on the left hand side, was filled with an 11-sliced 
nich, and a 5-versed building epigraph which was written 
with the talik writing style was placed on the filling. The 
round arched, sliced nich was bordered on both sides with 
little columns which end with palmet gables. A single rowed, 

mukarnased border in the interior area, and a wide border 
consisted of broken branches and rumis on the outer area 
surround the sides of the fountain. The fountain is crowned 
with a sliced bodied gable which has 2 big rosettes on the 
top corners, and which is filled with curled branches. This 
motive is completed with 1 palmet motive on the top, and 
half palmet motives on the sides.11

The fountain is one of the most beautiful examples of the 
Turkish fountain architecture. It is made of pure marble. 
There is a relief like the tail of a peacock on its mirror Stone, 
which looks like an elegant alter. The rose reliefs on the mir-
ror Stone, and the flower motives which begin from the bor-
ders, continuing around the epigraph, are so glorious. Frail, 
dainty column reliefs are on both sides of its face. The fol-
lowing is a 5-lined and 10 versed epigraph, dated 1721-22, 
written on the fan-shaped structure which serves as an arch: 

Zehi dil-cu-yı ziba çeşmesar-ı ruh-perver kim / Ataş-ı ummete 
mau’l hayatı eyledi  icra / Zehi hatır guşa aynu’l hayat-ı hub 
manzar kim / Bakup reşk eyler ana çeşme-i mihr-i cihan-ara 
/ Hilal-i iyd eğer zincir-i rah-ı Kehkeşan birle / Asılsa Kefçe-
asa takına şayestedir hakka / Bu dikleş çeşmesarın ab-veş ba-
nisinin da’im / Zulal-i tab’ını gerd-i kederden pak ide Mevla 
/ Bu mısra’la didi hatif ana bir bi-bedel tarih / Eminzade bu 
ayn-ı çeşmesan eyledi icra.

The date verse of the epigraph is written separately from the 
poem. The following is the 5-lined repair epigraph on the 
mirror Stone of the fountain. It is dated 1863.  …….

‘’Ve min el-mai kulle şey’in hayy’’ / Cennet-mekan Gazi Sultan 
/ Mahmud Han-ı Sani aleyhi Rahmetu’l-Bari / Hazretlerinin 
harem-i ismet-penahilerinden uçuncu / Ikbali Devletlu Tiry-
al Hanım Hazretleri’nin işbu mau’lhayatın / Menba’ından 
bed’ile mecrasının / mucedded hukmunde tamir ve ihyasına 
/Himmet ve bu babda na’il-i / muvaffakiyet olmuşlardır. / The 
fountain was repaired by Tiryal Kadın in October 11, 1863.12

The Water Serving Building Tradition in Uskudar And
The Ahmediye Mosque Water Serving Building
Throughout centuries, many water serving buildings have 
been built in Uskudar. However, the names and places of 
only 21 of them are known today. In Uskudar, 1 water serv-
ing building was built in the 16th century, 4 in the 17th cen-
tury, 3 in the 18th century, and 6 in the 19th century. In ad-
dition, there are 7 other water serving buildings the building 
dates of which are unknown.

Water serving buildings are buildings which are located on 
roads and routes, so that travellers could drink water when 
they are thirsty. There used to be jugs on their Windows, 
which were always filled with water. Travellers didn’t have to 
pay fort he water they consumed. These buildings were also 
called water serving building houses.

When a water serving building did not have water, the water 
which was taken out of the wells inside the water serving 
building complex was served, or the marble or earthen jars 
were filled with the water brought in with water bearers. It 
was a tradition in some water serving building buildings to 
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serve a syrup made of honey and sugar during special 
nights, on ied days and on Fridays. Also, another tradi-
tion was serving syrup during the first few days after the 
opening of a water serving building building. Usually, 
when someone wanted to drink water or syrup, the wa-
ter server used to serve the water or syrup in bowls which 
were made of copper, brass or artificial gold. The bowls 
were attached to the water serving building with chains, 
and they had handles on them.

Almost all the water serving building buildings in Usku-
dar, except for 3 of them, are located between the big 
Uskudar Pier and the tomb of Karacaahmet. This was the 
only route which connected Istanbul to Anatolia during 
the reign of the Roman Empire, The Byzantine Empire and 
The Ottoman Empire. All travellers who prepared to go to 
Anatolia by using the pier would first stop by the tomb of 
Hudayi Hazretleri to pray there, and drink water from its 
water serving building. Then they would climb the Men-
zilhane slope to come to the place where the tomb of 
Karacaahmet was located. This location, which had 12 
water serving buildings, was a praying and gathering 
point for travellers.

The Ahmediye Mosque Water serving building is located 
on Gundoğumu Avenue (Ahhmediye Avenue before.) 
It was built in 1721-22, together with the Ahmediye 
Mosque, the Ahmediye Madrasah, the Ahmediye School, 
the Ahmediye Library and the ahmediye Fountain. Being 
the most elegant and beautiful work of its era, this college 
was built by Fiduciary Hacı Ahmet ağa.

To the right of the water serving building is the yard gate 
to the Ahmediye mosque and the marble Ahmediye 
Fountain. Above it, is located the Ahmediye School. Made 
of pure marble, the water serving building has 3 windows 
made of gridiron, which were placed in 4 thin columns. 
The columns whose heads had stalactites are connected 
to one another with marble archs. It has a 12-versed epi-
graph, whose pairs of verses are divided and written in 
different places of the water serving building. There is a 
pair under the wooden eaves, on the peacock tail, and on 
each Window pane. This epigraph continues also on the 
marble archs above the window. The following is this epi-
graph, which is comprised of 20 verses in total: Eminzade 
cenab-ı hacı Ahmed kim bu alemde/ Ana oldu muyesser 
hak-bus-i Kabe-i ulya / Zehi ziba sebil-i ma-i selsal-i musaf-
fa-ter / K’olur nuş eyledikçe ayn-ı Zemzem-veş safa-bahşa.

Idub teşmir bazu-yi futuvvet fi-sebilillah / Pur itdi 
ni’met-i hayr ile Çeşm-i Kepçeyi hakka / Terazide n’ola 
tartılsa âbı durr u guherle / Letafetde ana lulesi lala ol-
amaz hemta. / Ataş-ı nase bir ab-ı musaffayı sebil itdi 
/ Yenabi-i himemden bu mahalle eyleyub icra / Safa-yı 
lezzetini bir kez duşunde Kuh-ken görse / Iderdi ömru 
oldukca leb-i Şirin’den istiğna. Aceb mi teşne lebler olsa 
şirin-kam da’valı / Ziyafet eyledi atşane şehd u şir ile 
guya / Idub hayratını mebrur ide Hakk sa’yini meşkur 
/ Mu’in ola hemişe ana lutf-i hazret-i Mevla Gelen dil-
teşneye her kuzesi Salim didi tarih / Zulal-i paki nuş it bu 
sebil-i abden sıhha.

The epigraph was prepared by the Poet şair kazasker Mir-
zazâde Sâlim Mehmet Emin Efendi. He is the son of Mirza 
Mustafa Efendi, who was a chief religious official, and who 
died in 1722. Having a good Madrasah education, Salim 
Efendi served a number of duties, and then was assigned as 
a judge to Mekka in 1736-37, and then was ordered to go to 
Damascus in 1738. He died in April 1739, in Mefrik, a place 
between Tripoly and damascus, and was buried there.13

The Ahmediye Mosque Library
Located in the Ahmediye district, the Ahmediye Mosque Li-
brary belongs to the Ahmediye College, and was built on the 
top flor of the college in 1721-22 by the Navy Yard Fiduciary 
Ahmed Ağa.

The yard gate on Esvapçı Street, which leads up to the li-
brary via a staircase is therefore called the library gate. This 
gate has no epigraphs. A narrow door is used to enter the 
library. The long corridor leads to 2 steps made of Stone, and 
then a platform. After turning 360 degrees on this platform, 
10 steps lead up to another platform in front of the library. 
This platform is blanketed with 3 domes carried by 6 marble 
columns. To the left of the library are a small fountain and 
toilets. The water from the fountain is carried by water bear-
ers. Its only big and blind dome mounts on an 8-sided hoop. 
It is enlightened by 13 windows subjacent to one another. 
When entered from its arched and marble jambed door, we 
see that there is a cupboard with 2 divisions, as well as a 
3-layered marble nich on the left hand side. Straight ahead 
is a veiled stove.

There are no epigraphs on its door. Located on Esvapçı Street 
side of the college, it was built totally of hewn Stone, one 
corner extended outwards on consoles. The architect of the 
library is Mehmed Ağa of Kayseri, who was a chief designer 
of the Tulip Era. The library also has a deed of trust dated 
1139 by the Islamic calendar. Sami Mehmed Efendi donated 
50 books to the library.

In the interior part of the building which serves as a Quran 
teaching center today, there is a stove, 2 cupboards and 3 
carved marble niches. On the street side of the library, we can 
see 2 small bird houses which mount on consoles placed on 
an area between the consoles which fill the space between 
the grandfloor and first flor, and the top window with point-
ed arches. The alcoved side arrangement, where the alcoves 
are placed on consoles which are underneath the tiny flor 
rooms, was quite a popular arrangement used in libraries 
built for madrasahs and schools for little children during 18th 
century. Among the best known examples of this are, the 
Hekimoğlu Ali Pahsa library (1732), the Vefa Şehit Ali Pahsa 
Library (1715) and the Aksaray Suleyman Halife College for 
little children (1728).14

The Ottoman Style Gravestones And
The Ahmediye Camii Burial Place
Another colourful set of dreams that those who live in Is-
tanbul see, are the graveyards which symbolise the frail 
tie between life and death. In districts such as Fatih, Eyup 
and Uskudar, where the settlement is relatively older than 
the other places in Istanbul, the ancient graveyards which 
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surround the daily life and which host their turbanned 
or fezzed visitors, are in front of our eyes all the time. 
Shaded by cypress trees most of the time, graveyards are 
like mirrors which show us the existance of the angel of 
death, which will visit all of us some day. The french au-
thor T. Gautier writes “I don’t know why, but when I’m 
at a Turkish graveyard, I don’t feel the sorrow that I feel 
at a Christian graveyard.” The German Marshal H. Von 
Moltke says: “Graves crown the forelands around Istan-
bul, which have the most beautiful landscapes possible. 
If it’s true that spirits which leave the body sometimes 
wonder around graves, these spirits are watching in the 
full moon light the hills in both Europe and Asia, the 
bright mirrorlike reflection of the Bosphorus and Mar-
mara, and this hugely populated city half million resi-
dents of which will be sleeping under these cypress trees 
almost in 100 years.”

Also, Poet Yahya Kemal, who best grasped the glory of 
the Islamic Turkish civilisation which came into existance 
with the Ottoman Empire, describing it in his verses in 
the most effective way, teaches us a meaningful lesson 
with the statement “A nation who comprehends its na-
tionality is the one who lives with  its dead.”15 Which he 
gave in one of his talks. Spread in 2 divisions on both 
southern and western sides of the mosque, the burial 
place of the Ahmediye College conjoins at the point 
where Gundoğumu Avenue and Esvapçı Street conjoin. 
The division on Gundoğumu Avenue is surrounded by 
a 6-arched window wall. The other division begins at 
the corner of the street, and ends above the entrence 
gate. The division on the Avenue side has gravestones 
of Fiduciary Ahmet ağa who died in 1730, his 2 sons, 
his daughters and his wife, as well as the examples of 
other gravestones which gives us information about or-
namental decorations used on gravestones during the 
Tulip Era. The ornaments on the gravestones reflect the 
Tulip Era motives which are on the other side of the col-
lege. The fruit motives on the plates which are situated 
on the pehle parts of the gravestones in front of the 
arched window which sees the main avenue are quite 
magnificent.  Also, some lodge symbols on some of the 
gravestones are noteworthy. The cypress tree reliefs that 
we see on the pulpet of the mosque can also be seen on 
the gravestones which are on the side of the yard. In the 
burial place where we see the examples of the talik and 
sulus, which are 2 of the beautiful handwriting styles, 
the rose motives on the written gravestones are glori-

ous. Also, in the burial place where the open domed 
tomb of Kefçe Dede is located adjacent to the mosque, 
the uninscripted sarcophagus of Emin Mehmed Efendi, 
a Divan poet and the Uskudar Molla, is breathtaking. 
The sarcophagus was once used as a visiting point. The 
burial place also hosts the imams and madrasah teach-
ers who served in the mosque. The beautifully inscript-
ed, turbaned grave Stone of the great Molla Mustafa 
Asım Efendi, which was ornated with paradice tree re-
liefs, is worth seeing. The sarcophaguslike gravestone of 
the builder of the college, Fiduciary Ahmed Ağa, whose 
epigraph which was dated 1730 was written on, is in 
the shape of a cornered column without holes.  The 
flower motived and inscripted headed gravestones of 
Ahmed Ağa’s sons, Osman ağa, and Emin Muhammed 
Ağa, both have the same date (November 1746), are the 
beautiful examples of the classical Tulip Era style flower 
motives which are coming out of delicate vases. The 
rose reliefs with their leaves and branches which were 
carved on the inscripted heads of both sarcophaguses, 
the 1733 dated sarcophagus ornated with cypress tree 
reliefs, and the turbaned sarcophagus of the great molla 
Mehmed Emin Efendi which is ornated with paradice 
tree reliefs, are unique examples for Uskudar.

As a result, built in 1721-1722 (1134 according to the 
Muslim Calendar) by Mehmed Ağa, the chief architect of 
the Tulip Era, at the order of Ahmed Ağa, who was the 
Navy Yard Fiduciary, The Ahmediye College is considered 
to be an important complex which represents the period 
between 1703 and 1730, that is called the Tulip Era in 
the Ottoman Architecture and the culture history, as well 
as the transition  to the westernisation period after the 
classical period. Though the college reflects the character-
istics of the Tulip Era architecture, the patterns of flower 
bouquets in vases which ornate the tombstones inside 
the fenced burial place (burial place) in the pulpit of the 
mosque, are extremely remarkable with their naturalist 
style, just as the patterns which can be seen on the Foun-
tain of Ahmed the 3rd in Uskudar, (1727-28) which was 
built at the same time with the Fountain of Ahmet the 
3rd (1728) in front of the Topkapı Palace. Being a compre-
hensive and middle scale college, the Ahmediye College 
consists of a mosque, a madrasah, (Religious school) a 
classroom, a library, a water serving building and a foun-
tain. By the way it was built and by its characteristics, the 
college is considered to adhere to the general characteris-
tics of the classical Ottoman architecture.
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